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The enclosed proposal contains trade secrets or other confidential and proprietary
information of GTECH Printing Corporation (GPC). This information, if publicly
disclosed, would irreparably harm GPC and cause substantial injury to its competitive
position. GTECH has clearly identified such information within its proposal by
marking it as “Confidential material begins here” and “Confidential material ends
here” in the color red.
Per the instructions set forth in RFP Section 1.13, GPC has included within its proposal
at Tab 7, a written statement identifying the reason(s) why each instance of confidential
material is exempt from public disclosure. In addition, GPC has provided a redacted
version of its proposal in electronic format according to RFP C, Proposal Format.
_____________________________________________________________________
The trademarks and logos contained in this document are marks owned by or licensed
to GPC and/or GTECH Corporation.
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Executive Summary

Attachment 3
Instant Ticket Design, Development and Production Services
Submittal Checklist
Document
Technical Proposal (with original signature and
in the form defined in the RFP)
Pricing Proposal (in the form defined in the
RFP)
Transmittal letter with Vendor Statement that
the Proposal will remain valid at least 220 days
from due date of Proposals
Signed Contract – Appendix J
Vendor Acknowledgement of Addendums
Freedom of Information Law designation of trade secret or other confidential
or proprietary information
Non-Collusive Bidding Certificate
(Appendix F)
Procurement Lobbying
Bidder/Offeror Disclosure/Certification Form
(Appendix G)
NYS Vendor Responsibility Questionnaire
(Appendix B)
Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO)
• Policy Statement (Appendix D)
• Staffing Plan (D-2)
Minority and Women-Owned Business
Enterprise Program (Appendix E )
• Summary of MBE/WBE Utilization Plan
MacBride Fair Employment Principals
(Northern Ireland Stipulation Form)
(Appendix H)
Sales & Use Tax (Appendix I)
• ST220-CA (submit to Lottery)
• ST220-TD (submit to DTF)
Proposal Bond ($100,000)
GTECH Printing Corporation
Vendor ________________________________

Section
of RFP
§1.15 &
Part 4
§1.15 &
Part 4
§1.15 &
1.17
§1.1
§1.11

Received
X
X
X
X
X

§1.13

X

§1.12

X

§1.8

X

§2.5

X

§2.10

X

§2.10

X

§2.7

X

§2.8

X

§1.16

X

Comment

2
Acknowledgement of RFP Addenda (Attachment 1)

Please refer to GTECH Printing Corporation’s Acknowledgement of RFP Addenda on
the following pages.

Acknowledgement of RFP Addenda (Attachment 1)
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3
Signed Contract (Appendix J)

Please refer to Appendix J, Contract Form, on the following page. GTECH Printing
Corporation has signed the contract form as required.

Signed Contract (Appendix J)
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4
Proposal Bond (Section 1.17)

As stated in the Transmittal Letter, this proposal will remain valid for a period of
220 days.
Please refer to the following page for GTECH Printing Corporation’s Proposal Bond
to the New York Lottery.
The proposal bond is in a form acceptable to the Lottery and is issued by a qualified
issuer in the amount of one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000). The surety company
has a record of successful, continuous operation and is qualified to do business in the
state of New York.
This bond will guarantee the availability of goods and services at the price(s) quoted
in the proposal for a period of 220 days after submission of the proposal.

Proposal Bond (Section 1.17)
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5
Disclosure of Litigation and Other Information (Section 1.20)

Set forth below is a list of all pending or threatened litigation, administrative or
regulatory proceedings, or similar matters for GTECH Printing Corporation.
On February 19, 2009, Gregory Hohmann and Patricia Hohmann filed an action in
the Superior Court of the State of Connecticut, Judicial District of Hartford, against
GTECH Corporation, GTECH Printing Corporation, and William Miller (collectively,
the “Defendants”), alleging negligence, recklessness, defamation, and fraud. The
plaintiffs purchased an instant ticket on January 7, 2007, which was later determined
by the Connecticut Lottery Commission to be fraudulent. On March 11, 2009, the
Defendants removed this action to the United States District Court for the
District of Connecticut (No. 3:09-cv-00410-CHS). The Company is vigorously
defending this matter.
No owner, officer, director, or partner of GPC has ever been convicted of a felony.
GPC understands that this is a continuing disclosure agreement and any such matter
commencing after submission of a proposal, and with respect to the successful
vendor(s) after the approval of the contract, will be disclosed in a timely manner in a
written statement to the Lottery.

Disclosure of Litigation and Other Information (Section 1.20)
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6
Response to Specifications (Part 4)

The following section contains GTECH Printing Corporation’s response to
specifications in the order provided in RFP Part 4, Information Required from
Vendors, including technical documentation as appendices.

Response to Specifications (Part 4)
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Part 4

INFORMATION REQUIRED FROM VENDORS

Part 4
Information Required from Vendors

GTECH Printing Corporation (GPC) is pleased to respond to the New York Lottery’s
(the Lottery’s) RFP for instant ticket design, development, and production services.
GPC has paid close attention to the RFP’s requirements and information to ensure it
has responded fully. GPC acknowledges that if its proposal is found to be incomplete
or if there are conditions to the requirements, it may be deemed as nonresponsive
and removed from further consideration.
GPC’s proposal to the New York Lottery will achieve the following:
• Support the Lottery’s instant business, which accounts for 53% of sales,
with a unique, analysis-based approach for data-driven growth.
• Dedicate accessible on-site resources at One Broadway Center.
• Provide instant play via traditional methods and support it through
innovative techniques such as the Web.
• Provide full-service printing, featuring print technology that enables
imaginative play styles, unlimited color combinations (with superb
color fidelity), sophisticated ticket security, and many other design and
printing possibilities.
•
Produce the Lottery’s instant games with the highest quality and security.
Data driven
growth... on-site
resources...
innovative design
and printing...

Throughout Part 4 of our response, we provide information about our business
organization, financial viability, experience, quality assurance, staffing, research
and development, ticket production and distribution processes, and security, along
with our references. We are excited about the prospect of working with the New York
Lottery to provide instant ticket design, development, and production services.
We look forward to meeting with you in the near future to discuss your current and
future business needs and how we can help you address them with proven solutions,
quality products, and responsive customer service.

Information Required from Vendors

Part 4 – 1

4.1

BUSINESS ORGANIZATION

4.1
Business Organization

Fully Qualified – Ready to Support Your Future
... a full service
vendor...

Throughout its proposal, GPC provides the information requested by the New York
Lottery to enable the Lottery to determine that GPC is of sufficient size and has
the qualifications to perform the required services. We consider our current
relationship with the Lottery to be a model of collaboration, and we propose to extend
this relationship to include your instant business and to allow us to become a true
full-service vendor to you.

4.1.A
Organization Information
The details requested by the RFP concerning the full name and address of GPC are
provided in the next pages. The following figure depicts GPC’s corporate structure.

Figure 4.1 – 1:

Business Organization

4.1 – 1

GPC is a corporation qualified to do business in the state of New York, as evidenced
by the inserts entitled Certification to Do Business in New York and GPC and
GTECH Certificates of Incorporation, which are provided at the end of this section.
The full name and address of our organization and branch offices are as follows:
• GTECH Printing Corporation (primary production facility)
4100 South Frontage Road, Building 400
Lakeland, Florida 33815
• GTECH Printing Corporation (secondary production facility)
2401 Police Center Drive, Suite 110
Plant City, Florida 33566
•
GTECH Corporation Headquarters
GTECH Center
10 Memorial Boulevard
Providence, Rhode Island 02903
GTECH Corporation (GTECH) is authorized to do business in the state of New York.
GTECH currently has an office in New York, as it supports the New York Lottery’s online
gaming business. In addition, GTECH has an instant ticket facility also in place in New
York. The two facilities are:
• GTECH Corporation
One Broadway Center
Schenectady, New York 12305-2533
•
GTECH Corporation
Instant Ticket Facility
5 Selina Drive
Albany, New York 12205
GPC is a Delaware corporation. It is a wholly owned subsidiary of GTECH Corporation,
a Delaware corporation. GTECH is a wholly owned subsidiary of GTECH Holdings
Corporation (Holdings), a Delaware corporation.

4.1.B
Authorized Individual
GPC has identified the name, address, and telephone number of the individual from
its organization that is authorized to enter into and bind the company concerning
the terms and conditions of this proposal.
Name: Alan Eland
Title: Senior Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of GTECH
North America
Address: GTECH Center, 10 Memorial Boulevard, Providence, RI 02903
Telephone Number: (401) 392-7332

4.1 – 2
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investment grade
ethical

financial viability

GTECH brand
established

4.2

FINANCIAL VIABILITY
SECTION HIGHLIGHTS
• Supported by the financial resources of GTECH.
• GTECH is the only principle lottery supplier with an investment grade

credit rating.
• Steady cash flow from long term contracts.

4.2
Financial Viability

GTECH Printing Corporation’s Financial Viability
…considerable
financial
resources…

The New York Lottery can be assured that considerable financial resources are
available from GPC to support the requirements contained in the RFP. GPC is a
financially stable company, as is its parent company, GTECH Corporation (GTECH).
GTECH’s parent company is Lottomatica Group S.p.A. (Lottomatica), one of the largest
lottery operators in the world based on total wagers. Together with Lottomatica,
GTECH has scale, revenue diversification, and financial viability that surpass that of
its competitors. GTECH’s portfolio of long-term service contracts provides a solid
foundation for continued profitable growth and steady, predictable cash flow. These
financial resources are available to GPC.
GPC has nearly quadrupled its revenue over the past four years, and its ticket printing
volume has more than tripled. We have grown from 6 customers in 2007 to 51
customers as of this writing.
GTECH is the world’s leading full-service provider of highly secure lottery transaction
processing systems, doing business in more than 50 countries. Total GTECH lottery
revenues for 2010 grew 7.5% over the previous year. Service revenue grew 6.1% in
2010 when compared to 2009, and product sale revenue was up 23.5%.
GTECH’s financial stability is demonstrated by its credit ratings. It is the only company
among the principal lottery vendors that has an investment-grade credit rating.
The two most highly recognized credit-rating agencies, Moody’s and Standard &
Poor’s, have awarded Lottomatica Group with credit ratings of Baa3 and BBB-,
respectively. Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s rate the credit worthiness of a company
after conducting a thorough analysis of its historical financial performance and
long-term financial outlook. The respective ratings of the principal lottery vendors
are shown in the following table.

Financial Viability
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Figure 4.2 – 1:
Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s Ratings

Company Name

Moody's

Standard &
Poor's

Description of Rating

LTO/GTECH
Investment Grade

Baa3

BBB-

An obligor rated “BBB” has adequate capacity
to meet its financial requirements

Scientific Games
Non-Investment
Grade/Speculative

Ba3

BB

Obligor faces ongoing uncertainties and
exposure to adverse business, financial, or
economic conditions which could lead to the
obligor’s inadequate capacity to meet its
financial commitments

Intralot
Not Rated

Not rated

Not rated

This company is not rated

Pollard Banknote
Not rated

Not rated

Not rated

This company is not rated

Integrity and Stability
We conduct our businesses in an ethical manner, with integrity, trust, respect,
and fair dealing. Our Compliance Department oversees a proactive, corporate-wide
business ethics program designed to foster ethical business practices and decision
making. This department, reporting directly to Marco Sala, Lottomatica Group Chief
Executive Office (CEO), also advises on and resolves problems and/or issues related
to business ethics, including compliance with laws, regulations, and our policies.
An effective compliance program ensures all employees are aware that they
are expected to follow the fundamental values of integrity, trust, respect, and
excellence. We expect our employees to consistently act in ways that support these
values. Each one of our employees is retrained every year on the Company’s Code
of Conduct and must sign the document to confirm his or her understanding. The
Code of Conduct is the key to our integrity and at the core of how employees are
required to conduct themselves.
Our employees’ compliance with the Code of Conduct satisfies RFP Section 2.20,
Code of Conduct for Vendor, and Section 2.21, Ticket Purchase and Prize Payment
Restrictions. It is through our Code and these two RFP requirements, with which
our Code is aligned, that all of our employees will know about and understand the
gaming restrictions identified in the RFP. In addition, all new hires are thoroughly
trained in this area through our new employee orientation program. We would be
happy to provide you with a copy of the GTECH Code of Conduct.

4.2 – 2

Financial Viability

Annual Reports for the Past Three Years
Because GPC is a wholly owned subsidiary, its financials are included in the financial
statements of its parent, GTECH. GTECH’s consolidated financial statements are
included in Lottomatica’s consolidated, audited financials, which are found in
Lottomatica’s Annual Report filed with the Commissione Nazionale per le Società e
la Borsa (CONSOB).
We provide Lottomatica’s Annual Reports filed with the CONSOB for the past three
(3) years as GPC Appendix 1, Annual Reports. The appendix is located behind the
Submission of Certifications and Representations tab in both of the Original copies
of the Technical Proposal, in hard copy format. The copies of the Technical Proposal
include the same information on CD.
Neither GPC nor GTECH is required to file reports with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC). As noted previously, Lottomatica is traded on the Italian Stock
Exchange, which is regulated by the CONSOB in Italy. Lottomatica’s CONSOB filings
also include information with respect to GTECH and its subsidiaries.
• 10K reports for the past three (3) fiscal years (most recent and two
prior fiscal years): Please refer to the Annual Reports for the past three
(3) fiscal years in the GPC Appendix 1, Annual Reports. The Annual Report
is the CONSOB equivalent of 10K reporting requirements to the SEC.
• 10Qs for the current fiscal year: The quarterly report is the CONSOB
equivalent of 10Q reporting requirements to the SEC. As of this submission,
Lottomatica has not filed quarterly reports in the current fiscal year; please
refer to Lottomatica’s quarterly reports filed in 2010, the previous fiscal
year, in the Annual Reports included in GPC Appendix 1, Annual Reports.
• 8K reports for the current fiscal year: The CONSOB does not have a
reporting requirement that is equivalent to 8K reports; therefore,
Lottomatica does not file these reports.
•
Any quarterly reports to shareholders for the current fiscal year:
Lottomatica does not file quarterly reports to its shareholders.

Financial Viability
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Client List for the Past Three Years
GPC provides its client list for the past three years in the following table.

Figure 4.2 – 2:
Domestic and International Lottery Customers
Domestic Lottery Customers

International Lottery Customers

Arizona Lottery

Aruba

California Lottery

Australia: Lotterywest

Colorado Lottery

Canada: British Columbia Lottery Corporation

Connecticut Lottery Corporation

Chile: Polla Chilena de Beneficencia S.A.

Florida Lottery

Czech Republic: SAZKA a.s.

Kansas Lottery

Ecuador: Loteria Nacional

Kentucky Lottery Corporation

Germany: Westdeutsche Loterie GmbH (Westlotto)

Massachusetts Lottery

Guyana: Guyana Lottery Corporation

Minnesota State Lottery

Honduras

Missouri State Lottery

Hungary: Szerencsejáték RT

Nebraska Lottery

Italy: Lottomatica

New Jersey Lottery

Jamaica: Supreme Ventures Ltd.

New Mexico Lottery Authority

LILHCo (Antigua, Anguilla, Barbados,
St. Kitts, St. Maarten, US Virgin Islands)

New York Lottery

Luxembourg: Loterie Nationale

North Carolina Education Lottery

Mauritius: National Lottery

Oklahoma Lottery (game by game)

Mexico: CARITAS, IAP

4.2 – 4

Financial Viability

Domestic Lottery Customers

International Lottery Customers

Oregon Lottery

Mexico: El Instituto de Pensiones del
Estado de Veracruz

Rhode Island Lottery

Mexico: Pronósticos para la Asistencia Pública

Texas Lottery

Mexico: Sorteotech

Virginia Lottery

Mozambique: SOJOGO

Washington’s Lottery

Nicaragua: Loteria Nacional

Wisconsin State Lottery

Poland: Totalizator Sportowy
Portugal: Santa Casa Misericordia de Lisboa
Serbia: Drazavna Lutrija Srbije
Slovakia: TIPOS a.s.
Spain: Organización Nacional de Ciegos Españoles
(ONCE)
Switzerland: Swisslos Interkantonale Landeslotterie
Trinidad and Tobago: National Lotteries Control
Board
West Indies: National Lotteries Authority
of St. Vincent and the Grenadines

Financial Viability
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Key Corporate Personnel
Executive Support
The key corporate personnel to support the New York Lottery in the performance of
this contract are identified in the following paragraphs and senior management
organizational chart.

Jaymin Patel
President and CEO, GTECH Corporation
As President and CEO of GTECH Corporation, Jaymin is responsible for overseeing
the strategic direction of the Company. He works directly with GTECH and
Lottomatica’s management teams to execute the Company’s vision in the continual
effort to deliver value to its customers, shareholders, and employees.

Alan Eland
Senior Vice President and Chief Operating Officer (COO),
North America, GTECH and GPC
Alan will serve as GTECH’s Senior Staff contact for the New York Lottery,
reporting directly to Jaymin Patel. He will provide senior management supervision
in collaboration with the GPC and GTECH-New York teams to continually direct
resources toward support of the New York Lottery’s overall strategic objectives.

Jay Gendron
Regional Vice President, GTECH America’s Eastern Region
In 2008 Jay became the Regional Vice President of GTECH’s Eastern Region, which
includes New York. He reports to Alan Eland. Jay will be responsible for the general
management of the contract and for ongoing corporate and strategic oversight of
this project and the initiatives in New York. Joining the Company in 1995, he served
as an Assistant Account Executive until 1996, and then became a Regional Account
Director, a position he held until 1999. Jay then worked as an Account General
Manager until 2001, at which time he was named Director of Video Operations. He
became GTECH’s Vice President of Global Sales, Gaming Solutions, in 2004.

Jean Turgeon
Vice President of Operations, GPC
Jean oversees all aspects of GPC’s instant lottery ticket business and
game production, including game design, programming, prepress, production
planning, production, maintenance, and technology. He provides overall direction
and guidance to the operational activities of the organization with the objective
of maximizing growth and profitability as well as providing day-to-day leadership.
Jean and his team will make sure that all products produced by GPC for the New York
Lottery are in compliance with the Client Standards Document and the executed
Working Papers and meet the most stringent quality and security standards.
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Figure 4.2 – 3:

Facilities Available to Satisfy Contract Requirements
GPC has several facilities to support the Lottery’s instant business design and
production requirements. The facilities are described in the following paragraphs.

GPC Primary Facility
•

GTECH Printing Corporation
4100 South Frontage Road, Building 400
Lakeland, Florida 33815

…the
industry’s only
facility certified
by the WLA.

GPC’s Lakeland facility is the industry’s newest, and was expressly designed to enable
a true Lean Manufacturing environment. It features the industry’s largest, most
advanced press and in-line inspection and finishing process. It can print up to 11
billion 2-inch x 4-inch equivalent instant tickets per year. It is a “green” facility and
International Organization of Standardization (ISO) 14001 certified for environmental
controls. It is also a secure production environment certified by the World Lottery
Association (WLA) – GPC is the only vendor to achieve this recognition. This certification
satisfies both the requirements of the ISO 27001:2005 information-security standard
as well as 96 additional security requirements set forth by the WLA, including 72
lottery-specific requirements. GPC is also ISO 27001:2005 certified.

Financial Viability
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GPC Secondary Facility
•

GTECH Printing Corporation
2401 Police Center Drive, Suite 110
Plant City, Florida 33566

Plant City is GPC’s secondary facility. It also prints instant tickets for our customers.
In operation since 1993, its capacity is 3 billion 2-inch x 4-inch equivalent tickets
per year.

GTECH Headquarters
GTECH Corporation Headquarters is located as follows:
•
GTECH Corporation
GTECH Center
10 Memorial Boulevard
Providence, Rhode Island 02903

New York Facilities
GTECH has several facilities in New York. The first is an office that supports the New
York Lottery’s full-service online lottery contract. GTECH is authorized to do business
in the State of New York, and its online lottery staff will provide support to the GPC
staff. The office is located at:
•
GTECH Corporation
One Broadway Center
Schenectady, NY
12305-2533
The other major New York facility houses the Tel-sell Department and instant ticket
distribution center. It currently provides sales and distribution services from the time
an order is received until it is packaged and shipped via UPS to the retailer. This facility
is located at:
•
GTECH Corporation
Instant Ticket Facility
5 Selina Drive
Albany, NY 12205
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experienced
industry
professionals

experience of
vendor’s organization

available
capacity

51
customers
award
winning

4.3

EXPERIENCE OF THE VENDOR’S ORGANIZATION
SECTION HIGHLIGHTS
• Experience with individual print runs in excess of 70 million tickets.
• On track to print over 4 billion tickets in 2011.
• Industry professionals with a collective 700 years of experience in every

critical area of the instant business.
• Global company with worldwide marketing expertise.

4.3
Experience of the Vendor’s Organization

Nimble, Responsive, Customer Focused
…17 years
experience…
51 customers…
print runs of
70 million
tickets…
quadrupled
revenue growth…

All three major vendors – GTECH Printing Corporation, Pollard Banknote, and
Scientific Games – are of sufficient size and prior experience to produce instant
games for the New York Lottery.
As successor to the business assets of Creative Games International (CGI), GPC
has more than 17 years of experience in the production of instant games and
related services. Between that experience and GPC’s presses – a 22-station
printing press called MAX, located in Lakeland, Florida, and a secondary press in
Plant City, Florida – GPC offers:
• An overall printing capacity of 14 billion tickets annually.
•
A team of 140 industry professionals that, collectively, have 700 years
of experience in every critical area of game development, programming,
manufacturing, packaging, and shipping, as well as critical marketing
services.
GPC is a supplier to its parent company, Lottomatica, one of the most successful
instant lotteries in the world as measured by sales. As such, we have experience
with individual print runs in excess of 70 million tickets for the Italian market.
Domestically, our largest individual print run was more than 30 million tickets for
our Massachusetts customer. In addition to our relevant printing experience, we are
flexible and results driven. Having started with nearly zero customers three years
ago when we acquired the assets of CGI, we have grown our customer base to 51
as of this writing, a count now second among major suppliers. In 2010, GPC printed
more than 2 billion tickets, and we are on track to produce more than 4 billion tickets
in 2011. Moreover, our revenue has quadrupled in less than five years.
While our competitors may try to convince you that we are “small” and “new” based
on number of presses and number of people, we are, in fact, nimble, responsive,
and customer focused. In fact, responsive, and customer focused. And we prefer to
point to the experience and capabilities that will be of most interest and importance
to you, as shown in the following figure.

Experience of the Vendor’s Organization
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Figure 4.3 – 1:
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Prior Experience
Instant Ticket Printing Capacity
The New York Lottery has positioned itself for redundant capacity as it seeks to select
multiple vendors to supply its instant games. As stated in the RFP, “The Lottery intends
to award one primary contract under which the contractor will be guaranteed not
less than 50% of the business, and multiple alternate contracts under which the
contractors will be utilized as needed.” Clearly, you want to assure yourself of
continuity of games and protect yourself against the risk of disruption in production
or ticket supply. There is nothing more important to your instant business than being
able to print the tickets you want when you need them. Redundant presses cannot
always guarantee production. Intelligent capacity utilization can.

Redundancy vs. Capacity
Capacity Utilization vs. Redundancy
Lotteries depend on a constant flow of instant tickets to satisfy consumer demand.
To protect the supply chain against interruption, lotteries increasingly follow the
example of other industries that depend on the production of a critical commodity
and protect themselves with multiple vendors. Multiple vendors represent the only
true insurance against an interruption to the supply chain.
When selecting vendors for instant tickets, the New York Lottery should consider the
overall capacity of the industry and not rely on the fallacy that multiple presses within
a single vendor can prevent interruption of the supply chain.
It should come as no surprise that worldwide instant ticket sales growth over the past
decade has put a strain on instant ticket production capacity. An event interrupting
production at the industry’s primary vendor could not have been absorbed by the
industry’s only other vendor. The addition of GPC’s new press, MAX, and the addition
of other presses in the industry have resulted in a decrease of the utilized capacity.
When the China Sports Lottery began to sell instant tickets, the industry was provided
with a real example of what can happen when relying on a single vendor. Unutilized
capacity at other vendors was required in order to meet the existing demand for
games from U.S. lotteries.

U.S. Instant Lottery Capacity Utilization
Over the past three year, the industry has added capacity by implementing additional
presses (Alpharetta, Montreal, and Winnipeg) and opened a new facility (Lakeland)
to the benefit of all customers.

Experience of the Vendor’s Organization
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What Is More Important – Redundancy or Capacity?
As demonstrated when the China Sports Lottery venture began, perceived
redundancy within a single facility proved to offer insufficient protection for many
customers. Effected customers saw an interruption to their instant ticket supply chain
as a direct result of the demand from China. Notwithstanding redundant presses,
available capacity was already near 100%, resulting in a situation where there was
insufficient production capacity to handle demand. Many lotteries diverted
production to other vendors.
A study of the available capacity for each vendor today suggests that any situation
that results in increased demand or an interruption to production at a primary
vendor due to press failure could push any primary vendor past its production
capacity. This analysis is particularly acute when the capacity of individual presses
is factored in – in other words, that lotteries expect only certain presses will be
used for their production. While multiple presses offer the appearance of capacity,
the fact is that not all presses produce the same quality.
To avoid this problem, the solution is to review capacity by individual press at all
three vendors, qualify all three vendors, and then utilize all three to ensure a
continuous ability to maintain an uninterrupted supply of what creates most of
the Lottery’s revenue.
Relying on a single vendor to supply a majority of instant tickets reduces the New
York Lottery’s insurance against supply disruption and puts at risk, even if for the
short term, revenue derived from the sale of instant tickets. Indeed, in your most
recent RFP for a full-service lottery system, you required diversification, even for
the warehouse that stores your instant games, which meant you clearly
understood that, in the event of a disaster, there was not enough manufacturing
capacity to quickly restore your inventory.
Many industries, both government and commercial, that rely on the supply of
a critical commodity to fuel profit diversify their supply chain. We believe the New
York Lottery should take full advantage of the capacity available from the current
three vendors to provide the same level of protection to its profit.
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As part of our capacity planning process, we designed our Lakeland facility to
accommodate another press. This further expansion would more than handle the
needs of the New York Lottery as well as countless other future customers. Should
capacity ever become an issue, we will invest in any expansion necessary to
accommodate the New York Lottery’s needs.

Figure 4.3 – 2:
GPC’s Secure Primary Production Facility
Built to Print: GPC’s instant production
facility in Lakeland, Florida, houses the
press we refer to as MAX, which produced
the New York Lottery’s Copa Cash instant
game in 2010.

GPC’s Experience with New York Volume
GPC’s prior experience in the design, development, and production of instant games
includes volumes that meet or exceed the ticket runs required of your primary
contractor. For the Italian National Lottery, for example, our relevant experience
ranges from the typical 30-50 million-ticket run to a peak of more than 70 million
tickets. The following figure shows a few examples of our relevant prior experience.
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Figure 4.3 – 3:
Examples of GPC’s New York-Size Production
Lottery Jurisdiction

Game

Volume
(# of tickets)

Italian National Lottery

Portafortuna

52 million

Italian National Lottery

Nuovo Dado Matto

34 million

Italian National Lottery

Prendi Tutto

70.5 million

California Lottery

Year of the Rabbit

18 million

Massachusetts Lottery

Cash Fireworks

30 million

In the time period April 2008 through April 2011, the New York Lottery’s largest ticket
orders were for 50,400,000 tickets for the Lucky 7’s, Instant Take-5, and Loose Change
games. During that period, the average size of a New York Lottery ticket order was
approximately 19.4 million tickets.
GPC has the experience and capability to manage, meet, and exceed these volumes
to support your continued growth. As previously noted, in 2010 GPC printed more
than 2 billion tickets (2-inch x 4-inch equivalent) for 42 customers. At this time, we
are on track to produce approximately 4 billion tickets (2-inch x 4-inch equivalent)
in 2011. Our growth, measured in number of customers and number of games
produced, is shown in the following figure.
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Figure 4.3 – 4:

More Customers, More Games, More Experience for New York: As more customers
entrust their instant game production to GPC, we gain critical experience and lessons
learned that can be applied to the New York Lottery’s instant business.
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Prior Instant Ticket Experience
Of our 51 customers across the U.S. and around the world, we count the New York
Lottery as a particularly important customer, and we have thus far produced two
games for you: Silver Spectacular (12 million tickets) in 2008 and Copa Cash
(8.1 million tickets) in 2010. Please refer to the figure entitled GPC’s Domestic and
International Customers in Section 4.2, Financial Viability, for a complete list of our
customers. For these customers, our experience includes full service that supports
the entire life cycle of the instant game, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marketing services and research.
Game concept development and design.
Prize structure development.
Ticket printing.
Packaging.
Warehousing.
Post-game analysis.
Second chance drawings/promotions – traditional and online.

In addition, GPC provides critical game design and production functions for our
customers including:
• Prepress: All game-production functions are in-house with backup
resources to run two high-speed presses simultaneously.
• Game Programing: Highly secure, technically advanced, object-oriented
programs generate and audit instant game data with the built-in capacity
to handle increasing volumes of work.
• Printing: Two high-speed presses, which represent the latest in proven
technology, provide maximum design flexibility and production capacity.
• Quality: We perform 274 checks and inspections, from game design and
Working Papers development to on-press and packaging functions, on
every game we produce.
• Security: GPC has extensive security testing protocols that focus on game
security and durability. Through research and development, GPC’s
proactive approach to ticket and game design security keeps us and our
customers ahead of the threat curve. Games we develop and produce in
our logically and physically secure environment undergo 17 internal
security tests that incorporate 62 individual inspections prior to delivery
to the customer.
•
Packaging: We can package 90 million tickets per day, or 10 full
semi-truckloads.
To view samples of the tickets we have produced for our customers, please refer to
Section 4.7, Ticket Production and Distribution.
As proof of our performance and responsiveness, we offer the following reference
from the New Mexico Lottery, one of our primary instant customers.
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“GTECH Printing did an outstanding job with the transition from our previous
vendor. They quickly developed a new algorithm and test game, and produced a
series of games for us in record time. GPC delivered high-quality games at varying
price points that gave us instant flexibility with our launch schedule. We continue
to be very pleased with the customer service we receive from our primary instant
ticket partner, GPC.”
– Tom Romero, Chief Executive Officer, New Mexico Lottery

Description of the Organization
As previously noted, GPC is a wholly owned subsidiary of GTECH Corporation. From
a customer operational perspective, GPC is a brand within GTECH and has, at its
disposal, all the resources of its parent company.

Employee Capacity
GPC currently employs 140 people who will directly or indirectly support the New
York Lottery. These GPC employees have a collective 700 years of experience in every
critical area of game development, marketing, programming, manufacturing,
packaging, and shipping in the instants industry.
Supporting our staff as necessary will be the resources of our parent
company, GTECH:
• In New York, the staff responsible for the Lottery’s full-service lottery
contract numbers approximately 175 professionals – all with local
knowledge of the Lottery and its business. They have worked closely with
your staff for nearly 24 years and their operations in New York have become
a natural extension of your business.
•
GTECH has global expertise. In all, we have more than 4,300 employees,
any of which might be called upon in support of your instant business.

Proximity of GPC Resources
The Lottery will benefit from the proximity of GPC’s resources. As evidenced in Section
4.4, Project Management and Staffing, GPC proposes to exceed the Lottery’s staffing
requirements by expanding our employee capacity in New York.
GPC’s New York Senior Account Manager, Diane Connell, works and resides in
Pennsylvania. If GPC is selected as the Lottery’s primary vendor, One Broadway Center
in Schenectady will become home to the offices of your local Project Coordinator,
two Retailer Development Specialists, a Graphic Artist, a Research Specialist, and two
Interactive Support Specialists. That address already affords the Lottery easy access
to the GTECH-New York staff – led by Rodney Wilson. If selected as your provider,
Diane Connell will be responsible for instant game deliverables on behalf of GPC.
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Our employee capacity ensures that the Lottery will have 24/7 coverage from
knowledgeable and accessible resources who can answer your questions, expedite
your Working Papers or graphic designs, and escalate any issues. Please refer to
the organization chart in Section 4.4, Project Management and Staffing, for details
about our proposed structure.

Professional Expertise
GPC considers professional expertise to be proof of our qualifications. The following
figure highlights our key resources and the specialized expertise they will bring to the
Lottery’s instant business. Some of these GPC staff will be dedicated and others will be
shared resources. Resumes for all individuals listed in the following table are included
at the end of Section 4.4, Project Management and Staffing, along with the resumes of
our dedicated and shared resources who will be assigned to the New York Lottery
account.

Figure 4.3 – 5:
Specialized Instant Ticket Expertise for New York
Name &
Years of
Relevant
Experience

Specialized Prior Experience
for New York

Title

Account Management
Diane Connell
24 years

Senior Account
Manager

Managed primary accounts in Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Vermont, Maryland, Rhode Island, South Dakota, and
Minnesota. Highly skilled in account coordination, game
planning, marketing support, sales forecasting,
troubleshooting, production, and shipping logistics

Steve Lazar
30 years

Project Coordinator

Analysis, game design and development, prize structures,
software design and management, randomization,
validation, end-of-game balancing, quality assurance,
game integrity, and client service management
experience

Production
Jean Turgeon
25 years

Senior Director of
Operations

Oversight of all instant tickets printing operations,
including game design, programming, prepress,
production planning, production, maintenance and
technology

Dinah George
25 years

Prepress Manager

Computer system, prepress, and digital prepress for media,
printing, and lottery industries

Martin Gonzalez
14 years

Programming Manager

New game feasibility analysis and development; certified
International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
auditor and expert at technology process
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Name &
Years of
Relevant
Experience

Title

Specialized Prior Experience
for New York

Tito Librado
12 years

Quality Manager

Manages and administers GPC's Quality Assurance (QA)
program; experienced in the Six Sigma approach,
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), quality management
in the technical industry, multifunction teams directed at
process improvement activities, product/process change
requests, cost control, and statistical process control

Mike Dinan
25 years

Production Planning
Manager

Manufacturing, business, and account management.
Leadership skills include plant, operational, and general
management and more than 13 years of profit and loss
management. Technical knowledge of flexography, web
and sheet letterpress, screen printing, doming, pad
printing, web offset, web hot stamp, web digital printing,
and bindery; coordinates press scheduling

Research & Product Development
Todd Bauman
16 years

Senior Manager, Market
Research

Directs research, data analytics for instants and other
lottery games and related products. Manages team that
advances understanding of instant products and
leverages intelligence for strategic portfolio
recommendations. Experienced in the lottery, software,
and financial industries

Tom Napolitano
17 years

Director, Creative
Services

Facilitates game designers from all GTECH subsidiaries to
collaborate on new ideas, including our traditional game
designers, video lottery developers, instant ticket
designers and licensed game producers, promotional and
animated game designers, and interactive and sports
betting experts

Bill Miller
25 years

Director of Technology

Manufacturing experience in the printing and lottery
industries. Started up plant in Michigan and presses in
New Jersey. Technical resource for product development
and testing. Highly trained in technology management
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Name &
Years of
Relevant
Experience

Specialized Prior Experience
for New York

Title

Marketing Support
Kathy Matson
25 years

Senior Director,
Marketing and Client
Services

Sales and marketing experience in instant gaming
industry

Will Higlin
21 years

Senior Director, Sales

Analysis of industry trends, game-portfolio performance
advice, recommended game changes and
implementation. Fourteen years with the Oregon Lottery
before joining GTECH and GPC

Pat Schmidt
20 years

Senior Director,
Marketing Brand
Licensing

Extensive experience with large-scale companies in the
lottery and consumer products industries. Sixteen years
with Hasbro, Inc., responsible for North American
Licensing with emphasis on licensing Hasbro brands into
the lottery and gaming industry

In addition to the experience highlighted in the figure, we also include the resumes
of the following individuals at the end of Section 4.4:
• Tim Simonson, Regional Vice President, GTECH Americas, and head of
GTECH Professional Services (11 years relevant experience).
•
Michelle Carney, GTECH Vice President, Marketing and Portfolio
Management (11 years relevant experience).
Tim and Michelle will work with our GPC and GTECH team and collaborate with the
New York Lottery to explore and implement innovative solutions to grow your instant
business. These individuals provide evidence of the depth of additional strategic
resources that will be available to the New York Lottery.
For a complete view of the GPC organization, please see the fold-out called GPC
Organizational Chart that follows this page.
GPC and GTECH possess not only the size and capacity but also the global industry
expertise and local knowledge necessary to serve and support your entire portfolio
of business. The following quote about working with us comes from the Nebraska
Lottery, another GPC primary account.
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GPC Organizational Chart
Alan
Eland
SVP and COO
North America

Anthony
Lucci
Director of
Finance

Will
Higlin

Jacqueline
Deragon

Jean
Turgeon

Kathy
Matson

Reed
Bearden

Patricia
Schmidt

Senior Dir. Sales
Domestice,
Asia Pacific

Senior Dir. Sales
EMEA

Senior Dir.
Operations

Senior Dir.
Marketing and
Client Relations

Senior Bid
Manager

Senior Dir.
Marketing
Brand Licensing

Diane
Connell

Yvonne
Rendon

Jean-Phileppe
Duzelier

Melissa
Chambers

Amber
Dalton

Finance
Manager

Account
Executive

Account
Executive

Senior Sales
Manager

Admin.
Assistant

Admin.
Assistant

Andrew
Manikas

Walter
Gaddy

Gary
Smith

Debby
Fernandes

Distribution
Manager

Account
Executive

Account
Executive

Sales Support
Representative

Evonne
Miller

Jennifer
Kempker

Angela
Petersen

Accounting
Coordinator

Account
Executive

Sales Support
Representative

Art
Kiuttu

Humberto
Gonzalez

Account
Executive

Account
Manager

Joann
Luebking

Bill
Miller

Martin
Gonzalez

Steve
Lazar

Amy
Morin

Tom
Napolitano

Todd
Bauman

Director
Engineering

Manager
Game
Development

Director
Client Services

Marketing
Manager

Senior
Manager
Innovation

Senior Manager
Market
Research

Pratitio
Librado

Arun
Rao

Mike
Kaiser

Quality
Manager

Senior
Engineering
Project Manager

Manager
System
Engineering

17 Software
Engineers

6 CSRs*

Alicia
Kamm
* Shannon Struemph
Marketing
Coordinator

Ana Khablawi
Egland Sliwa
Susan Wieger

2 Software
Engineers

4 QC Lab Techs/
QC Inspectors

Scott Parrot
Penny Whyte

Ted
Manno
Account
Executive
2 Plate
Makers

Dinah
George

Mike
Dinan

Manager
Design/
PrePress

Manager
Production
Planning

3 PrePress
Specialists

4 Graphic
Artists

Bogue
Supervisor
Procurement

Melinda
Price

Tim
Dernulc

Duane
Karikas

Shipping/
Receiving
Coordinator

Shipping/
Receiving
Coordinator

Senior Ink
Specialist

17 Software
Engineers

3 Material
Handlers

5 Security
Guards

Wayne
Esteve

Hector Elias
George Kimbali

Michel
Folsy

Jim
Morrow

Manager
Security

Shift
Manager

Senior Manager
Technical
Services

Maintenance
Manager

2 Leads
Packaging

2 Leads
Press

38
Packaging

16
Press

4 Maintenance
Technicians

“Our new contract with GTECH includes a full menu of lottery services including
online terminals and software support, field sales staff, Tel-sell operations, warehouse
and distribution, and the printing of all our instant tickets. We have developed an
excellent working relationship with all the GTECH and GPC personnel who interface
with Nebraska on a regular basis. We find everyone very willing to do whatever it
takes to meet our needs. We look forward to a long-term relationship with GTECH and
GTECH Printing Corporation.”
– James M. Haynes, Director, Lottery and Charitable Gaming, Nebraska
Department of Revenue

Responsiveness
Responsiveness is an attribute most demonstrated by those with whom you have a
relationship. That’s why GPC puts forth responsiveness as an important part of
prior experience.

“The California Lottery has developed a great working relationship with GTECH
Printing Corporation. They and our local GTECH partners are extremely responsive to
our needs and are focused on the best approach to increase sales through our new
payout strategy. We find GPC very easy to work with and knowledgeable about the
lottery industry, current trends, and performance data.”
– Liz Furtado, Instant Ticket Specialist, California Lottery
The following case study describes GPC’s responsiveness to the New York Lottery for
its Silver Spectacular instant game. This response was a perfect example of the benefit
of our organizational structure and our Account Management approach, discussed
in detail in Section 4.4 – tight integration between GPC and the on-site team, working
along with our expert team in Florida to investigate and resolve an issue.

Responsiveness for the Silver Spectacular Game
GPC was pleased to produce the Silver Spectacular instant game for the New York
Lottery in 2008. By all accounts, it was a good design. Before the game could be
launched, it was determined that the human readable bar codes on approximately
350 activation cards were incorrect. The warehouse staff, having already packed 3,000
orders, opened all 3,000 packages to compare bar codes to ensure they matched. In
addition, the staff compared every pack for all daily orders that contained a Silver
Spectacular pack to find any discrepancies. GPC dedicated a staff of eight to checking
every pack.
With support from Account General Manager Rodney Wilson, Site Operations
Manager Paul Stelmaszyk, and Instant Tickets Manager Tom Iapoce, GPC was able to
isolate the problem, communicate the issue and solution to the Lottery, and solve
the issue transparently and with minimal impact to the Lottery. The close working
relationship continues to this day.
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We are able to bring this level of responsiveness to the New York Lottery because we
recognize that we can leverage our local knowledge for your benefit. We have people
on the job who understand your requirements for activities such as palleting,
distribution, and formatting for game delivery papers. Most important, we
understand your approach to business.
Other lottery customers appreciate their working relationship with us as well as our
ability to act on and assist them in generating revenue through time-sensitive
requests, as shown in the next customer story and customer quote.

Experience and Capacity for Producing Timely Games
When the Missouri State Lottery’s instant ticket vendor didn’t have the capacity to
print St. Louis Rams and Kansas City Chiefs football-themed tickets until November,
2010 (too late for the start of the National Football League season), GPC – through its
flexibility, available capacity, and focus on customer service – was able to produce the
tickets in time. Between the two games, the Lottery achieved its sales goals.

Timely Action for Time-Sensitive Games
“GTECH Printing Corporation has turned around several instant games for us in
extremely short time frames and never once hesitated to meet our last minute
requests for tickets. In particular, they developed, produced, and delivered our
Aerosmith instant game in 16 calendar days! We couldn’t be more pleased with
the responsiveness and attention we receive from GPC. They are an excellent
business partner to the Rhode Island Lottery.”
– Gerry Aubin, Director, Rhode Island Lottery
In summary, GPC and GTECH bring to the New York Lottery more than the required
size, qualifications, experience, and capabilities for serving the Lottery as primary
instant game producer. Combined with our prior experience and capabilities as well
as the proposed structure of our New York Lottery support team, GPC assures the
Lottery of the highest quality of ticket design, development, production, and service
for the Lottery’s overall instant business.

References
In the following tables, we provide references from five of our customers. We
acknowledge that these references will be used to substantiate the Technical
Proposal. These GPC customers are members of the North American Association of
State and Provincial Lotteries (NASPL) or the World Lottery Association (WLA). Note
that Lotterie Nazionali is a member of the WLA and all others are members of NASPL.
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Figure 4.3 – 6:
GPC Reference 1: California Lottery
REFERENCE: For GTECH Printing Corporation
Company Name:

California Lottery

Contact Person Name:

Liz Furtado

Contact Person Title:

Instant Ticket Specialist

Contact Telephone Number:

916-322-5007

Contact Email Address:

lfurtado@calottery.com

Contact Mailing Address:

600 N. 10th Street, Sacramento, CA 95811

Type of Work Performed:

Instant game development, prize structures, game
design, production, and related marketing
services
GTECH is the online vendor for this lottery

Figure 4.3 – 7:
GPC Reference 2: Lotterie Nazionali, Italy
REFERENCE: For GTECH Printing Corporation
Company Name:

Lotterie Nazionali

Contact Person Name:

Marzia Mastrogiacomo

Contact Person Title:

Lotteries Manager

Contact Telephone Number:

39-06-51899-405

Contact Email Address:

marzia.mastrogiacomo@lottomatica.it

Contact Mailing Address:

Viale del Campo Boario, 56 /D, Rome, Italy 00154

Type of Work Performed:

Instant game development, prize structures, game
design, production, and related marketing
services
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Figure 4.3 – 8:
GPC Reference 3: Nebraska Lottery
REFERENCE: For GTECH Printing Corporation
Company Name:

Nebraska Lottery

Contact Person Name:

Mike Elwood

Contact Person Title:

Products Manager

Contact Telephone Number:

402-471-6121

Contact Email Address:

mike.elwood@nebraska.gov

Contact Mailing Address:

P.O. Box 98901, Lincoln, NE 68509-8901

Type of Work Performed:

Primary instant vendor. Instant game
development, prize structures, game design,
production, warehousing, distribution, ad
support, attribute analysis, sales analysis, sales
forecasting, and inventory management and
monitoring
GTECH is the online vendor for this lottery

Figure 4.3 – 9:
GPC Reference 4: Connecticut Lottery
REFERENCE: For GTECH Printing Corporation
Company Name:

Connecticut Lottery

Contact Person Name:

Carlos Rodriquez

Contact Person Title:

Assistant Ticket Games Coordinator

Contact Telephone Number:

860-713-2706

Contact Email Address:

carlos.rodriquez@ctlottery.org

Contact Mailing Address:

777 Brook Street, Rocky Hill, CT 06067

Type of Work Performed:

Instant game development, prize structures,
game design, production, and related marketing
services
Self-service terminals
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Figure 4.3 – 10:
GPC Reference 5: Rhode Island Lottery
REFERENCE: For GTECH Printing Corporation
Company Name:

Rhode Island Lottery

Contact Person Name:

Gerald Aubin

Contact Person Title:

Director

Contact Telephone Number:

401-463-6500

Contact Email Address:

gaubin@rilot.ri.gov

Contact Mailing Address:

1425 Pontiac Ave., Cranston, RI 02920

Type of Work Performed

Instant game development, prize structures, game
design, production, and related marketing
services
Second chance draw Website support
GTECH is the online vendor for this lottery

Resumes
Resumes of the managing individuals listed in the table below are provided in the
insert, Resumes of Managing Individuals, at the end of Section 4.3. The table
gives a brief overview of these individuals – additional details of their relevant
education, knowledge, training, and experience are presented in their resume.
These same managers will have overall responsibility for all projects conducted
pursuant to this RFP. We will make any necessary exceptions only with the New
York Lottery’s approval.
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Figure 4.3 – 11:
Managing Individuals

Name and Title
Alan Eland
Senior Vice President and
Chief Operating Officer,
North America, GTECH and
GPC
Jay Gendron
Regional Vice President,
Eastern Region
Jean Turgeon
Vice President of Operations,
New York Operational
Contact
Rodney Wilson
Account General Manager,
New York
Diane Connell
Senior Account Manager

Responsibility within New York Account

Years of
Lottery
Experience

Senior Staff contact for the New York Lottery, reporting
directly to President/CEO Jaymin Patel. Provides senior
management supervision in collaboration with the GPC
and GTECH New York team to direct resources towards
support of the New York Lottery’s overall strategic
objectives

26

Responsible for the New York contract and ongoing
Corporate oversight. Ensures contractual obligations are
met to the satisfaction of New York

16

Ensures all products produced for the New York Lottery by
GPC are in compliance with the Client Standards
document and executed Working Papers and meet the
most stringent standards in terms of quality and security

25

Directs all GTECH efforts in New York and ensures all
contract obligations are met, including those under the
GPC contract

23

Responsible for all GPC deliverables. Collaborates with the
New York Lottery to grow instant game sales, enhance
profitability, and expand market penetration. Assists
annual game plans, launch schedules, individual games,
and marketing programs

24

GPC and GTECH are integrated and capable of performing the requested services as
defined in the New York Lottery’s RFP. Together, GPC and GTECH offer you the entire
spectrum of lottery products and services to help you reach your business goals.
At the core of every GPC product and service is quality. The following pages define
our quality assurance program and how we will apply it to our proposal.

Quality Assurance Program
What Quality Assurance Means to GPC’s Proposal to New York
Quality assurance is not limited to manufacturing. GPC defines quality assurance as
continual improvement of the products and processes we use to serve our customers
in all aspects of their business (production, accounting, management, customer
service, etc.).
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How We Apply Quality Assurance to Our Proposal
Quality assurance requires feedback. We use that feedback to improve upon our
service, production, and delivery.
For example, Mike Fitzgerald and Tom Iapoce have worked with GPC since 2008 to
better define shipping requirements. The feedback received has led to improvements
in shipping and better-defined specifications for things such as pallet specifications,
corner beading, shrink-wrapping, packaging of boxes with omits, and other
processes and items that are far beyond the Lottery’s RFP requirements.
Here’s another example: In addition to the quality control checks performed in
Lakeland, our New York instant ticket warehouse team is trained to identify packs
that may have physical issues. All defective packs identified will be pulled from
production so they will not reach a retailer. The warehouse team is also trained to
look at physical items such as shrink-wrapping (tight and unopened), overall shape
of the pack (no significant curves), scannability of bar codes, and physical damage
to packs. This is critically important to the Lottery as we are the last line of defense
before the pack arrives for sale at retail locations.
At GPC, quality is also measured by showing that we follow defined processes. This
is evidenced by independent verification.

Certifications
GPC’s manufacturing quality processes are ISO 9001:2008-certified. This means that
every step of production for every game is documented, observed, and measured by
our quality program. Our use of ISO-certified procedures lets our customers know
that we are continually improving our Quality Management System and that the
quality of our product is consistent. The essential elements of our system are:
1. Identify and document the problem.
2. Determine its cause.
3. Remedy the problem and prevent its reoccurrence (by changing
procedures, retraining, instituting a process, etc., as appropriate).
A copy of our ISO certification can be found in GPC Appendix 3, ISO Certification,
which is located behind the Submission of Certifications and Representations tab.
We’ve also been audited using Statement on Auditing Standards No. 70 (SAS 70),
which verifies that we have measurement and control activities for all processes
across all departments throughout production. GPC was independently audited by
Berry, Dunn, McNeil, and Parker (BDMP), who awarded it a successful/unqualified
opinion in the SAS 70 report for the most recent reporting period. This is done on an
annual basis.
Our ISO and SAS 70 certifications assure customers and potential customers that our
operations and processes:
1. Are structured to make sure each customer’s requirements are reviewed
and met.
2. Ensure our products and services are produced and delivered according
to customer specifications.
3. Require all employees to be qualified to perform their work.
4. Are thoroughly documented and updated regularly.
5. Are regularly reviewed by management for continual improvement.
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GPC’s commitment to quality, consistency, and reliability has been recognized
with additional certifications. In February, 2011, GPC received ISO/ International
Electrotechnical Committee (ISO/IEC) 27001:2055 and WLA Security Control Standard
(SCS):2006 certifications for our information security standards. These certifications
cover all design and development activities related to the production of instant tickets
for lotteries, including Information Security Management Systems (ISMS), technical
design and development, finance, human resources, physical security, IT and
application security, business continuity, and internal audit.
What do these certifications mean to the New York Lottery?
• Your instant game tickets will be produced using procedures and processes
that have been recorded, reviewed, and audited by a respected
international organization and have been found to meet established
international quality standards.
• Your instant game tickets will be high quality, consistent, and reliable.
• The professionals producing your instant tickets have the appropriate skills
and training.
•
All of the processes and procedures that support your instant game
production will be regularly reviewed and verified to ensure quality
improvements are being achieved on an on-going basis.
GPC’s processes are always up-to-date, consistent with industry standards, and
designed to deliver the high-quality instant ticket games that the New York Lottery
and other lotteries require. We know that our customers’ reputation and integrity are
on the line every time a new game goes on sale. The New York Lottery and its retailers
will be the first to face the consequences if something is wrong with a game. That is
why we have implemented comprehensive quality procedures. These procedures
ensure that all the tickets we deliver meet the specifications and requirements of the
executed Working Papers and Client Standards Document and are high quality,
durable, and, of course, marketable.
Our quality program is not a static set of rules or methods. Rather, it is a continual
improvement process that allows us to track and, when needed, alter procedures to
preserve the integrity of our customers’ business while helping them meet their
business objectives. In the event of a problem, our procedures enable us to take
corrective action by identifying root causes and modifying processes and/or
procedures.
Quality is also measured internally, as GPC seeks continuous improvement
from within.
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Internal Quality Audits
GPC conducts internal quality audits to ensure ongoing compliance with the
requirements of the Company’s policies and procedures. We audit all important
processes and areas, applying all relevant ISO 9001 standards, GPC quality
manual standards, and the requirements of customers and regulatory authorities.
Auditors are independent of the area being audited; sometimes, approved
third-party contract auditors will examine procedures, etc.
Our internal audit is performed as follows:
• Using our Internal Audit Report as a basic checklist, the lead auditor plans
the scheduled audit with the appropriate departments and other audit
team members.
• The audit team determines any additional checklist items or requirements
that need to be verified, and adds these to the checklist.
• Auditors conduct the audit, obtaining evidence that supports each
requirement and indicating where nonconformance is found.
• Findings are recorded in the Internal Audit Report.
• The internal auditor submits Corrective and Preventive Action Reports
(CPARs) to address the reported nonconformance(s).
• The responsible managers or parties must take timely corrective action to
remedy any nonconformance found.
•
A CPAR effectiveness review evaluates the results of the actions managers
have taken.
The completed Internal Audit Report, with both findings and results, is documented
to management and is published in GPC’s document control area on a server and/or
sent to the appropriate managers of the areas audited. In this way, all managers are
notified of the audit results and can make informed decisions for their departments
based on the results.
Results of internal audits are also gathered and summarized on the Audit Trend
Analysis Chart for review by top management, during management review, and by
all employees, through a general posting of the chart.

Corrective and Preventive Action Reports
The CPAR system is central to the continual improvement of our program. We use
CPARs to report and resolve any issue related to the quality of our products, processes,
documentation, or the Quality Management System itself. The CPAR system is used
to address all of the following:
• Customer complaints.
• Employee reports of problems with equipment, procedures, processes,
buildings, and infrastructure.
• Employee suggestions for improvement.
• Resolving trends associated with product nonconformities.
• Process nonconformities.
• Audit findings (internal or external).
• Management review action items.
•
Any other reported problem or suggestion, no matter the source.
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CPARs are filed using the CPAR form. Additional forms used, which are available for
the New York Lottery to review, include:
• The Idea Box form.
• Management-review meeting minutes.
• Lessons Learned records.
• Employee Feedback Survey form.
•
Procedure: Management.
The Lottery’s tickets will be produced under the internal control and continuous
review of GPC’s quality assurance and quality control programs. Every game we
produce for the New York Lottery will benefit from our procedures and methods,
which ensure the games will perform as expected in the marketplace.
A sample of the form is provided in GPC Appendix 2, Sample Corrective and
Preventive Action Request (CPAR) Form, which is located behind the Submission
of Certifications and Representations tab. While the same form is used to report and
act on issues with products already in the field, it also helps us to catch issues before
they become problem for a customer or player.
Finally, GPC applies quality assurance to your instant business through integrity.
Every GPC and GTECH employee is required to train annually in the company’s Code
of Conduct Program.
Quality is an extremely important aspect of everything we do. Because of this, in
addition to the information contained in Section 4.3, we have a detailed response,
including quality assurance, continued in Section 4.7, Ticket Production
and Distribution.

Conclusion
By partnering with GPC, the New York Lottery will gain a full-service
instant-game-producer provider. We bring a high level of experience and expertise,
including extensive local knowledge of your business and a record of the
responsiveness the Lottery expects.
Our proposed resources include both dedicated and shared resources located at One
Broadway Center, exceeding your requirements and providing a management and
service team focused on your business. Overall, our organization has great depth but
is nimble enough to bring personal and professional service to the New York Lottery
and the rest of the industry.
Currently serving 51 customers, having printed more than 330 games in 2010,
experienced with New York instant ticket volumes, and on track to print over 4 billion
tickets in 2011, GTECH Printing Corporation is fully qualified to serve as your
primary vendor.
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Alan Eland
Project Title:
Senior Vice President and Chief Operating Officer (COO) of North America, GTECH and GPC
Contract Role:
Alan will lead GPC’s and GTECH’s efforts to provide technology and service solutions and
operational-management support to the Lottery throughout the course of the contract.
He will serve as the senior management contact for the Lottery, reporting directly to
President/CEO Jaymin Patel. He will provide senior management supervision in
collaboration with the GPC and GTECH Account Teams to continually direct resources
towards the support of the Lottery’s overall strategic objectives.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
As needed.

As New York’s senior
management contact,
Alan will work to direct
resources toward your
overall strategic
objectives. He will also
provide operational and
management support to
your GPC and GTECH
teams on the ground.

Current Title
Senior Vice President and COO of North America, GTECH and GPC
Professional Experience
As Senior Vice President and COO of North America, GTECH and GPC, Alan is
responsible for overseeing all lottery operations in the U.S., Canada, Latin America, and
South America. He leads the Company’s growth efforts in terms of providing
technology and service solutions and operational-management support to clients
throughout the Americas.
Alan has more than 25 years of experience in the lottery industry and is a business leader
with diverse operations and sales-management experience. He began his career at
GTECH in 1985 and, since that time, has held various roles of increasing responsibility.
Most recently, he served as Vice President and General Manager for GTECH’s Gaming
Solutions Department, where he was responsible for managing Spielo and leading the
acquisition of Europe’s largest slot machine manufacturer, Atronic. As Regional Vice
President, Eastern U.S. and Canada, he was responsible for overseeing operations in 12
U.S. states and Canada.
Education and Certifications
Alan received a B.S. in marketing education from Ohio State University.
Employment History
GTECH Corporation:
Senior Vice President and COO of North America, GTECH and GPC
Senior Vice President, GTECH Americas
Vice President & General Manager, Gaming Solutions
Regional Vice President, Eastern United States & Canada
General Manager, GTECH Texas
Assistant General Manager, GTECH Texas
Project Manager
System Coordinator
Marketing Supervisor
Lead Trainer

1985 – Present

Joseph S. Gendron
Project Title:
Regional Vice President (RVP), Eastern Region
Contract Role:
Jay will be responsible for the corporate oversight of the contract and for ongoing
corporate oversight of this project. He works with the AGM daily in support of the New
York Lottery. Jay will provide strategic oversight to the execution of initiatives in the state.
Holding various leadership positions within GTECH, Jay brings experience and knowledge
to support the Lottery’s business objectives in myriad capacities. Jay reports directly to
senior management.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
As needed.

Jay brings his 16 years of
lottery experience to his
role of overseeing
general management of
the New York contract.
He is also responsible for
ongoing corporate
oversight. Jay ensures
contractual obligations
are met to the
satisfaction of New York.

Current Title
Regional Vice President (RVP), Eastern Region
Professional Experience
Jay is the RVP of GTECH’s Eastern Region. Joining the company in 1995, he served as an
Assistant Account Executive until 1996, and then became a Regional Account Director, a
position he held until 1999. Jay then worked as an Account General Manager until 2001,
at which time he was named Director of Video Operations. He became GTECH’s Vice
President of Global Sales, Gaming Solutions, in 2004.
Education and Certifications
Jay received a B.A. in political science from Saint Anselm College in New Hampshire.
Employment History
GTECH Corporation:
Vice President of Global Sales, Gaming Solutions
Director of Video Operations
Account General Manager
Regional Account Director
Assistant Account Executive
State of Rhode Island:
Family Court, Court Appointed Special Advocate (CASA) Program
Program Coordinator

1995 – Present

1992 – 1995

Rodney Wilson
Project Title:
Account General Manager (AGM)
Contract Role:
Rodney is directly responsible for the overall management of the New York Account
including finance, operations, and customer deliverables. He also has ultimate
responsibility for the deliverables of GPC. Rodney will provide oversight of the GPC team
and the deliverables they provide to the New York Lottery.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
100% dedicated to the New York Lottery.

Rodney will remain
responsible for overall
GTECH operations in New
York, including working
with the GPC team to
provide service and
support for the New York
instant business.

Current Title
Account General Manager
Professional Experience
Rodney has been with GTECH since 1988 and has held a wide variety of positions,
culminating in his current position of Account General Manager for the New York
Lottery. He started in Michigan as a Computer Operator for four years prior to
transferring to Georgia to accept the position of Control Room Coordinator. He was
later promoted to Computer Operations Manager and then to Control Room Manager.
Rodney was later promoted to Senior Site Operations Manager for the Tennessee
operation, where he was responsible for the Tennessee account and day-to-day
operation of all disciplines. His project experience includes initial startups and instant
system conversions in Michigan, Georgia, and Tennessee. He also provided system
support for Texas, Ohio, Indiana, and Arizona.
Education and Certifications
Rodney attended Central Michigan University and has been trained on numerous
computer platforms. He has also completed management courses at Babson College.
Employment History
GTECH Corporation:
AGM
Senior Site Operations Manager
Control Room Manager
Computer Operations Manager
Control Room Coordinator
Computer Operator

1988 – Present

Diane Connell
Project Title:
Senior Account Manager
Contract Role:
Diane will manage account relations and collaborate with the New York Lottery to help grow
instant game sales, enhance profitability, and identify new opportunities to expand market
penetration of instant games. She is operationally responsible to the New York Lottery. She will
apply her expertise to assist the Lottery in developing annual game plans, launch schedules,
individual games, and marketing programs. Diane will be the New York Lottery's advocate
within our organization to ensure that all of its needs are responded to proactively.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource, 30%-40%.

Diane brings more than
20 years of lottery
experience to her
position of Account
Executive at the New
York Lottery. She will be
the New York Lottery's
advocate within our
organization to ensure
that all of your instant
business needs
are addressed.

Current Title
Account Executive
Professional Experience
Diane provides total instant business support including strategic planning, game
planning, and design services for lottery clients. Expert in prize structure design and
game concepts, she collaborates with lottery staff in the production process of games,
monitors schedules, and tracks the status of deliverables. Prior to joining GPC, Diane
developed broad experience in the instant lottery industry, serving more than 22 years in
numerous capacities, including Regional Director at Oberthur Gaming Technologies and
later Scientific Games. Diane’s experience includes game planning, sales forecasting,
market analysis, and production and shipping logistics. Her insight, expertise and sound
strategic recommendations have provided clients with impressive growth. In Rhode
Island, Diane assisted the Lottery in achieving an 11 percent sales growth. She assisted
the Maryland Lottery in achieving a consistent annual growth of over 140 percent in
instant ticket sales from 1998 to 2006.
Diane’s clients have included Rhode Island, Vermont, Kentucky, Kansas, Indiana,
Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Connecticut, South Dakota,
and Wisconsin, and international clients in Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Poland, Romania,
Venezuela, Greece, New Zealand, Russia, and Norway.
Diane was awarded the prestigious Powers Award at the 2002 NASPL (North American
Association of State and Provincial Lotteries) conference.
Education and Certifications
Diane has a degree in marketing management from Montgomery County Community
College. She also completed business management coursework at Temple University.
Employment History
GTECH Printing Corporation:
Account Manager

2009 – Present

Scientific Games:
Regional Director

2007 – 2009

Oberthur Gaming Technologies:
Regional Sales Director
Account Manager
Customer Service Manager

1987 – 2007

Jean Turgeon
Project Title:
New York Operational Contact (Vice President of Operations, GPC)
Contract Role:
Jean will be responsible for alerting Lottery Operations of any issues with game files, ticket
quality, etc., within 24 hours of GPC becoming aware of an operational concern.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource.

Jean oversees the team
that ensures all products
are in compliance with the
executed Working Papers
and meet the most
stringent standards.
Jean’s team strives to
exceed the New York
Lottery’s expectations in
terms of graphic
appearance, prize
structure, play action,
and game integrity.

Current Title
Vice President of Operations
Professional Experience
Jean oversees all instant ticket printing operations, including game design, programming,
prepress, production planning, production, maintenance, and technology. Jean and his
team ensure that all products manufactured by GPC are in compliance with the executed
Working Papers and meet the most stringent standards in terms of quality and security.
Jean has more than 25 years of experience in the lottery industry. He started at Deloitte
and Touche, auditing on-line and instant lottery games, and later joined the game
programming team at BABN Technologies in Montreal, Canada. When BABN was
purchased by Oberthur Gaming Technologies (OGT), Jean played a key role in OGT’s new
plant start-up in San Antonio, Texas. When Scientific Games International acquired OGT in
2007, he assumed the role of Senior Director, Quality Assurance & Research and
Development. Jean joined GTECH in 2009 as the Senior Director of Pre-Manufacturing,
Quality and Security. In 2010, Jean became Senior Director of Operations.
Education and Certifications
Jean has a B.S. in business administration from the Université du Québec à Montréal and
Lean Manufacturing Certification.
Employment History
GTECH Printing Corporation:
Senior Director of Operations
Senior Director of Pre-Manufacturing

2009 – Present

Scientific Games International:
Senior Director, Quality Assurance & Research and Development

2007 – 2009

OGT Corp.:
Vice-President – General Manager
Vice President U.S. Operations
Finishing and Game Integrity Director
Security Director

1998 – 2007

BABN Technologies Inc.:
Corporate Director of Security

1992 – 1998

Deloitte and Touche:
Information Systems Security Officer
Information Systems Auditor

1986 – 1992
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND STAFFING
SECTION HIGHLIGHTS
• An account management approach that is custom-constructed for the New

York Lottery that combines the management talents and responsiveness of
GTECH Printing Corporation and GTECH New York.
• Full-time, dedicated staff and shared resources beyond your requirements

many of whom will be located at One Broadway Center in Schenectady, New
York, to provide daily support to your instant business.
• An onsite team supported by global professionals from GPC, GTECH, and G2.
• Support from GTECH Professional Services and Bain & Company.

4.4
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Project Management (Account Management) Approach
GPC’s Account Management structure is custom-constructed to service you. By
building a team comprised of dedicated and shared resources, many of whom will be
located on site in Schenectady, we will provide the New York Lottery a fully engaged
partner with a strong presence in the state, one that is both capable and committed
to supporting your business full time.
…dedicated
resources on
the ground
for day-to-day
support…

As your business partner since 1986, we have extensive local knowledge and a deep
appreciation for what works in the unique New York market. We have learned from
our experience in New York that you can’t solely rely on resources from afar. Your
business is too fast paced, too dynamic, and too big. With instant games currently
representing 53% of New York Lottery sales, having dedicated resources on the
ground for day-to-day support is the right solution for successful collaboration,
decision making, and execution.
Our full-service Account Management approach ensures that every aspect of your
instant ticket supply chain – from strategic planning and analyzing to initial concept
to execution to traditional or non-traditional delivery to validation – is addressed.
If selected as your primary supplier, the structure of our team will:
• Put full-time dedicated staff, above and beyond your requirements, on site
at One Broadway Center in Schenectady, New York, for easy access.
• Combine the management talents and responsiveness of GPC and
GTECH-New York.
• Provide support for every position from GPC experts in Lakeland, Florida.
• Provide a high level of responsiveness and continuity of services from
people with extensive local knowledge and resources with global gaming
expertise, including interactive experts from G2 and our strategic partners.
• Include Bain Consultants and GTECH Professional Services (GPS) as part of
our base offer.
•
Report up through the GTECH organization and people you know and who
already understand your business.
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Recently, our organization was restructured to ensure that we are fully integrated
and geographically focused. This better positions us to work together to leverage
our resources and expertise across our business units (GPC, GTECH, and G2) to
improve customer deliverables and fulfill our customers’ growth objectives. As part
of this realignment, GPC is now fully integrated into our lottery organization led by
Alan Eland. Our organizational structure ensures that the business needs of the New
York Lottery are addressed expeditiously and efficiently and guarantees full
accountability.
GPC and GTECH are one company and our goals are simple:
• Guarantee our organization is aligned with your expectations and that our
GPC/GTECH New York account team delivers to your performance
standards.
•
Ensure we are immediately responsive to your changing needs with the
products, plans, and strategies required to help you achieve your sales and
profit goals throughout the life of the contract.

New York – GTECH and GPC Together
The New York Lottery already has a successful, effective working relationship with
GTECH and its New York site staff. By adding GPC’s team of instant game professionals,
you will have a full-service organization that combines the knowledge, expertise, and
lessons learned from your online enterprise with additional resources and fresh ideas
for your instant business.
The following figure depicts our proposed account management team designed
specifically to support the growth of your instant ticket business.
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Figure 4.4 – 1:

Integrated and Experienced Team for New York: GPC will build an on-site team that
exceeds the Lottery’s requirements and will integrate with and be supported by the
resources of GTECH’s online operations team in New York as denoted by the inclusion
of Paul Stelmaszyk and Tom Iapoce.
Senior Account Manager Diane Connell will be responsible for our instant ticket
products and deliveries in New York and will report to Rodney Wilson. Rodney
will be the point at which all our New York operations meet – online, instant,
and interactive. Working with his colleagues from GPC, GTECH, and G2, Rodney
will provide direction and support to the instant team to ensure full corporate
commitment to achieving your growth objectives in both traditional and
non-traditional channels.
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Paul Stelmaszyk, Site Operations Manager, and Tom Iapoce, Instant Tickets Manager,
will be responsible for ensuring that the GPC team is integrated into GTECH’s
operation. They will also be responsible for identifying, along with Diane Connell,
areas of collaboration across the multiple product channels.

GTECH Professional Services (GPS) and Bain Consultants –
If Primary Supplier
As part of our account management and staffing approach in New York and as part
of our base offer, if selected as the primary supplier, we will deploy GTECH
Professional Services (GPS) to work with the New York Lottery to support your instant
ticket growth objectives. Rather than simply accepting ideas and opinions
indiscriminately, our team is committed to using empirical methods to analyze your
data to support your fact-based decision making. Using Bain and Company, a global
business consulting firm whose clients outperform the Standard and Poor’s 500 by
a 4:1 ratio, we will work with you to explore important business questions such as:
• General Player Opportunity: Why do players play the games they do?
What game features do players like? Are they willing to pay more for them?
What makes them buy a game again? What catches their attention?
• Game Design: What statistical correlations between the online portfolio
and instant portfolio can be expanded upon to drive sales? Are there
opportunities for further segmentation within a price point? Is there an
opportunity to maximize aid to education by adjusting payout
percentages or are they already optimal?
• Infrequent, Lapsed, or Non-Players: What would it take to get these
players to purchase tickets more frequently, purchase tickets again, or start
purchasing tickets? What game themes/prizes appeal to the younger
demographic? Would younger players engage with our brand through
interactive channels and play for fun games? How do we use social media
to appeal to different player types?
•
Retailer Opportunity: How much cannibalization will occur when new
retail locations are added? Does increasing the number of retailers really
increase sales compared to costs? What retailer incentive exhibits a
statistically viable correlation to sales growth? How can lottery
transactions be made easier and faster for the retailer? Are there any issues
that keep retailers from selling more lottery games?
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It is important to note that Bain Consultants are not GTECH employees and that their
work will not detract GPC/GTECH resources from their day-to-day service and support
of your ongoing instant business. Instead, they will work directly with the New York
Lottery to ask the right questions and then dig deep into the numbers to unearth the
right solutions for your instant ticket business.
Bain has worked with more than 4,440 major multi-national and other companies
from every economic section and every region of the world, including major
government-sponsored lotteries such as Italy, Mexico, and Spain. While GPC and each
of its competitors will likely offer you a myriad of primary and secondary research as
base and offered options, too often this research results in additional analysis to
understand its relevance to your business. Our competitive advantage is GTECH
Professional Services and Bain. They will help us deliver more than reports. They will
help us deliver results. As you work with Bain Consultants for a period of
approximately three months to identify decisions that matter most, we will have the
account management team and resources on the ground in Schenectady to help you
execute your ideas.
For detailed information regarding our GTECH Professional Services and Bain
Consultants base offer, please see Section 4.6, Research and Development Program.

Available and Responsive – Our Approach
The growing complexity of the New York Lottery enterprise deserves a new approach
to account management – an approach that puts a team on the ground in New York
to work for you to grow your instant ticket business.
Most U.S. lotteries and their respective instant ticket vendors were able to take
advantage of nearly double digit annual growth in their instant ticket business until
2009, but this growth slowed to a nearly flat growth rate from FY2008 to FY2011. The
landscape of the instant business is changing. So the question becomes, how do I
continue to grow my business in a responsible way? We respectfully believe that you
achieve this growth by selecting a partner who invests in your success by providing
the account management structure that makes resources available on site in
Schenectady to help you deliver results that directly impact your net to education.
GTECH Printing Corporation is that partner.

Project Management and Staffing
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Staffing
Each competing vendor will likely present you with competent, qualified staff. The
GPC/GTECH offer takes it several steps further by presenting the New York Lottery
with a unique staffing structure that is available daily to focus on the opportunities
and challenges of your instant business. Our service model, based on GPC being the
primary supplier, includes on-site positions, over and above the dedicated and shared
positions required in the RFP. We offer the New York Lottery the following resources
in response to your requirements:

REQUIRED
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BASE OFFER

1 dedicated, full-time Project
Coordinator located at the vendor’s
own primary office.

• 1 dedicated, full-time Project
Coordinator located at One
Broadway Center, Schenectady,
New York.
• 1 dedicated, full-time Project
Coordinator located at our primary
office in Lakeland, Florida.

1 dedicated, full-time Retailer
Development Specialist whose primary
place of residence is New York State or a
contiguous state.

• 2 dedicated, full-time Retailer
Development Specialists whose
primary place of residence is New
York State. Both dedicated
resources will be based out of One
Broadway Center, Schenectady,
New York.

1 Senior Account Manager assigned to
New York who will devote approximately
30% to 40% of his or her time to New York
activity.

• 1 Senior Account Manager assigned
to New York who will devote
approximately 30% to 40% of her
time to New York activity and who
resides in Pennsylvania.

1 shared Art Director or designee.

• 1 shared Graphic Designer located
at One Broadway Center,
Schenectady, New York.
• 1 shared Art Director located in our
facility in Lakeland, Florida.
• 1 shared Graphic Designer located
at our facility in Lakeland, Florida.

1 shared Research Specialist.

• 1 dedicated Research Specialist
located at One Broadway Center,
Schenectady, New York.
• 1 shared Senior Manager of Market
Research located at our primary
office in Lakeland, Florida.
• GTECH Professional Services and
Bain Consultants to collaborate
with the New York Lottery.
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REQUIRED

BASE OFFER

1 shared individual to coordinate with the
Lottery on game development,
production, and support throughout the
life of the game.

• 1 shared Customer Service
Representative located at our
primary office in Lakeland, Florida.

1 shared Operational Contact.

• 1 shared Operational Contact
located at our primary office in
Lakeland, Florida.

No requirement.

• 2 dedicated Interactive Support
Specialists at One Broadway Center,
Schenectady, New York.

Participating in your business and engaging with your team daily will allow us to
provide a level of support for your instant business that we believe is unmatched by
competing offers.
Resumes indicating the relevant experience of the individuals named in the following
pages are provided as inserts at the end of this section.

Senior Account Manager - Diane Connell
Diane Connell, your current GPC Senior Account Manager, will oversee GPC
operations on behalf of the New York Lottery and will serve as your primary point of
contact for all GPC-related business. Understanding that proactive and responsive
service is a critical component of a successful relationship, she will be the New York
Lottery's advocate within our organization to ensure that all of your instant business
needs are addressed. Diane will provide senior level coordination between GPC and
New York Lottery management.
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With more than 20 years of lottery industry experience and account management
expertise, Diane is well prepared to collaborate with the New York Lottery, direct
internal resources and coordinate the involvement of external partners to help grow
instant game sales, enhance profitability, and seek out and identify new
opportunities to expand market penetration of instant games in traditional and
non-traditional channels. She will apply her expertise to assist the Lottery in
developing annual game plans, launch schedules, individual games, and marketing
programs including retailer and player promotions and merchandising programs.
Diane will also resolve critical scheduling/shipment issues and follow through on
security and validation file issues as outlined in the RFP.
As your Senior Account Manager, Diane will actively participate in all planning and
sales meetings, assist in developing and writing marketing and strategic plans, and
coordinate all instant product research projects. Additionally, she will be responsible
to the New York Lottery for delivering the following:
• State of the State Analysis.
• Payout Analysis.
• Sales Index Analysis.
• Prize Structure Analysis.
• Game Attribute Analysis.
• Industry White Papers.
•
Global Best Performing Game Analysis.
As stipulated in RFP Section 3.2, Diane will devote on average of 30% to 40% of her
time to New York activity. She will be available at least once a month for on-site
strategy planning sessions.

Project Coordinator - Steve Lazar
If chosen as the primary supplier, GPC will appoint Steve Lazar as the dedicated,
full-time Project Coordinator for the New York Lottery.
Steve is a mathematician and statistics expert who specializes in prize structure
development and software development. Steve has 30 years of lottery industry
experience, all relating to instant games. Steve is expert in many aspects of the
instant ticket business, including software development, implementation of
validation systems, prize structure design, game design and ticket innovation,
account management including Working Papers, promotions, retailer and sales
support, security, product scheduling and support, quality control, auditing,
and management.

“Other than running the press, I’ve done all parts of the business.”
– Steve Lazar
Steve is also a member of the GTECH Innovations Team and is the instant coordinator
for the Intellectual Property Asset Steering Committee, which evaluates ideas
submitted from GTECH sites around the world to foster innovation and best practices
within the instant arena.
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Steve will work with Diane and his Project Coordinator counterpart on site in New
York as well as senior Lottery staff on the following, as required in the RFP:
• Coordination with printing and production facilities.
• Ongoing development and delivery of instant games, including but not
limited to:
- Prize structures.
- Ticket designs.
- Scheduling.
- Inventory.
• Managing delivery issues and production issues.
• Working with senior Lottery staff as needed to evaluate products at retail.
•
Assisting in the development of product improvements or development
of new products.
Once our New York-based Project Coordinator is on site, this resource will have
responsibility for all of the duties outlined above and will work with Steve who will
remain your dedicated resource in Lakeland, Florida. This coupling of resources
ensures that your business needs are a priority at One Broadway Center as well as in
our primary printing facility.

New York On-Site Project Coordinator – TBH with Lottery Input
GPC will provide an on-site Project Coordinator who will be 100% dedicated to the
New York Lottery’s instant business. An on-site coordinator will enable the Lottery
to receive immediate attention to respond quickly to market opportunities.
Your on-site Project Coordinator, who will be hired with your input, will have the
authority to make decisions on behalf of key GPC staff. The on-site coordinator will
also have priority access to key Lakeland staff to expedite any issues that cannot be
immediately resolved on site.
The on-site coordinator will ensure that all New York Lottery work is accurately and
precisely managed to maximize Lakeland production efficiencies and ensure all
games are produced to your specifications and are delivered on time. The coordinator
will also work closely to leverage GTECH on-site staff to optimize the entire instant
supply chain including warehouse and distribution.
Working with Diane Connell and senior Lottery staff, your on-site Project Coordinator
will have responsibility for the following, as required in the RFP:
• Coordination with printing and production facilities.
• Ongoing development and delivery of instant games including but not
limited to:
- Prize structures.
- Ticket designs.
- Scheduling.
- Inventory.
• Managing delivery issues and production issues.
• Working with senior Lottery staff as needed to evaluate products at retail.
•
Assisting in the development of product improvements or development
of new products.
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New York On-Site Retailer Development Specialists –
Mike Fitzgerald and Paul Scorzafava
Mike Fitzgerald and Paul Scorzafava will be the New York Lottery’s dedicated, full-time
Retailer Development Specialists and will be based out of One Broadway Center in
Schenectady. As required in the RFP, Mike and Paul will travel statewide to work with
underperforming or such other retailer groups as defined by the Lottery.

Mike Fitzgerald
Mike Fitzgerald brings more than 10 years of lottery instant ticket experience and
more than 20 years of direct hands-on business and sales management experience
to his position for the New York Lottery. He has a strong background in retail
optimization and vast knowledge of Lottery sales objectives, marketing concepts,
and regional promotional schedules. In his current position as Corporate Account
Sales Manager, Mike works in conjunction with your Lottery Regional Directors, Field
Managers, and Corporate Account Manager as a liaison in your efforts to build
business relationships by providing recruiting services and training required to
enhance retail and player experience and grow sales.
Mike’s New York experience dates back to the year 2000 when he was Director of
New York Operations for Scientific Games. He had direct operational responsibility
for the call center and instants distribution facility and he served as the direct point
of contact between the New York Lottery, GTECH, and the SGI Operations and
Communications groups. After a promotion to Account General Manager, Mike
oversaw the entire New York instants operation and then managed the transition of
the Lottery Instant Ticket Operation before joining GTECH.

Paul Scorzafava
Paul Scorzafava has more than 15 years of New York Lottery experience and has
worked with New York retailers throughout his career in upstate New York, the
Hudson Valley, and in the New York metropolitan areas. Paul has a solid sales and
marketing background and was Tel-sell’s top performer in the New York Lottery’s
efforts to break $1 billion in instant sales annually. In addition, he consistently
achieved our Salesman of the Month Award, working with New York Lottery retailers
to maximize their instant ticket sales in his Tel-sell role. He knows your retailers, your
instant products, and your instant players.
In addition to his strong sales background, Paul has a wealth of experience with New
York Lottery promotions and merchandising initiatives and a solid understanding of
the New York Lottery retail environments. Currently, Paul serves as a field Marketing
Representative serving the Hudson Valley and suburban areas. Both his inside sales
experience as well as his field experience in rural, suburban, and urban areas give
him a unique perspective on what works where for retailers and players in various
New York markets. In addition to his work with New York retailers and players for
almost two decades, Paul has worked with the staff of the New York Lottery. He will
leverage his experience, knowledge, and skill set to help you drive instant ticket sales
growth at retail.
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Even with the sales support the New York Lottery District Sales Representatives (DSRs)
already provide retailers, there is an opportunity for GPC to complement your efforts.
As part of the responsibilities of the Retailer Development Specialists we propose,
we will work with the Lottery to prioritize sales improvement initiatives by prioritizing
existing lottery retail locations that have the most potential for success based on
empirical data. Working with you, Mike and Paul will oversee our sales and
merchandising improvement program to reach retailers who have the most upside
sales potential for the New York Lottery.
Our approach to retailer development is called TAG – Train Act Grow. This program
is based on scalable and repeatable processes, starting with analysis, to help retailers
focus on best practices of retail merchandising, promotion, sales, and product display
to achieve the growth objectives defined by the New York Lottery.
Our full-service retail development program is described in more detail in Section
4.6 as part of our discussion regarding retailer development and servicing initiatives.

Senior Manager of Market Research – Todd Bauman
Todd provides strategic marketing planning, data analytics, and marketing research
services in collaboration with our instant ticket lottery clients worldwide. Working
with New York on-site staff, Todd will draw upon numerous industry data sources to
provide analysis, interpretation of data, and recommendations for the New York
Lottery’s product and marketing initiatives.
Todd brings innovations and best practices from lotteries around the globe. He was
instrumental in driving Washington’s Lottery prize structure strategies with instant
sales increases of nearly 6%. Todd and his team were also involved in reformulating
the California Lottery’s instant payout strategy, which was implemented in the
summer of 2010. In the past year, Todd has also managed key instant marketing
research initiatives for the Arizona Lottery, the New Mexico Lottery, the Nebraska
Lottery, and Lottomatica, as well as managed research regarding player and retailer
receptiveness to new instant price points and new themes in Istanbul, Ankara, and
Izmir.
Before joining GTECH, Todd was Senior Market Intelligence Consultant at BMC
Software, providing global business-to-business research services and analytics and
managing custom primary research activities, such as in-house, Web-based survey
projects, focus groups, and contracted research projects. He performed advanced
data analysis, including statistical analysis, modeling, trending, and forecasting of
customer data.
Todd has 13 years of lottery industry experience, including the position of Marketing
Research Director at Oberthur Gaming Technologies where he was responsible for
strategic marketing planning and research services for lotteries around the world. As
Director of Research and Development at Washington’s Lottery, Todd led strategic
product development and management initiatives. Prior to that, Todd was Director of
Research and Development at the Missouri State Lottery where he was responsible for
new technology initiatives, marketing research, and business process reengineering.
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New York On-Site Research Specialist – TBH
Exceeding the RFP requirements, we are offering an on-site Research Specialist who
will be 100% dedicated to the New York Lottery. Working directly with the Lottery,
and along side Shirley Glindmyer, the Research Specialist will provide a link to GPC’s
Senior Manager of Market Research, Todd Bauman, and his team to provide market
analytics and marketing research to optimize New York sales and net to education.
Todd’s team brings worldwide experience and data from around the globe to provide
innovative strategies for the New York Lottery’s instants business.
As required in the RFP, the Research Specialist will work with New York Lottery
Research and Development staff as well as GTECH Professional Services and GTECH’s
Market Research team on projects involving historical New York Lottery sales data to
assist in identifying changes in sales patterns, demographics, retail environment
trends, lottery delivery methods and display, and player attitudes. The Research
Specialist will work with the Lottery to examine individual game sales results to
identify elements that may improve both sales and net to education.
The Research Specialist will have access to GTECH’s worldwide research and
multiple databases and will use them to identify effective sales tools to present to
the New York Lottery on a regular basis. The Research Specialist will support any
recommended strategies using gaming data from New York and other
jurisdictions to grow sales.

Art Director, Prepress Manager – Dinah George
Dinah will lead a team of skilled graphic designers and prepress technicians who will
be assigned to the New York Lottery. She will respond to the New York Lottery directly
as needed to develop current and future concepts and regularly work on future
concept development. Dinah will provide direct assistance to the two shared New
York Lottery graphic designers involved in game development. If GPC is chosen as
the primary supplier, Dinah will manage the Graphic Artist who will be hired to
provide graphic design services on site for the New York Lottery.
Dinah’s reports will translate customer concepts into attractive designs and
ultimately the plates that will be used in the press to print the job. This end-to-end
responsibility is a result of Dinah's in-depth knowledge of the graphics and printing
processes. Dinah brings 30 years of experience in all phases of the graphic arts
industry to her duties as Prepress and Design Manager at GPC. She will work closely
with New York staff and advise on optimal designs and get the job to press.
In 2008, Dinah led a team that installed the prepress systems used at GPC’s state-ofthe-art facility. This technically complex transition required close coordination with
the customer and in-house technicians, and Dinah’s team achieved an ahead-ofschedule start-up of the most advanced plate-making technology in use in the lottery
industry. For this and other outstanding work, Dinah received the GTECH President's
Award, the highest level of recognition at GTECH. The award acknowledges
employees who consistently demonstrate integrity, trust, respect, and excellence,
and have made a significant contribution in the past year.
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Graphic Artist – Chris Reaves
Chris will provide graphic design services to the New York Lottery.
Chris joined Creative Games International, Inc. (now GTECH Printing Corporation)
in 2003, bringing nearly 20 years of professional experience in design and illustration.
He has a background in media package design, corporate identity, Web design,
page layout, product illustration, signage, freehand illustration, and caricatures.
In addition to adapting to an ever-expanding domestic and international client
base, Chris has assisted in developing new ideas for the instant ticket market, and
also provides input and graphics support for other marketing endeavors.

New York On-Site Graphic Artist – TBH
If GPC is selected as the primary contractor, GPC will hire a Graphic Designer to work
on site in New York. This resource will work directly with the New York Lottery to
create ticket concepts for your market and ensure the games are exciting, innovative,
and appropriate for the target audience.
Having an on-site designer will speed the process and shorten the approval cycle for
ticket art, allowing New York to capitalize more quickly on market opportunities. In
addition, this on-site designer will be available to ensure that all concept art is
properly formatted for production on our press during the approval process.
The on-site designer will also be readily available to the New York Lottery and your
advertising agency personnel for assistance in ticket POS design and other printed
or digital art designs. The resource will also assist the Lottery with generating art for
focus group tests, reducing the time needed from concept to production.
To meet the needs of our customers, we require that our GPC graphic designers:
• Design and develop innovative and exciting graphics, based on market
research, and animations best suited for a target market.
• Participate in brainstorming sessions and peer reviews.
• Work with the New York Lottery to visualize all aspects of a new game.
• Develop a visual identity for each product, keeping all elements consistent
in terms of style for both the base game and all subsequent bonus games.
• Develop game backgrounds, user interfaces, character designs, and
animations of the highest caliber to create products that provide a
complete entertainment package.
• Create innovative themes and storyboard graphics.
• Execute an initial idea visually from the conceptual stage through
production and conceptualize the artistic look and style of a game.
• Create graphics for marketing packages.
• Create game-ready electronic artwork in accordance with the capabilities
and requirements of each product.
• Convey the significance of game elements by design and function.
• Create and animate logos and symbol designs.
• Prepare and convert graphic files for coding.
• Work with Software Developers to ensure appropriate platform
development.
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Conduct research and development activities to maximize the use of
existing technology, create design efficiencies, and evaluate design
packages and tools.
Provide recommendations based on expertise.
Stay abreast of industry trends with respect to multimedia, graphics and
animation techniques, trends, and styles, and participate in the learning
and sharing of creative ideas and skills.

Customer Service Representative (CSR) – Susan Wieger
Susan Wieger has 31 years of commercial printing experience and received the GTECH
Building Excellence Award three years in a row for outstanding accomplishments as
a CSR.
Currently GPC’s Customer Service Representative for the New York Lottery, Susan
will continue to provide you with exceptional customer service. She will work
closely with the New York on-site and Lakeland Project Coordinators to ensure all
the New York Lottery’s production needs and concerns are met in a timely manner.
Susan will work with the Project Coordinator(s) to develop the Working Papers for
individual instant game orders. In addition, she will work closely with our graphic
artists, game programmers, and production teams to ensure that Working Papers
are accurate before they are presented to the Lottery for approval. During the
approval process, Susan will be responsible for any Lottery-requested changes and
will provide the Project Coordinator(s) with a new version of Working Papers for
the next approval cycle.
Another of Susan’s responsibilities will be to work with the press department
manager to secure the timely printing of the instant games to meet the Lottery’s
launch schedule. She will monitor each game’s progress and provide timely updates
to the Project Coordinator(s). Once the game is on press and processed through
the finishing stages of production, she will track deliverables, including files,
oversized samples, and other materials that must be delivered with the game.
When the game is ready for shipment, Susan will contact Tom Iapoce, Instant Tickets
Manager, at our warehouse and forward all shipping documentation according to
instructions in the game’s Working Papers and Client Standards Document.
Throughout the process, Susan will be the daily liaison between the Project
Coordinator(s) and GPC’s production departments.

New York On-Site Interactive Support Specialists (2 Positions) – TBH
To properly support the new tools proposed as part of our interactive offering in
Section 4.6, we offer the New York Lottery two dedicated Interactive Support Specialists
who will be located on site at One Broadway Center. These two individuals will
provide support for our interactive solutions, both hardware and software, and will
ensure that service requests align with the New York Lottery’s instant launch schedule
and promotional calendar. Both resources will serve as liaisons between Lottery
management and the GPC/GTECH team. Beyond daily tasks, the team will provide
periodic updates regarding interactive channel activities in other jurisdictions.
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GPC Vice President of Operations and New York
Operational Contact – Jean Turgeon
Jean Turgeon will be the Operational Contact for the New York Lottery instant
contract if GPC is chosen as your primary supplier. Jean will be the point of contact
responsible for alerting Lottery Operations of any operational issues such as
problems with game files, ticket quality, etc. Per the terms of the RFP, this notification
will be made within 24 hours of GPC becoming aware of an operational concern.
Jean oversees all aspects of instant lottery ticket printing and game production,
including game design, programming, prepress, production planning, production,
maintenance, and technology. Jean is also certified in Lean Manufacturing. He
provides overall direction and guidance to the operational activities of the
organization with the objective of maximizing growth and profitability as well as
providing day-to-day leadership. Jean and his team will ensure that all GPC products
are in compliance with the executed Working Papers and that they meet the most
stringent standards in terms of quality and security.
Jean has more than 25 years of experience in the lottery industry. He began his
career in 1986 with Deloitte and Touche, auditing online and instant lottery games.
He later joined the game programming team at BABN Technologies in Montreal,
Canada. BABN was later purchased by Oberthur Gaming Technologies (OGT), and
Jean eventually transferred to the U.S. where he played a key role in OGT’s new plant
start-up in San Antonio, Texas. He has held a variety of positions in pre-manufacturing
and manufacturing, as well as the position of Vice President – General Manager
when Scientific Games International acquired OGT in 2007. He then assumed the role
of Senior Director, Quality Assurance & Research and Development at Scientific
Games in Alpharetta, Georgia. Jean joined GPC in 2009 as the Senior Director of
Pre-Manufacturing, Quality and Security, bringing a wealth of lottery experience to
our team in Lakeland. In 2010, Jean became Vice President of Operations.

Conclusion
As we discussed in the introduction to this section, the New York Lottery is a
complex and sophisticated business. Your lottery is a fast-paced organization of
tremendous scale that demands daily engagement and participation by your
business partner.
We understand that the three major suppliers of instant tickets – GTECH Printing
Corporation, Pollard Banknote, and Scientific Games – can print games for the
New York Lottery, but we believe that we are the only company committed to
custom-constructing an Account Management approach and investing in the
resources that will be required to help you grow your sales and net income to
education in a meaningful way.
GTECH Printing Corporation’s proposal is not about the New York Lottery fitting
into our schedule or our organization; it is about how we can provide the best
service and support to you. We welcome the opportunity to make your instant
business our priority.
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Diane Connell
Project Title:
Senior Account Manager
Contract Role:
Diane will manage account relations and collaborate with the New York Lottery to help grow
instant game sales, enhance profitability, and identify new opportunities to expand market
penetration of instant games. She is operationally responsible to the New York Lottery. She will
apply her expertise to assist the Lottery in developing annual game plans, launch schedules,
individual games, and marketing programs. Diane will be the New York Lottery's advocate
within our organization to ensure that all of its needs are responded to proactively.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource, 30%-40%.

Diane brings more than
20 years of lottery
experience to her
position of Account
Executive at the New
York Lottery. She will be
the New York Lottery's
advocate within our
organization to ensure
that all of your instant
business needs
are addressed.

Current Title
Account Executive
Professional Experience
Diane provides total instant business support including strategic planning, game
planning, and design services for lottery clients. Expert in prize structure design and
game concepts, she collaborates with lottery staff in the production process of games,
monitors schedules, and tracks the status of deliverables. Prior to joining GPC, Diane
developed broad experience in the instant lottery industry, serving more than 22 years in
numerous capacities, including Regional Director at Oberthur Gaming Technologies and
later Scientific Games. Diane’s experience includes game planning, sales forecasting,
market analysis, and production and shipping logistics. Her insight, expertise and sound
strategic recommendations have provided clients with impressive growth. In Rhode
Island, Diane assisted the Lottery in achieving an 11 percent sales growth. She assisted
the Maryland Lottery in achieving a consistent annual growth of over 140 percent in
instant ticket sales from 1998 to 2006.
Diane’s clients have included Rhode Island, Vermont, Kentucky, Kansas, Indiana,
Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Connecticut, South Dakota,
and Wisconsin, and international clients in Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Poland, Romania,
Venezuela, Greece, New Zealand, Russia, and Norway.
Diane was awarded the prestigious Powers Award at the 2002 NASPL (North American
Association of State and Provincial Lotteries) conference.
Education and Certifications
Diane has a degree in marketing management from Montgomery County Community
College. She also completed business management coursework at Temple University.
Employment History
GTECH Printing Corporation:
Account Manager

2009 – Present

Scientific Games:
Regional Director

2007 – 2009

Oberthur Gaming Technologies:
Regional Sales Director
Account Manager
Customer Service Manager

1987 – 2007

Steve J. Lazar
Project Title:
Project Coordinator
Contract Role:
As Project Coordinator at the Lakeland site for the New York Lottery, Steve will ensure
client standards and expectations are met. He will be responsible for coordination with
printing and production facilities; ongoing development and delivery of instant games
including but not limited to prize structures, ticket designs, scheduling, inventory
management, delivery issues, and production issues; and working with senior Lottery staff
as needed to evaluate products at retail and assist in the development of product
improvements or development of new products.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
100%.

From mathematician to
Account Executive to an
inventor with several
patents, Steve brings a
wealth of knowledge
and expertise in all
aspects of the New York
instants business. As
Steve says, “Other than
running the press, I’ve
done all parts of
the business.”

Current Title
Director of Client Relations
Professional Experience
Steve’s position with GTECH is the culmination of 30 years of lottery experience, all
relating to instant games. Steve is an industry veteran that has been involved in nearly all
aspects of the instant ticket business, including software development, creation and
implementation of validation systems, prize structure development, game design,
account management, quality control, auditing, and management. Steve has also been
an inventor on patents relating to game concepts and gaming security methods.
Education and Certifications
Steve attended Rutgers University in New Jersey.
Employment History
GTECH Printing Corporation:
Director of Client Relations
Senior Manager Quality Assurance and Game Integrity

2007 – Present

Creative Games International:
Senior Account Manager
Senior Systems Development Analyst

1993 – 2007

Webcraft Games:
Manager, Games Design and Development
Senior Programming Analyst
Mathematician Analyst

1980 –1993

Michael Fitzgerald
Project Title:
Retailer Development Specialist
Contract Role:
Working out of Schenectady, Mike will work with retailer groups defined by the Lottery to
improve sales, customer service, and player experience. He will work to optimize the
retailer network and increase sales.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
100%.

As Corporate Account Sales
Manager, Mike initiated
the pilot test of new
Gamepoint machines at
BJ’s Wholesale Club while
simultaneously requesting
a committed effort on
their part to prioritize
placement of lottery
equipment in their
locations statewide.

Current Title
Corporate Account Sales Manager
Professional Experience
As Corporate Account Sales Manager, Michael develops and executes comprehensive
business plans for the acquisition and penetration of new non-traditional lottery retailers
as well as supporting lottery staff in their recruitment efforts. He promotes the
optimization of sales at underperforming retail locations and provides corporate and
support services to existing retailers. Mike oversees sales objectives and marketing
initiatives thoughout the region.
As Instant Ticket Manager, Mike had administrative and operational management
responsibility for a 60,000-square-foot distribution facility with sales of $72M/week. He
directed and managed a 50-person call center and distribution operation. Mike provided
jurisdictional communication, support, and follow through of all lottery sales objectives,
marketing concepts, and regional promotional schedules, and provided weekly status
reports to lottery executive staff. He was responsible for the integrity, security, and
storage of a 500 million ticket, $1.4 billion inventory, and successfully managed five
consecutive years of record-breaking instant ticket sales growth.
As an employee for Scientic Games from 2000 to 2002, Mike was Director of New York
operations, and then New York Account General Manager. He managed the transition of
the Lottery Instant Ticket Operation to GTECH in February 2002, and officially closed the
SGI New York Operation in March 2002. Mike was offered continuation of employment by
GTECH Corporation in April 2002.
Education and Certifications
Michael has a B.S. in business administration from the State University of New York at
Plattsburgh and an Associate's degree in marketing from Hudson Valley Community
College in Troy, New York. Michael also has Certifications in Distribution Resource
Planning (DRP), Just-In-Time Distribution Techniques (JIT), Logistics Management, and
Total Quality Management (TQM).
Employment History
GTECH Corporation:
Corporate Account Sales Manager
Instant Ticket Manager
Scientific Games International:
Account General Manager
Director of New York Operations

2002 – Present

2000 – 2002

Paul J. Scorzafava Jr.
Project Title:
Retail Development Specialist
Contract Role:
Paul will travel statewide to work with underperforming or such other retailer groups as
defined by the Lottery. Paul has significant New York experience working with a wide
variety of retailers and players in diverse areas of the state. His proven track record in sales,
marketing, and promotions brings added value.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
100%.

Paul was recently an
integral part of the
special training and
promotions efforts for
Empire City retailers
that boosted traditional
lottery sales to a record
high for the week
ending March 5, 2011.

Current Title
Marketing Representative
Professional Experience
Paul has been with GTECH New York for more than 17 years, the past 15 years providing
training and field assistance as a Marketing Representative in New York. He was
previously a top performer in the Instant Ticket Telemarketing side of the business.
As a Marketing Representative, Paul’s duties include retailer training, which includes
terminal and related equipment operation as well as suggestions for terminal placement,
merchandising and suggestive selling techniques, and winner awareness. Paul also acts
as a liaison between New York Lottery field employees and GTECH departments. He
attends bi-weekly lottery sales meetings to address questions and research retailer
concerns, and makes regular field visits to follow up on training questions, ITVM training,
service needs, and general customer service. At Quick Draw locations, some duties
periodically involve selecting equipment locations and offering marketing techniques
such as suggestive selling. Paul also attends lottery promotional events and retailer
advisory meetings.
As a Telemarketing Representative, Paul’s provided instant ticket sales and customer
service to more than 1,000 New York accounts. In addition to selling instant products, his
duties included introducing new games, offering marketing techniques, researching
distribution inquires, and cross-training other employees. Paul was selected by
management to receive the Representative of the Month Award on three occasions and
had the highest annual sales increase in his territory before being promoted to
Marketing Representative.
Paul has also provided coaching to Hotline operators in the Rhode Island Call Center for
new game launches and promotions in New York. He also assisted with Quality Software
testing for the Lottery Inside product line.
Education and Certifications
Paul attended St. Bonaventure University in Olean, New York.
Employment History
GTECH Corporation:
Marketing Representative
Telemarketing Representative

1993 – Present

Chris Reaves
Project Title:
Graphic Artist
Contract Role:
Chris will provide graphic design services to the New York Lottery. Supported by Art
Director Dinah George and New York's on-site Graphic Artist, Chris will be part of the
Lottery's graphic design team.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource.

Chris works with a wide
variety of domestic and
international clients,
bringing his creative
solutions to myriad
environments and an
ever-changing
business climate.

Current Title
Graphic Artist
Professional Experience
Chris joined Creative Games International, Inc. (now GTECH Printing Corporation) in
2003, enhancing the company’s design and illustrating capabilities with his nearly 20
years of professional experience. He has a background in media package design,
corporate identity, Website design, page layout, product illustration, signage, and
caricatures. Chris moved to Atlanta in 2004, first working for us on a freelance basis
and eventually resuming duties as a full-time employee. In addition to adapting to an
ever-expanding domestic and international client base, Chris has assisted in developing
new ideas for the instant ticket market, and also provides input and graphics support
for marketing endeavors.
Education and Certifications
Chris attended the Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale and the South Florida Community
College in Avon Park. In addition, he attended training programs for CompuServe
and Photoshop.
Employment History
GTECH Printing Corporation:
Graphic Artist, Illustrator (Consultant)

2006 – Present

Creative Games International, Inc.:
Graphic Artist, Illustrator (Consultant)

1991 – 2006

GR Graphics, Inc.:
Graphic Artist, Illustrator

2002 – 2003

Underwriters Services Co.:
Communications Manager
Graphic Artist, Illustrator

1997 – 2002

Designer’s Top Shop, Inc.:
Graphic Artist, Illustrator, Printer

1997 – 1998

Todd Bauman
Project Title:
Research Specialist (Senior Manager, Market Research, GPC)
Contract Role:
Todd will analyze historical New York Lottery sales data to assist in identifying changes in
sales patterns, demographics, retail environment trends, lottery delivery methods and
display, and player attitudes. He will work with the Lottery to examine individual game
sales results to identify elements that may improve sales and profits. Todd will bring his
international experience in research and analytics to New York.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource.

Todd will bring his
international
experience in research
and analytics to the New
York instant business.

Current Title
Senior Manager, Market Research
Professional Experience
Todd provides services and analytics and manages custom primary research activities,
such as in-house Web-based survey projects and focus groups. He performed extensive IT
industry market analyses that leveraged secondary sources of market data and also
performed advanced data analyses, including statistical analysis, modeling, trending, and
forecasting of customer data.
As Marketing Research Director at OGT, Todd was responsible for strategic marketing
planning and research services for lotteries around the world, further developing his
expertise in marketing assessment, product design, and international market research. At
Washington’s Lottery, as the Director of Research and Development, Todd managed a
management analysis specialist and a market research analyst, while leading strategic
product development and management initiatives. Before that, he consulted and
managed enterprise-level strategic cross-unit B2B projects for the Principal Financial
Group and the Missouri Lottery.
Education and Certifications
Todd has a B.A., Magna Cum Laude in psychology from Case Western Reserve University
and received the Mather Alumni Award for Excellence in Psychology. He also has an M.A.
in industrial and organizational psychology from Bowling Green State University.
Employment History
GTECH Printing Corporation:
Senior Manager, Market Research

2008 – Present

BMC Software:
Senior Market Intelligence Consultant

2007 – 2008

Oberthur Gaming Technologies:
Marketing Research Director

2004 – 2007

Washington’s Lottery:
Director, Research and Development

2002 – 2004

The Principal Financial Group:
Market Research Manager

2001 – 2002

Missouri Lottery:
Director, Research and Development

1995 – 2001

Susan Wieger
Project Title:
Customer Service Representative
Contract Role:
Susan will provide complete account management, coordinating with the New York
Lottery on the development of Working Papers and providing oversight to the physical
production of tickets. Susan will coordinate with the Lottery on all game development,
production, and support throughout the life of the game. Susan will ensure that your
needs are met, your concerns are escalated, and any issues are resolved to your
satisfaction as quickly as possible.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource.

Susan will offer
complete customer
service and account
management to the
New York Lottery from
our Lakeland plant. She
is a resource who will
provide support for the
life of the game.

Current Title
Customer Service Representative
Professional Experience
Susan joined GPC in August 2007, bringing more than 28 years experience in the printing
industry. Her printing experience includes 4 years as an estimator and 24 years as a
Customer Service Representative. Along with the complete printing process, Susan is
especially knowledgeble in the areas of prepress design and quality. Susan is an expert on
the structure and procedures necessary to produce a quality product.
During Susan’s first two years with GPC, she worked with many of our new customers and
Account Managers, developing strong relationships and positive results with each of
them. Susan was recognized for her outstanding accomplishment with a Building
Excellence Award. Susan has since received two additional Building Excellence Awards,
one for her attention to detail and success in ensuring quality standards and another for
excellence in customer service.
She is certified as a GPC Internal Auditor.
Education and Certifications
Susan attended Clemson University and has received GTECH Custom Print Training.
Employment History
GTECH Printing Corporation:
Client Services Representative

2007 – Present

Hillsboro Printing:
Estimator/Planner

2003 – 2007

MOR Printing:
Customer Service Representative

1993 – 2003

Dinah George
Project Title:
Art Director
Contract Role:
Dinah will support all graphic designers assigned to the New York Lottery for all prepress
and graphic design activities. She will support all aspects of the prepress design
requirements, including fingerprinting presses to match prepress proofing systems, film
development, and graphic design. Dinah will respond directly to the New York Lottery in a
timely manner to develop current concepts and work on future concepts.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource.

Dinah brings more than
30 years of experience in
all phases of graphic arts
and production to her
role of Art Director and
Prepress Manager.
Dinah’s team will
translate your concepts
into appealing designs
and ultimately the
plates that are used in
the press to print
creative and exciting
New York Lottery
instant products.

Current Title
Art Director/Prepress Manager
Professional Experience
Dinah has more than 30 years of graphic prepress experience in the magazine/book
publishing and commercial printing industries. She specializes in converting companies
from conventional production methods to computer-to-plate workflows. In addition,
Dinah provides education for internal and external clients on digital design creation and
file preparation for print production. Most recently, she focused on fingerprinting presses
for matching prepress proofing systems, upgrading proofing equipment, plating
equipment, streamlining through make-ready reduction, and cycle-time reduction.
Dinah received the GTECH 2010 President's Award, the highest level of recognition at
GTECH. The award acknowledges employees who consistently demonstrate integrity,
trust, respect, and excellence, and who have made a significant contribution in the
past year.
Education and Certifications
Dinah attended Western Connecticut State University. Dinah's training includes Kodak
Color Management Program, Quark Certified Trainer, Novell (CNA and CNE Windows NT
Certified), and Kodak Polychrome Graphics Champions Program. She also completed eight
Accredited Corporate Technology and Management courses in St. Petersburg, Florida.
Employment History
GTECH Printing Corporation:
Prepress Manager

2006 – Present

Evatone, Inc.:
Prepress Manager and Pressroom Manager

2001 – 2006

R.R. Donnelley, Inc.:
Digital Prepress Manager

1997 – 2001

Dobbs Publishing Group:
Computer Systems Director

1991 – 1997

Taunton Press:
Computer System Supervisor

1980 – 1991

Martín P. González
Project Title:
Game Development Manager
Contract Role:
As Game Development Manager of GTECH’s Instant Game Production Group, Martín will
manage and direct the productivity of the instant game software development staff in
an effort to decrease the lead-time while increasing quality and satisfaction for the New
York Lottery.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource.

Martín’s team handles
game programming,
data merge and
verification, and
software QA, ensuring
that every one of your
games performs in the
marketplace as
specified and all
validation media is
accurate and
functions properly.

Current Title
Game Development Manager
Professional Experience
Martín supervises the technicians, analysts, programmers, and data center operators for
GTECH’s Instant Game Production Group. He analyzes new game concepts for feasibility
as requested by our lottery clients. To create and roll-out new products, he works with
production, quality, and sales personnel; state, national, and commercial lotteries and
their staffs; and third-party vendors.
Martín worked for 10 years as a game software development manager for Scientific
Games before joining GTECH. He developed and implemented new gaming products and
managed jobs ranging in size from medium to large-scale international projects.
Education and Certifications
Martin has a B.S.,computer science, from Southwest Texas State University. He has also
completed coursework in Lean Manufacturing and Six Sigma Practices for Process
Improvement. Martin is also a Certified Internal International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) Auditor.
Employment History
GTECH Printing Corporation:
Game Development Manager
Technology Process Manager

2008 – Present

OGT:
Game Software Development Manager

2007 – 2008

Scientific Games:
Game Software Development Manager

1997 – 2007

AutoGas, Incorporated:
International Programming Coordinator

1995 – 1997

XETRON Corporation:
Senior Software Engineer

1989 – 1995

Michael Dinan
Project Title:
Production Planning Manager
Contract Role:
Michael creates, distributes, and manages production scheduling. He plans production
runs based on specific client requirements, generates production job tickets based on
specifications found in executed Working Papers, and reviews draft Working Papers for
accuracy relevant to manufacturing. Michael also manages purchasing, shipping and
receiving operations. He is experienced with lean manufacturing techniques.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource.

Michael brings a vast
body of knowledge in
various aspects of
business including
manufacturing, account
management and client
service, technology
management, and
production scheduling.

Current Title
Production Planning Manager
Professional Experience
Michael has more than 25 years of experience in manufacturing, business, and account
management. His printing leadership skills include plant, operational, and general
management. He has more than 13 years of profit and loss management experience
including eight years of profit and loss responsibility for a manufacturing business with
$32 million in annual sales. He is experienced in international and domestic printing
operation shutdowns, start-ups, and production transfers. He is skilled at managing
operational expenses to current business levels to maintain profitability and grow
bottom line. Michael has technical knowledge of flexography, web and sheet letterpress,
screen printing, doming, pad printing, web offset, web hot stamp, web digital printing,
and bindery.
Education and Certifications
Michael has an M.S. in technology managerment, awarded from Mercer University in
Atlanta. He also received a B.A. in general science from S.U.N.Y in Stony Brook, New York.
Michael has a certificate in data processing computer programming from the College of
San Mateo.
Employment History
GTECH Printing Corporation:
Production Planning Manager

2008 – Present

BBF Packaging Solutions:
General Manager

2007 – 2008

NextWave Digital Marketing:
General Manager

2006 – 2007,

Central Label Products/Stratecom Graphics:
VP General Manager

2003 – 2006

Panduit Corporation/ID Division:
Division Manager/Operations Manager

1989 – 2003

Thomas J. Napolitano
Project Title:
Senior Manager, Innovation
Contract Role:
Tom’s role will be to lead game designers from all GTECH subsidiaries to help collaborate
on new ideas for the New York Lottery. This includes traditional, instant, and online lottery
game designers, video lottery developers from Spielo and Atronic, instant ticket designers
and licensed game producers from the Printed Properties & Licensed Content group,
promotional and animated game designers from IGI Europrint, and interactive and sports
betting experts from Finsoft.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource.

Tom’s team will
recommend portfolio
optimization strategies
by providing a flow of
innovative, revenuedriven ideas for the New
York Lottery. He will
collaborate with game
designers from GTECH’s
spectrum of subsidiaries
to help grow New York’s
portfolio to increase
revenues to education.

Current Title
Senior Manager, Innovation
Professional Experience
Tom has accrued more than 25 years of experience in the IT and lottery/game design
industries. He has been with GTECH since 1993 and is currently working with GTECH
America’s Marketing and International Marketing staff to lay out a portfolio optimization
and development plan for all of GTECH’s current customers. This includes managing the
creative development of existing game portfolios and recommending appropriate
enhancements, add-ons, and new games.
Tom has managed creative development of new game content across all of GTECH’s
gaming disciplines and marketing channels for both the domestic and international
markets. His knowledge and expertise in technology, lottery products, and marketing
bring a unique skill set to our customers.
Education and Certifications
Tom has received a B.S. in business computers information systems from Hofstra University.
Employment History
GTECH Corporation:
Senior Manager, Innovation
Senior Manager, Game Design/Content Technology Manager
Advanced Technology Architect
Director of Software Development
Software Product Manager/Software Developer
J. Baker, Inc.:
Senior IT Specialist

1993 – Present

1991 – 1993

William J. Miller
Project Title:
Director of Technology
Contract Role:
Bill will provide technical support to manufacturing and ticket security testing operations
at GPC’s instant ticket facility in Lakeland, Florida.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource.

Bill brings 30 years of
lottery industry
experience, along with
his education in
engineering, finance,
management
information systems
and technology
management to
oversee data
processing and
prepress functions for
the New York Lottery’s
instant tickets.

Current Title
Director of Technology
Professional Experience
Bill is the Director of Technology for GPC’s Instant Game Production Group located in
Florida. His responsibilities include process design, instant ticket construction, and
computer technology. Bill has more than 25 years of experience in print manufacturing
and technology, most of which is lottery-specific. Before joining Creative Games
International (CGI), now GTECH, Bill was Vice President of Manufacturing of
Webcraft Games.
Education and Certifications
Bill has a B.S., mechanical engineering, from Rutgers College of Engineering; a B.A.,
English literature, from Rutgers University; an M.B.A., finance, from Rutgers Graduate
School of Business Administration; and an M.S., management information systems, from
the University of South Florida. Bill also has a Graduate Certificate in technology
management, 2010, from the University of South Florida.
Employment History
GTECH Printing Corporation:
Director of Technology
Director of Manufacturing

2007 – Present

Creative Games International (CGI):
Vice President, Director of Manufacturing

1996 – 2007

Graphic Direct:
Vice President, Manufacturing

1993 – 1995

Tech Web Division of RR Donnelley:
Vice President, Manufacturing

1992 – 1993

Webcraft Games, Inc.:
Vice President, Manufacturing

1980 – 1992

Kathy Matson
Project Title:
Senior Director, Marketing and Client Services
Contract Role:
Kathy will ensure the timely and accurate creation of Working Papers and product
deliverables for each instant ticket game produced for New York. She will also ensure that
your production and quality expectations are met and that each game is produced to
specification.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource.

As an expert in project
management process
controls, Kathy will
ensure coordination
with the New York
Lottery’s Working
Papers procedures and
will allocate the
appropriate support to
ensure quality and
timely results.

Current Title
Senior Director, Marketing and Client Services
Professional Experience
Kathy joined GTECH in June 2008, bringing more than 20 years of lottery sales and
marketing experience. As Senior Vice President, Sales and Marketing, for Oberthur
Gaming Technologies (OGT), Kathy directed the U.S. Sales and Marketing teams in
multifaceted efforts to win and retain lottery printing contracts. She managed and
directed the daily activities of OGT’s sales representatives, marketing and research
personnel, customer service representatives, and graphic designers through direct
report managers.
Throughout her lottery career, Kathy has developed internal communication flow and
project management process controls. She has won prestigious industry awards for her
excellence in customer service relations (notably the J.D. Powers Award, nominated by
the Texas Lottery) and is considered an expert in her field.
Prior to her employment with OGT, Kathy worked for Dittler Brothers, Inc., from 1986 until
1997, when the company was acquired by OGT. As Vice President of Sales at Dittler, Kathy
directed the daily activities of the U.S. Sales team, conducted training on effective sales
techniques, and helped build the company’s reputation as an industry innovator.
Kathy started her lottery career in 1985 as Assistant Sales Manager for the Oregon Lottery
and was quickly promoted to Drawing Manager, responsible for all lottery drawings and
accompanying rules, policies, and procedures.
Education and Certifications
Kathy attended Northern Illinois University.
Employment History
GTECH Printing Corporation:
Senior Director, Marketing and Client Services

2008 – Present

Oberthur Gaming Technologies:
Senior Vice President, Sales and Marketing

1997 – 2005

Dittler Brothers, Inc.:
Vice President, Sales

1986 – 1997

Pat Schmidt
Project Title:
Senior Director, Marketing Brand Licensing
Contract Role:
Pat is responsible for the development and execution of GTECH’s licensed content
strategy and third-party brand management. She develops and oversees the licensed
content acquisition and management processes. She is the primary contact with the
licensor and the lead contract negotiator for licensed properties. Pat will work with the
New York Lottery to develop second chance drawings.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource.

Pat brings extensive
experience with largescale companies in the
lottery and consumer
products industries. Pat
will work with the New
York Lottery to create
timely and innovative
strategies, particularly
in the area of second
chance drawings.

Current Title
Senior Director, Marketing Brand Licensing
Professional Experience
Prior to 2005, Pat was employed by Hasbro, Inc., as the Vice President of North American
Licensing and Promotions. In this position, she was responsible for out-licensing Hasbro’s
toy and game brands into consumer product categories ranging from apparel and
domestics to lottery and gaming. She was also responsible for promotional programs
with national marketing partners such as McDonald’s, Burger King, Wendy’s, PepsiCo,
and Nabisco.
Pat understands lottery requirements for licensed properties and identifies, negotiates,
and develops third-party brands to be used across lottery channels. She collaborates with
game development teams to create innovative licensed property games across a variety
of lottery channels. She recognizes the strategic benefits of licensed property games and
the opportunity to retain loyal consumers while attracting new players with branded
games and promotions. Pat is responsive to both lottery and licensor expectations
and requirements.
Education and Certifications
Pat has a B.A. in economics from Stonehill College and attended City of London
Polytechnic in London, England. She has also completed a Program on Negotiation for
Senior Executives at Harvard University.
Employment History
GTECH Corporation:
Senior Director, Marketing Brand Licensing
Hasbro, Inc.:
Vice President of North American Licensing and Promotions
Director of Promotions

2005 – Present
1997 – 2004

Jean Turgeon
Project Title:
New York Operational Contact (Vice President of Operations, GPC)
Contract Role:
Jean will be responsible for alerting Lottery Operations of any issues with game files, ticket
quality, etc., within 24 hours of GPC becoming aware of an operational concern.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource.

Jean oversees the team
that ensures all products
are in compliance with the
executed Working Papers
and meet the most
stringent standards.
Jean’s team strives to
exceed the New York
Lottery’s expectations in
terms of graphic
appearance, prize
structure, play action,
and game integrity.

Current Title
Vice President of Operations
Professional Experience
Jean oversees all instant ticket printing operations, including game design, programming,
prepress, production planning, production, maintenance, and technology. Jean and his
team ensure that all products manufactured by GPC are in compliance with the executed
Working Papers and meet the most stringent standards in terms of quality and security.
Jean has more than 25 years of experience in the lottery industry. He started at Deloitte
and Touche, auditing on-line and instant lottery games, and later joined the game
programming team at BABN Technologies in Montreal, Canada. When BABN was
purchased by Oberthur Gaming Technologies (OGT), Jean played a key role in OGT’s new
plant start-up in San Antonio, Texas. When Scientific Games International acquired OGT in
2007, he assumed the role of Senior Director, Quality Assurance & Research and
Development. Jean joined GTECH in 2009 as the Senior Director of Pre-Manufacturing,
Quality and Security. In 2010, Jean became Senior Director of Operations.
Education and Certifications
Jean has a B.S. in business administration from the Université du Québec à Montréal and
Lean Manufacturing Certification.
Employment History
GTECH Printing Corporation:
Senior Director of Operations
Senior Director of Pre-Manufacturing

2009 – Present

Scientific Games International:
Senior Director, Quality Assurance & Research and Development

2007 – 2009

OGT Corp.:
Vice-President – General Manager
Vice President U.S. Operations
Finishing and Game Integrity Director
Security Director

1998 – 2007

BABN Technologies Inc.:
Corporate Director of Security

1992 – 1998

Deloitte and Touche:
Information Systems Security Officer
Information Systems Auditor

1986 – 1992

Michelle Carney
Project Title:
Vice President, Marketing and Portfolio Management
Contract Role:
Michelle is responsible for leading the marketing support efforts for the Americas region
as well as providing strategic direction for Global Game Development and Portfolio
Management. Her role encompasses designing, developing, presenting and managing
marketing and sales strategies in order to provide best practices and share lessons
learned. Michelle’s Game Portfolio Management responsibilities include creating and
executing enhancements to existing games, introduction of line extensions to the existing
portfolio, and collaborating with all GTECH business units and external partners to design
and execute new concepts for games, promotions, and new business models. Michelle
leads efforts to develop a cross-channel content strategy to actualize the execution of
games across multiple channels.
Percentage of Time Dedicated to Contract:
Shared resource.

Michelle and her team
bring best practices and
lessons learned from our
worldwide customer base
to the New York Lottery.
She leads our support for
New York’s marketing
efforts and provides
expertise in optimizing
your portfolio and
developing a crosschannel content strategy.

Current Title
Vice President, Marketing and Portfolio Management
Professional Experience
Since joining GTECH in May 2000, Michelle has been directly involved in the development
and implementation of marketing objectives for multiple GTECH clients. As Senior
Director, Field Marketing, she managed a team of regional marketing directors in the
delivery of marketing services to lotteries worldwide. These services included game and
portfolio management, lottery game design, retailer selection and optimization,
promotion planning, and player and retailer analysis. Her experience spans more than ten
years of activity supporting customers worldwide to develop marketing strategies and
growth initiatives.
Education and Certifications
Michelle received an M.B.A., marketing, from the University of Rhode Island and a B.A.,
economics and business administration, from Ursinus College in Pennsylvania.
Employment History
GTECH Corporation:
Vice President, Marketing and Portfolio Management
Senior Director, Field Marketing
Regional Marketing Director
Marketing Consultant
Senior Market Research Analyst

2000 – Present

Fleet Financial Group:
Financial Risk Analyst I
MIS Analyst

1998 – 2000

The Vanguard Group:
Institutional Sales and Marketing Associate

1997 – 1998

First Union Complex Arenas:
Premium Services Manager
Premium Services Associate

1995 – 1997
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4.5
Subcontractors

As indicated in the Technical Proposal, GPC does not intend to utilize subcontractors.

Subcontractors
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ideation
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new play
styles
interactive
channel
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cross-discipline
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RESEARCH AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
SECTION HIGHLIGHTS
• Executable information analysis lead by GTECH Professional Services and

Bain & Company.
• Data driven answers that drive growth.
• Instant game design based on historical New York Lottery data.
• A repeatable and scalable Retailer Development initiative to grow same

store sales.
• Instant games supported by a strong interactive component to help players

move to the internet.
• Support to promote and balance products across multiple channels.

4.6
Research and Product Development

Going Beyond the High Bar the New York Lottery Has Set
Innovation is what happens when you are willing to ask questions. For the New York
Lottery, the central question is, ultimately, “How do we continue to grow?”
...we’re taking a
different
approach.

The very nature of the RFP that you prepared and we are responding to provides the
framework for selecting a partner to help you analyze, anticipate, and plan for the
future. Unlike your last RFP for an instant game supplier, which placed significant
emphasis on instant ticket printing and production capabilities, this RFP places value
on a partner that will help you answer questions about your current and future
marketplace so that you can decisively and efficiently develop and execute plans that
drive growth.
Traditionally, all vendors responding to your RFP would provide their respective New
York Lottery Game Plans. In addition, companies competing for your business would
cite best practices that worked well in other jurisdictions, both in the U.S. and around
the world, to help direct your future growth initiatives. We will take a different
approach.

...the opportunity
to evolve beyond
traditional
physical retailer
locations.

With the highest instant sales totals among all U.S. lotteries, your storied success
proves you are already a best practice lottery. Thus, while we do present a New York
Lottery instant ticket portfolio analysis, as well as analysis of instant products in the
U.S., we do so only to highlight these areas for further, deeper analysis. In that regard,
a component of our offer is to substantially evaluate your market using historical
New York Lottery and industry data. With our GTECH Professional Services Team, our
Research and Analytics Team led by Michelle Carney, third-party consultants, and your
on-site Research Specialist, our goal is to work with you to identify and deliver
solutions that help achieve your growth objectives.
To keep pace with the daily routines of existing and potential players, the New York
Lottery has the opportunity to evolve beyond traditional physical retailer locations.
Developing the Internet channel for traditional games, player loyalty/rewards
programs, subscription services, and marketing communications is an important step
toward the eventual introduction of the digital era for the New York Lottery. With
subscriptions already in place and Internet wagering under development, you have
already begun these efforts.

...leading the
player across the
bridge between
the traditional and
interactive
channels.

While technology and platforms are critical elements of this success, leading the
player across the bridge between the traditional channel and interactive channel is
equally important. Because there are real costs associated with moving players to
your Website, our plan centers around traditional New York Lottery products, along
with well-planned and well-executed promotions to affect consumer behavior and
engage current and new players on interactive platforms. This is all done while
continuing to serve existing and new retailers.
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The interactive arena will prove to play a big role in your future success. True
incremental sales growth will come from identifying and seizing opportunities,
within a single portfolio, comprised of multiple elements (online, instant, and
interactive) that function as one comprehensive product offering. In the pages that
follow, we present GPC’s capabilities to grow sales and net to education via traditional
methods and innovative techniques with a discussion of the following topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

4.6 – 2

Traditional Printed Instant Games and Current Market Analysis.
GTECH Professional Services and Market Research.
Printed Instant Ticket Innovations.
Licensed Properties.
Promotions and Second Chance Drawings.
Innovation and Creativity in Non-Traditional Distribution Methods.
Accommodating Current or Potential Retailers, Retailer Development,
and Servicing Initiatives.

Research and Product Development

Traditional Printed Instant Ticket Games
The New York Lottery clearly understands the crucial role information and data play
in making sound business decisions. With a mature instant ticket business, you’ve
already developed or used almost all industry best practices to grow your business.
You have proven you are willing to take risks and try innovative strategies to find new
ways to grow your business.
For example, you excel in prize payout development strategies, especially using
mid-tier and lower level prizes to provide worthwhile winning experiences for core
players. You’ve seized opportunities at mid-level price points with innovations like
the New York Lottery Black game, which has since become an industry standard, to
provide a premium within that price point.
As such, we have put forth several initiatives (e.g., proprietary game actions, new play
styles, game designs, and holographic paper) that would be new to the New York
Lottery marketplace. Ticket designs with these special features can be found later in
this section, as well as in Section 4.7, Ticket Production and Distribution.
We will work with you to offer research and analytic-based solutions, tools, ideas, and
resources to help grow your instant ticket business and augment the phenomenal
success you have seen in this area through the years.

Research and Product Development
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Current Market Analysis
With our research and analytic tools, New York experience, and product and industry
expertise, we have a deep knowledge of the instant ticket marketplace (in New York
and across other jurisdictions), an understanding of where some opportunity may
lie in New York, and where research could be further concentrated.

Industry Overview
From the Fiscal Year (FY) 2003 through FY2009, U.S. instant product sales grew by
nearly 50%, regardless of vendor partnerships. Sales began to slow towards the end
of that cycle (around 2008) and have realized a nearly flat growth rate through today.
As a percentage of total business volume, the instant category grew from 50% in
FY2003 to 57% in FY2009, a 7% shift in six years. This growth was the result of factors
such as new players, more available games, payout increases, and movement into
higher price point games (which resulted in a higher average player spending per
transaction).

Figure 4.6 – 1:
U.S. Lottery Sales by Game (FY2003 Through FY2010)
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New York Lottery Overview
While online sales no longer account for the majority of lottery sales in New York, the
New York Lottery remains a comparatively strong state for online sales and continues
to maintain a balanced portfolio. In 2007 instant tickets became the leading sales
category and now account for more than 53% of New York Lottery sales (including
Keno but exclusive of VLTs). Despite the instant ticket popularity surge in New York,
online sales also saw their sales grow during this time. Combined instant and online
sales have grown more than 16% since 2004, with instant sales growing more than
32%. Similar to many other U.S. jurisdictions, this growth has slowed substantially in
recent years.

Figure 4.6 – 2:
New York Lottery Sales by Game (FY2004 Through FY2010)
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Recessionary Factors and Instant Sales Impact in the U.S.
After 12 years of nearly double-digit annual growth, U.S. instant ticket sales declined
in 2009. At the end of the 2008 calendar year, 13 of the 41 U.S. instant lottery portfolios
had experienced sales declines. By the end of 2009, 23 of the 41 had experienced
decreased sales.
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Figure 4.6 – 3:

Still on the Decline: As of the end of FY2010, 22 U.S. lotteries continue to report
decreased instant ticket sale levels.

Spending Shifts Away from Higher Price Points
In FY2008, 24 U.S. lotteries realized instant ticket sales increases, compared to the
previous year, at the $20 price point. However, a year later, only 14 lotteries realized
sales growth at that price point as more than half of U.S. lotteries reported $20 instant
ticket sale declines in 2009. In 2010, even fewer lotteries realized growth with their
$20 products.
FY2010 also saw a major reversal in $10 sales activity. Nearly twice as many lotteries
reported sales erosion at that price point, compared to the previous year. While not
the case in New York, this trend would seem to indicate that instant game players,
across many U.S. jurisdictions, have shifted their spending away from the
premium-price tickets to more affordable ones.
Interestingly enough, sales at the $3 price point (and more recently the $5 price point)
have been rising.
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Figure 4.6 – 4:

Where the Value Is: Although New York currently offers no $3 instant tickets, this trend
further indicates that U.S. players are shifting their instant play habits to the mid-tier price
points where they likely still perceive a strong value proposition.
While recent sales trends have shown that higher price point ticket sales are slowing,
primarily due to economic factors, over the past decade the U.S. lottery industry has
trended toward higher price points with higher payouts. Eleven years ago $1 tickets
generated the highest revenue of any price point in the U.S. As U.S. lotteries executed
high price point/high payout introductions, players were quick to recognize the
better value propositions associated with spending additional money for an instant
ticket:
• The introduction of $5 and $10 price points in the early 2000s resulted in
$2 tickets becoming the top sales-generating price point in the U.S.
• The introduction of the $20 price point (and higher) continued the trend.
By 2007, $5 games became the highest-selling instant ticket price point in
the U.S.
•
Within eight years, the previously top-selling $1 price point was the fifth
highest-selling instant ticket product as $10 and $20 games also surpassed
$1 ticket sales totals.
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Figure 4.6 – 5:

Pulled Toward Higher Price Points: Developing higher price points has pulled players
up and away from the lowest price points.

Higher Payouts Have Led to Higher Profits
The top 10 U.S. lotteries (per capita) pay out an average of 68.7% on their instant
games, while the remaining states pay out 65.7%. On average, the 10 highest
per capita U.S. lotteries generate more than twice the profit, on a per capita basis,
than the remaining 32 lotteries. States with higher payout strategies have had
more profit success, underscoring the clear relationship between prize payouts
and per capita profit.
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Figure 4.6 – 6:
Average Payout, Per Capita Profit, and Average Selling
Price (FY2010)

Per Cap
Instant
Rank

Jurisdiction

Average
Prize
Payout

Instant
Sales
(millions)

Gross Profit
(millions)

Per
Cap
Gross
Profit

Avg.
Selling
Price

1

Massachusetts

77.0%

$3,015.7

$693.6

$105

$3.86

2

Georgia

71.0%

$2,761.0

$800.7

$82

$3.23

3

New York

67.0%

$3,611.1

$1,191.7

$61

$2.78

4

Connecticut

69.1%

$593.4

$183.4

$52

$4.22

5

New Jersey

65.1%

$1,301.5

$454.2

$52

$2.70

6

S. Carolina

71.4%

$646.5

$184.9

$40

$3.96

7

Tennessee

64.7%

$890.3

$314.3

$50

$2.83

8

Pennsylvania

68.3%

$1,748.7

$554.3

$44

$3.92

9

New Hampshire

65.0%

$160.3

$56.1

$43

$3.39

10

Ohio

68.5%

$1,375.8

$433.4

$38

$3.34

Sub Total Top 10

68.7%

$16,104.3

$4,866.5

$58

$3.29

Sub Total Top 11-42

65.7%

$15,038.3

$5,105.7

$26

$3.04

Total All US

66.4%

$31,142.6

$9,972.3

$35

$3.15

Note: IA, KS data not available

The New York Lottery’s Instant Ticket Performance
The New York Lottery’s recent sales history is similar to what has transpired across
the U.S. The New York Lottery’s instant ticket sales growth (350% since 2000) during
the past decade has been largely driven by the introduction of higher price point
games. Sequential introduction of higher price points spurred growth of mid-range
price points:
• $2 game sales grew with the introduction of $5 games, and later, $10
games.
• $5 game sales grew with the introduction of $10 games, and later, $20
games.
•
$10 game sales grew with the introduction of $20 games, as well as games
above the $20 price point.
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Figure 4.6 – 7:

Higher Price Points Drive Sales: Higher price point instant ticket games have shifted
activity away from the $1 and $2 price points. Growth has come from the higher price
points, particularly the $5 and $10 price points. As such, the average instant ticket
transaction in New York rose from $2.18 to $2.78 between FY2004 and 2010.

Overall New York Lottery Profitability
The long-term shift towards higher price points in New York (particularly higher price
points with higher payouts) has not adversely impacted the Lottery’s profitability.
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Figure 4.6 – 8:

More Profit: Even with increased payout percentages at higher price points, games at
price points of $10 and higher have added to the Lottery’s profitability.
Because the Lottery is limited in the number of high payout games it may release
in a year, the revenue growth and profit potential for high price point games has
not yet been fully realized. The presence of higher-priced games has also led to
substantial revenue growth of the lower-payout $5 product and its more desirable
profit margin.

New York Lottery Per Capita Sales by Price Point
Examining per capita sales provides an excellent tool for comparing the New York
Lottery’s relative performance, at specific price points, to other jurisdictions. It may
provide clues about opportunities for success within the Lottery’s portfolio. The
Lottery has exceedingly high per capita sales at the $1 and $2 price points. It has
been able to sustain its $1 and $2 sales, particularly as the industry has seen revenues
from these price points erode (especially at the $1 level). New York and Massachusetts
are the only two lotteries in the top 10 without a $3 price point.
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Figure 4.6 – 9:
Annual Per Capita Sales by Price Point (FY2010)
Per Cap
Instant
Rank

Jurisdiction

Overall
Per Cap

$1
Per
Cap

$2 Per
Cap

$3
Per
Cap

$5 Per
Cap

$10/$15
Per Cap

$20+
Per
Cap

$138.5

$103.0

$85.9

$47.2

$62.0

$40.0

$52.0

$39.5

$14.8

1

Massachusetts

$457

$22.3

$107.2

2

Georgia

$246

$26.2

$52.1

3

New York

$185

$24.1

$54.9

4

Connecticut

$169

$10.3

$14.9

$22.7

$40.0

$55.8

$25.9

5

New Jersey

$149

$7.1

$53.7

$37.5

$39.6

$8.8

$3.0

6

S. Carolina

$142

$10.7

$18.7

$8.3

$24.1

$78.7

7

Tennessee

$141

$17.1

$43.1

$1.9

$39.6

$13.7

$25.7

8

Pennsylvania

$139

$10.0

$19.0

$10.4

$40.4

$26.8

$32.2

9

New Hampshire

$121

$10.4

$19.6

$17.4

$34.5

$27.6

$13.9

10

Ohio

$119

$16.1

$15.6

$3.2

$36.8

$22.8

$25.1

Sub Total Top 10

$191

$15.4

$39.9

$15.0

$49.3

$44

$30

Total all US

$108

$10.5

$21.1

$9.7

$26.8

$19.5

$16.8

$18.8

The New York Lottery has done a tremendous job analyzing price points, by retailer,
for new launches and pays careful consideration to price points during initial game
distribution.

New York Individual Price Point Game Attributes Analysis
Game and ticket characteristics also significantly impact portfolio success. GPC
reviewed the New York Lottery games from the past five years. We looked specifically
at what has worked in New York by reviewing hundreds of game variables (e.g., ticket
attributes, sales, launch time frames, and geographic considerations) and what
combinations have been the most successful. Combining this preliminary work with
our GTECH Professional Services offering (described later in this section) will provide
a comprehensive analysis of game attributes. This detailed analysis will systematically
define how each specific variable performs in New York, as well as how each performs
relative to other attributes. It will also provide the Lottery with information on which
specific types of games, colors, themes, and play styles have historically been most
successful in New York and how this information can be used to make game planning
decisions.
The next figure shows a few examples of the data we compiled as part of our initial
New York game data review.
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Figure 4.6 – 10:

Just a Snapshot: Further information about the detailed analysis we compiled can be
found in GPC Appendix 8, Game Attribute Analysis, located behind the Section 8,
Submission of Certifications and Representations, tab.
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While far from comprehensive, a number of findings can be drawn from this type of
initial data analysis:
• New York has a strong extended play player group presence.
• The Lottery has one of the top-performing Instant Annuity game segments
in the industry.
• The New York Lottery is one of two U.S. lotteries among the top 10 that
does not offer a $3 price point.
• Successful play styles carry across all price points in New York.
• Overall, the gaming theme is not performing as well as some of the other
themes in New York.
• With the change in the economy, the New York Lottery has concentrated
more on mid-price point segments ($10 and less).
• The number of New York Lottery staple games has increased from 14 to 17
in the past three years.
• Licensed themes at the $5 price point perform well, particularly with New
York specific themes.
•
On average, the 10 highest per capita U.S. lotteries generate more than
twice the per capita profit of the remaining 32 U.S. lotteries. These 10
lotteries average a 68.7% payout. New York averages 67% and has the
highest instant sales and gross profit (net to education in New York) in the
U.S.
This level of analysis, however, is not significant enough for us to begin to make
concrete recommendations to the New York Lottery. Many variables, and
combination of variables, may influence the meaning or relevance of the data. Our
intent is to work with you, as well as with outside industry consultants (as described
later in this section with our GTECH Professional Services offering), to use this data
and expand it to draw more substantial conclusions, based on further statistical
analysis that our GTECH Professional Services team can work with the Lottery to
execute.
To illustrate this process, we present an example of how this game attribute analysis
relates to instant game design, based on the preliminary work we have done.

Confidential material begins here.
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It is worth noting that a number of other environmental factors have changed. These
factors have likely had both a positive and negative impact on other variables. This
further complicates the facilitation of a complete market analysis and requires further
examination to learn which of these factors are the most relevant. These additional
environmental factors include:
• An economic downturn has had a negative impact on the U.S. lottery
market.
• The number of New York Lottery retail outlets and points of access has
increased.
• The instant game launch schedule has changed while the effective number
of launches has remained approximately the same.
•
Retailer credit limits have been adjusted over time.

Moving Beyond Traditional Analysis and Questioning Everything
The New York Lottery’s instant game portfolio is still a standard bearer in the United
States. No other U.S. lottery has achieved the instant ticket sale levels and revenue
(net return to education in New York) that you have worked so hard to establish. Thus
our approach here is not to take experience from other jurisdictions to opine about
what would work specifically in New York. These findings provide the foundation that
allows us to ask a series of questions to facilitate a GTECH and New York Lottery
collaboration to find answers. The ensuing answers, based on deeper analysis, will
shape future policy, allow us to execute specific strategies, and help us work together
to implement innovative solutions that will grow New York Lottery instant ticket sales
in the traditional channel.
Some questions will be on a macro level, and others will be more granular. Most would
be answered based on New York-specific data, while some will require information
from other jurisdictions. Some answers may be quickly apparent, and others may rely
on non-obvious relationships. However, all answers should be directly linked to
developing incremental sales growth, through methods that have a proven statistical
relevancy to do so and be used to effectively shape future Lottery business decisions.
A few example questions that come from our initial findings include:
• What is the appropriate price point mix in New York?
• What is the optimal number of staple games?
• Does the Lottery have the correct mix of themes based on past
performance?
• When considering gaming themes, which are the best games for New York?
• Is there opportunity when we look at the Lottery’s color palettes? Do colors
make a difference at different times of the year or at different price points?
• Are there any opportunities for further segmentation within a price point,
particularly since there has been strong migration between price points
over the past two years?
• What is the impact, if any, of credit limits and launch schedule
adjustments?
• Is there opportunity to maximize aid to education by adjusting payout
percentages, or are they already optimal?
• How do game facings and offerings vary across the geographic differences
in the marketplace?
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The New York Lottery has developed successful instant ticket strategies, while also
looking at outside best practices and adopting ideas that made sense for its market.
You have repeatedly implemented new ideas, continued using strategies that have
been successful, and worked to improve a few that have not. You have had
consultations with industry leaders and have shown, both historically and through
this RFP, that you want data to drive decision making.
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Research Ser vices
To build upon GTECH Professional Service’s analyses and executable strategies, our
GTECH Market Research Team (led by GPC’s Todd Bauman and your on-site Research
Specialist) will be available to help you supplement those efforts as you see fit. Market
research and analysis is essential to facilitating decision-making and to the success
of any new product or initiative.
At a global level, Michelle Carney’s team of research and analytical experts, across
various subject matter areas, will be heavily engaged in helping you with ongoing
analysis, as well as facilitating the use of outside data or research studies when
relevant. In 2010 alone, GTECH’s worldwide market research efforts included 42
studies (including focus groups) consisting of more than 81,000 players and retailers
across 169 cities.

Figure 4.6 – 14:
GTECH Market Research Projects Completed: 12 Months Ending
December 31, 2010
Americas

International

Total

Studies

31

11

42

Locations

125

44

169

71,274

9,965

81,239

Sample (Players and Retailers)

As information from these studies is relevant to New York, you will have access to it.
GPC’s Market Research Team also has access to vast research databases, including
those belonging to Forrester, Gartner, Guideline, Media Entertainment Consulting
Network, and Retail Forward (TNS). This data includes information on industry
profiling, market sizing and share, players, regulatory environment conditions,
demographics, technology, and consumer trends.
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Market Research Exhange
In October 2010, our Market Research Group hosted its second customer-and-vendor
Market Research Exchange. Its purpose was to gather insights from participants to
improve research methods and identify common, and uncommon, approaches to
market research. Eighteen market researchers attended the two-day event. They
represented lotteries from the U.S., Canada, and Europe, as well as the GTECH, GPC,
Atronic, and Spielo companies.
Each attendee was asked to prepare a presentation about a market research issue he
or she had encountered. The presentations covered a wide range of topics, including:
• Segmentation and brand studies.
• Media audits.
• Loyalty programs.
• Ability to act on tracking studies.
• Customer satisfaction studies.
• Visual conjoint approach.
In addition to the customer presentations and discussions, Axiom Consumer Research,
a research vendor with experience in the lottery industry, delivered a forward-looking
presentation on an innovative instant ticket research methodology. The methodology
looks at individual instant game component performance for the purpose of creating
optimal products by combining the high-performing components.
At the conclusion of the event, a survey found that 89% of attendees “strongly agreed”
that another Exchange should be planned, and 100% would like to attend a future
Exchange. The information gained and shared in these types of forums allows us to
have a clear idea of the current marketplace and better serve our customers’ research
needs.

GPC will supplement its market analyses with many of the tools (e.g., Nielsen
Claritas PrimeLocation, Worldwide Marketing Database, BusinessObjects, and
transaction-level data) currently used to support the New York Lottery, while
adding our instant business expertise to further optimize the information these
tools provide.

Instant Games Analysis Portal
Through the Lottery’s Senior Account Manager, GPC’s Instant Games Analysis Portal
will provide viable information to help the New York Lottery optimize its game plan.
We will develop historical data to support the New York Lottery in planning games
and forecasting game performance. This performance analysis provides information
to help determine which games are selling well, and to what degree. It also serves as
a guide for establishing an appropriate game mix, selecting appropriate order
quantities, projecting total sales for each game, conceptualizing new games, and
setting sales and profit goals.
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We incorporate this intelligence into an analytical framework to determine critical
game and market factors such as:
• Game design issues including prize payout, top prize, prize structures, and
odds.
• Game marketing issues such as pricing, ticket theme, promotional
opportunities, and ticket design and messaging.
• Game performance benchmarking underlying predictive success/fail
factors and potential barriers to play.
• Sales benchmarking to identify meaningful trends with respect to
incremental sales, cannibalization, and shifts in player preferences.
• Quick identification of strong game reorder candidates.
•
Jurisdictional game performance comparisons against other jurisdictions
as well as collective industry trends.

Research Methodologies
Beyond this type of research, some lottery research projects require the independent
perspective and objectivity that only third-party research providers can provide.
There are several research methodologies that GPC makes available through the
network of third-party research providers we have worked with to better understand
demographics and psychographics such as attitudes, preferences, behaviors,
motivations, and needs.
As the New York Lottery requires, we will conduct qualitative Web-based or in-person
focus groups two times per year.
GPC’s Market Research Team can provide Instant Game Concept Testing (player Web
surveys). We have developed, designed, and executed Internet-based surveys using
Confirmit, an Internet survey software solution. Confirmit provides a flexible platform
upon which to base Internet surveys. It also allows us to test graphic elements such
as instant ticket designs in a fully customizable framework.
We have a framework in place to test the appeal of new instant ticket game designs.
New York Lottery concepts can be dropped into it on a modular basis. Using player
listings collected from second chance drawing entries, the Lottery can quickly link
test results back to key, collected demographic data. If it is not feasible to draw a
sample from this source, GPC has relationships with third-party sample providers that
can provide respondent sample and key demographic information.
Focus groups are effective for acquiring feedback about games and technology
concepts in relation to the likelihood of market acceptance. GPC and GTECH have a
great deal of experience utilizing focus group research. Many of the 42 previously
cited research studies for 2010 involved focus group research.
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The New York Lottery already has multiple avenues available to help execute research.
If you should want further help to plan research, GPC can work with you to blend five
types of research into a market research plan. These include:
1. Primary Research Analysis.
2. Secondary Research.
3. Emerging Market Research.
4. Marketing Information Systems for Instant Ticket Games.
5. Geo-Demographic Analysis.

Figure 4.6 – 16:
Research Methodologies
Research
Method

Supplementary
Information

Value to the New York
Lottery

Group Audience
Testing

Large numbers of consumers, chosen
using established recruiting criteria, are
assembled to gauge their likelihood to
play, along with the games’ ease of
play, prize structure effectiveness, and
other player acceptance and purchase
factors. Group audience testing is also
used to test new game concept appeal

• Group audience testing
complements focus group findings,
while using more robust sample
sizes (25-50 people per group),
leading to more quantitative
analyses than those of focus groups
• Group audience testing can include
use of the Perception Analyzer,
which allows for real-time feedback
by respondents and response
review and evaluation by Lottery
staff

Attitude and Usage
(A&U) Studies

These quantitative studies measure
product awareness, popularity, use,
and perception. Items measured can
include Lottery campaigns,
communications, and overall brand
values

• We design and use these studies to
identify concepts for development
and game products to move
forward with or not
• A&U studies can show if your games
need re-branding to change or
reinforce value
• They can also help you evaluate
advertising effectiveness

Tracking Studies

These ongoing studies address player
spending, including spending
frequency and other related buying
behaviors

• Tracking studies help you identify
the impact of promotions, game
launches, and the economic climate
• These studies often pinpoint game
performance issues, allowing the
Lottery to react if necessary
• Many times these studies reveal
geographic and seasonal
differences in lottery performance
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Research
Method

Supplementary
Information

Value to the New York
Lottery

Mystery Research
Shopper

During mystery shopper research,
independent researchers, highly
trained in lottery retailing, identify and
reward best practices in the
marketplace while identifying areas for
improvement

• This research identifies attributes
that influence retail performance
and has been used with lottery
retailer optimization efforts to
develop predictive sales models

Internet Research

A recent Ipsos-Reid poll found that
lottery players have a higher level of
Internet penetration than does the
general population. We, too, have
found that our customers are now
accepting the idea of using the Internet
for player research

• Internet research enables concept
testing with large sample sizes (400,
600, 1,000, or more) to represent an
entire market. What's more, fielding
generally takes only a few days, so
turnaround times are much faster
• Our Game Development Group uses
Internet research to improve basic
concepts before running them by
lottery product and marketing
teams. Internet surveys could be
performed in New York to test new
game concepts, enhancements, and
the appeal of promotional games in
your market

Ad Hoc Internet
Research Studies

There may be situations where the New
York Lottery needs answers to research
questions to be turned around quickly
and inexpensively – superseding the
importance of having an independent
or outside perspective

• Internet research gives you the
opportunity to deploy ad hoc
surveys quickly and at a fraction of
the cost of many lottery research
providers

Intercept Surveys

Intercept research identifies the
environmental attributes that influence
the lottery game purchases at retail

• Intercept research identifies
real-world, real-time attributes that
influence retailers and players on
the potential of a new product
• Intercept research also provides
valuable information regarding
what other types of purchases, if
any, are being made concurrently
with the lottery purchases

Beyond the Lottery’s stated requirement for us to conduct qualitative Web-based or
in-person focus groups two times annually, we can work with the Lottery to employ
a host of research techniques that have proven extremely valuable for lotteries.
Our research team is ready to provide end-to-end consultation and third party
collaboration to the New York Lottery on any or all of the described methodologies.
The execution of research methodologies outlined in the preceding figure is available
as an Offered Option.
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Printed Instant Ticket Innovations
GPC has proprietary instant ticket innovations that, when executed with the proper
planning, represent growth opportunities for the marketplace. Through GTECH
Professional Services, Bain & Company analysis, and our market research capabilities,
along with GPC’s Brainstorming Innovative Games (B.I.G.) Team, we can help identify
where these specific new innovative products and solutions can be introduced into
the New York Lottery marketplace to capitalize on unrealized opportunity.
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GPC’s B.I.G. Team
To provide a constant flow of new, revenue-driving ideas to our customers, GPC has
established a specific group of people whose primary focus is to develop exciting
game designs and themes, unique play actions, and other new products. The focal
point of this work is to find new ways to generate more instant ticket player
excitement that will drive incremental sales growth.
This group, the GPC B.I.G. Team, typically includes approximately 8 to 10 members at a
given time and is led by Tom Napolitano, Senior Manager of Innovation for GPC. To
take advantage of our considerable company resources (e.g., GPC, GTECH, and our
Internet and interactive GTECH G2 resources) and leverage as much expertise as
possible, B.I.G. team members are changed regularly.
The single biggest driver to build further player excitement is understanding player
motivation and leveraging that knowledge to create executable, innovative strategies
and concepts. As such, our B.I.G. Team is always referencing a list of primary player
motivators to use as a guideline. The player motivators are taken from player research,
observations, intercepts and interviews. Past B.I.G. player motivators of interest
include:
• Player belief that he or she can identify a winning or lucky game.
• Player desire to brag about winnings.
• Remembering a past win.
• Leveraging the “somebody has to win” mentality.
• Knowledge that you “have to play to win.”
• Knowing a previous winner.
• Playing more increases the chances of winning.
• How the player’s life would change for the better:
- “Would I quit my job if I won?”
- “Where would I live if I won?”
• Playing off the whimsical nature that “you just never know.”
Our B.I.G. Team uses traditional brainstorming methods to capture and create industry
innovation. The group also works with other experts (graphic design, programming,
and manufacturing) to ensure all game or product designs and parameters will be of
the highest quality. The final goal is to formulate pioneering ideas to maximize play
value for the player and return as much money as possible to the good causes our
lottery customers serve. As the Lottery’s primary instant business partner, we would
initiate a biannual program and meetings between the New York Lottery and our B.I.G.
Team.
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Our innovations are both internally initiated and actively sought out from external
entities such as universities, corporations, and trade associations (both inside and
outside the industry). These innovations can be executed to help traditional instant
ticket attributes (e.g., prize structure, play styles, price points) create a holistic
marketing approach that leverages both the instant and online portfolio to drive
sales across the platforms and bridge to future distribution channels. The effort of
our B.I.G. Team, in conjunction with these outside collaborations, has led to the
innovations presented throughout the rest of this chapter. To demonstrate our
expertise in achieving high-quality, marketable, and innovative products, we have
provided production samples for many of the innovations we highlight.

Player’s MARK™ (Specified Option)
The patent-pending Player’s MARK marking system for extended play games such as
bingo and crossword is a Specified Option offered as a response to RFP Section 4.9,
Special Features. The key difference between our Player’s MARK marking solution and
other marking solutions is that Player’s MARK uses color at full strength. The benefit
of using full color is that we are able to block the base color from being seen by the
player until the surface is scratched. By blocking the base color, we can use nearly
any base color and screen color combination to create unique color changes that are
not available with other marking solutions.
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Color combinations are virtually limitless, and due to the ink being used at full
strength, all colors can be closely controlled. GPC’s press varies the positioning and
clustering of ink dots. This produces exceptionally smooth tones and high-quality
image details.
Our marking solution, unlike other marking systems, allows the use of color at full
strength.

Player’s MARK with Punch Out (Offered Option)
Player’s MARK is now enhanced with Punch Out. Punch Out works by revealing a
symbol under the latex that clearly indicates where a player has scratched, eliminating
confusion resulting from an over-scratched area. Punch Out is an enhancement to our
Player’s MARK.
Punch Out symbols come in many different shapes and sizes, creating an intriguing
new dimension to a game and enhancing game play action. The New York Lottery can
pick a shape to complement the ticket graphic or to coincide with a current promotion
or holiday.
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Head2Head (Offered Option)
The Head2Head concept, an Offered Option, is a socially interactive concept that
allows two players to compete against each other. Head2Head builds on the “Pass’
N Play” feature in the mobile and video gaming industry. This technology allows
players to play the same game simultaneously on a single mobile device.
In Head2Head, players compete against each other on the same instant ticket as one
instant ticket contains two games. Players interact by sitting on opposite sides of a
table and playing simultaneously or by passing the ticket back and forth. Lotteries
have many Head2Head game theme options, including keno, Number Jumble, and
Naval Battle. Additional themes can be developed based on board games or online
games.

Figure 4.6 – 21:

Two in One: Head2Head games can ignite even the friendliest player’s competitive spirit.
One of the best things about Head2Head is the extensive opportunity for marketing
the games. Head2Head games can be a microbrand of some of your most successful
games, allowing players to experience their favorite games, such as cashword and
bingo, in an entirely new realm. Moreover, many traditional retailers have set up
seating areas in their stores for dedicated players who like to spend time at the store
playing their favorite games.
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These games are also a prime example of how new technologies can be incorporated
to draw new players to the traditional instant game portfolio. As an Offered Option,
the games can be set up so that players can hear the Caller’s Card or winning numbers
played on their Smartphone. Instead of having someone read the numbers, they can
see and hear the numbers on their phone via the internet.
Another brand extension would be to offer an interactive game play or tournament
entry as a prize if one of the players does not win cash. This would allow you to not
only award a win to every ticket, but also drive players to your Website. With these
brand extension examples, the New York Lottery can create a sense of social
community both throughout the retailer environment and with your Website.

Linked Bonus (Offered Option)
Linked Bonus, an Offered Option, provides players the opportunity to win additional
prize money if their ticket wins in certain specified plays.
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Lucky Sweeps™ (Offered Option)
With GPC’s Lucky Sweeps concept – an Offered Option – the New York Lottery can
merge an instant game with an online promotion. Players can win cash or prizes with
an instant game, as well as an online raffle entry or a second chance drawing if a
designated “lucky” symbol is revealed.
To play, the player purchases a Lucky Sweeps instant game. If the player reveals a
“lucky” symbol, the retailer validates the ticket, and a uniquely numbered raffle entry
ticket is generated.
The New York Lottery can further bolster the Lucky Sweeps game concept by
implementing various promotions to support it. Examples include:
1. Top Prize Promotion: Prevents top prizes from being sold out early by
saving one or more for the final online drawing. It also allows you to
increase high price point games with minimal risk and maximum control.
Additionally, it adds value to the player’s winning experience. For the New
York Lottery, you can not only maximize your prize structures by selling a
game longer, you can also reduce the expense of shredding returned
packs.
2. Ticket Group Promotion: Lucky Sweeps can be implemented within a
family of games to create a promotion across a product line. For example,
you could introduce Lucky Sweeps across your entire holiday game
portfolio and have the final drawing held during an advertised New Year’s
Eve event. For the New York Lottery, this is a great way to promote gift
giving to non-players – which will increase instant game trial. With the
drawing held at a New Year’s Eve event, it will encourage players to redeem
their gifts for more instant tickets before the drawing to gain more drawing
entries. This can help establish frequency of play by new or returning
players.
3. Price Point Promotion: Introduce Lucky Sweeps into a particular price
point to help boost sales. Through online drawings, Lucky Sweeps adds to
the winning experience, exciting players and energizing them to buy. For
the New York Lottery, this strategy can be used to help bolster sales of
higher price point games with longer print runs. By changing the prizes
for each drawing often, it creates new excitement, awareness, and increase
game play frequency.
Lucky Sweeps promotions also help:
• Eliminate concern over an instant game being on sale after the last top
prize has been sold.
• Capitalize on holiday or seasonal occasions by promoting all the games on
sale (e.g., Christmas or the summer season).
• Create a general excitement for your instant games, thereby increasing
sales for the time period and potentially beyond.
• Offset new gaming competition or other competitive threats by creating
loyalty to your instant games.
• Encourage more frequent instant game play.
•
Enhance overall instant game awareness.
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Figure 4.6 – 23:
Lucky Sweeps
More Value: To your players, the Lucky
Sweeps brand of instant games will
become synonymous with added value
and more ways to win.

Lucky Sweeps Concept Testing in New York
In 2008, GTECH conducted a survey gauging New York player interest in Lucky Sweeps.
Players targeted for the research were primarily younger players who played
infrequently. Overall, players liked the guaranteed nature of Lucky Sweeps. Because
someone, somewhere, is guaranteed to win, many felt their odds of winning were
much better, as they saw the raffle entry universe as finite.
Lucky Sweeps was popular among many players, especially those that enjoy playing
your instant games. Comments included, “I love it. It’s another way to win” and,
“Waiting to check the raffle is added excitement for me.” There were no noticeable
differences among participant’s sociodemographic characteristics with respect to the
concept’s appeal.
Retailers agreed with your players, as most found the concept very easy to understand.
Several retailers recognized Lucky Sweeps has the ability to introduce players to
Lottery and that there might be cross-promotional opportunities between instant and
online games. One retailer said, “Maybe it will get instant players buying Lotto tickets.”
Retailers felt Lucky Sweeps gave players two chances to win and labeled an instant
game with the feature as a “good seller.”
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Microbrands (Offered Option)
Microbrands, an Offered Option included in the base price, are small-scale brands
recognized by players in a specific micro-market or niche market. Each Microbrand
group typically has a distinct personality, style, and demographic or psychographic
trait. The process of identifying and micro-segmenting players into more refined
targets is becoming an efficient and rewarding marketing effort.
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One of GPC’s strategies is to develop new games that use existing public domain
Microbrands in a way which maintains a familiar appeal and game play to a niche
market but will still appeal to the core player base.

Figure 4.6 – 25:

Building Regular Expectations: The New York Lottery can build a game with a strong
core player group following by offering the game regularly.

Instant 3-D Printing (Offered Option)
With the popularity of 3-D movies, GPC can provide the Lottery with the opportunity
to take advantage of this trend. With 3D printing, an Offered Option included in
the base price, your retailers can sell or give away 3-D glasses with 3-D ticket
purchases. Moreover, the glasses can be branded to provide another marketing and
merchandising tool for you.
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Instant Ticket Simulator (Specified Option)
Our design team has developed a Flash-based animated instant ticket play simulator
engine that may be quickly reconfigured for new game graphics and easily deployed
by the New York Lottery, to meet your requirements. As a Specified Option included
in the base price, we will provide this simulator for every game GPC produces
for the New York Lottery as part of our base offering. The simulator will allow you
to demonstrate you new game offerings to players conveniently via your Website,
making player trial a much easier proposition than by using sample ticket voids.

Figure 4.6 – 27:
Instant Ticket Simulator Example
Easily Adapted: Our instant ticket
simulator engine can accommodate new
ticket graphics and can be reconfigured to
accommodate different ticket sizes, new
display graphics, and new scratch
overprint areas.

The player is introduced to an interactive presentation of the game that the lottery
wants to showcase with a link directly located on the New York Lottery Website. The
Instant Ticket Game Simulator is great for marketing new games and demonstrating
new scratch play styles. It can also be adapted to accommodate player research
activities.
For a demonstration of our Instant Ticket Simulator, see GPC Appendix CD 9, Virtual
Tour/Game Simulator, which is located behind the Section 8, Submission of
Certifications and Representations, tab.
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Licensed Properties (Offered Options)
Licensed content games utilize well-known cultural themes as part of the offered
play styles and/or prizes. Licensed properties, and the promotions included within,
are Offered Options.
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Figure 4.6 – 28:
Licensed Property Instant Ticket Examples
Resonating with Players: Because players
respond to recognizable brands, we
combine highly popular brand names with
exciting game formats to retain existing
players and attract new ones.
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GPC takes great pride in its strategic approach to evaluating, analyzing, and acquiring
licensed properties. We acquire and develop only those licensed properties that
lottery players find relevant, appealing, and entertaining. GPC's brand strategy
focuses on the following premises:
• Selecting brands with a demographic focus that attracts new players,
establishes a devoted fan base, appeals to current players, and provides
exciting marketing opportunities.
• Developing branded content that can be offered across multiple game
channels.
• Developing the right financial model to maintain game profitability.
• Creating innovative game design and play mechanics appropriate to each
brand.
•
Offering customized marketing and promotional programs to support
branded games.
In addition to the powerful brand messages these games will deliver, GPC is also
prepared to create an entire marketing package based on the particular properties
the New York Lottery chooses to use. We can work with the Lottery to design,
implement, and track a fully integrated marketing program that will grab new and
non-players’ attention. We can work with the Lottery to develop games, promotions,
POS materials, advertising, public relation initiatives, events, staff training, and
Website material in conjunction with each property. We can also provide and conduct
secure, audited second chance drawings with complete fulfillment of experiential
trip and merchandise prizes.
Our licensed properties offerings are represented on the following pages.
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Aerosmith: America’s Greatest Rock & Roll Band
With a larger than life persona, Aerosmith remains a vital creative entity. They
continue to fill stadiums, record hit records, and serve as pioneers in a new media.
The comprehensive Aerosmith package includes striking ticket designs,
merchandise, one-of-a-kind experiential prizes, and ad campaigns that are sure to
excite Lottery players.

35 Years, More than 150 Million Albums Sold, and Aerosmith Shows
No Signs of Slowing Down!
• Steven Tyler’s stint as an American Idol judge has solidified his spot not only
as a legendary rocker but as a world-class entertainer. In addition to garnering
rave reviews from critics, Tyler’s appearance on Idol has created a surge in
Aerosmith’s popularity. Sales of Aerosmith’s greatest hits collections have
increased by 250%. In addition, downloads of their biggest singles have seen
dramatic sales increases, with “I Don’t Want to Miss a Thing” and “Dream On”
increasing more than 300% in one week alone!
• In October 2010, Steven Tyler and Joey Kramer made an appearance at the
Aerosmith Ultimate Rock Star Party, hosted by GPC and held at the Rock & Roll
Hall of Fame and Museum in Cleveland Ohio. Lottery winners from Colorado,
Idaho, Michigan, Montana, New Mexico, Oregon, Ohio and Rhode Island
attended.
• In 2010 Aerosmith embarked on its last tour and sold out shows in South
America, the U.S., and Europe.
• Aerosmith has won four Grammy Awards, 12 MTV Video Awards, 4 Billboard
Music Awards, a MTV Icon Award, 5 American Music Awards, a star on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame, an induction into the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame, and
was named one of Rolling Stone’s 100 Greatest Artists of All Time.
• Aerosmith has more than 100,000 members in its fan club and a
multigenerational fan base.
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Figure 4.6 – 29:
Lotteries That Have Used the Aerosmith Brand
Lottery

Launched

Details

Colorado Lottery

March 2010

• The Colorado Lottery hosted a second chance drawing
which included Aerosmith merchandise and trip
fulfillment. Two winners were sent to the Ultimate Rock
Star Party with Aerosmith, with all trip fulfillment and
winner relations handled by GPC. Prize package included:
- Spending money
- Roundtrip airfare
- Hotel accommodations
- Ground transportation
- A welcome reception
- Two tickets to the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame and
Museum
- Two V.I.P. passes into the Ultimate Rock Star Party
with Aerosmith
• In April 2011, Colorado will hold a drawing for the
Aerosmith Dirico motorcycle, autographed by Steven Tyler.
GPC will handle winner relations and shipping of the bike

Idaho Lottery

May 2010

• The Idaho Lottery hosted a second chance drawing that
included Aerosmith merchandise and trip fulfillment. Two
winners were sent to the Ultimate Rock Star Party with
Aerosmith, with all trip fulfillment and winner relations
handled by GPC

Montana Lottery

April 2010

• The Montana Lottery accompanied the launch of the
Aerosmith game with POS material and multiple
promotional channels including, Facebook, press releases,
and email blasts
• Promotions include a second chance drawing which sent
one winner and guest to the Ultimate Rock Star Party with
Aerosmith

New Hampshire
Lottery

September 2009

• Two live second chance drawings were held for Pro Street
Dirico motorcycles, autographed by Steven Tyler and
valued at $52,000.
• The public was invited to the drawings, which were held at
a New Hampshire Fisher Cats baseball game and at lottery
headquarters
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Lottery

Launched

Details

New Mexico
Lottery

2010

• Launch included a mass-marketing and promotions
campaign that included unique POS elements and Website
components
• Two winners and their guests were chosen through a
second chance drawing to attend the Ultimate Rock Star
Party with Aerosmith

Ohio Lottery

May 2010

• GPC managed the Ohio Lottery Aerosmith second chance
drawing program including initial design, Web
development, graphics, program management, and prize
fulfillment.
• Prizes awarded included six trips-for-two to the Ultimate
Rock Star Party, three Dirico motorcycle autographed by
Steven Tyler, and three Les Paul Signature guitars
autographed by Joe Perry.
• Top-performing Ohio Lottery retailers were also included as
guests at the Ultimate Rock Star Party

Oregon State
Lottery

March 2010

• The launch of the Aerosmith ticket was supported with
exciting POS designs
• One winner and a guest were sent to the Ultimate Rock Star
Party with Aerosmith

Rhode Island
Lottery

August 2009

• Exciting professionally produced television commercials
were used to market the game. The commercials featured
Steven’s daughter Chelsea Tyler
• Eight drawings were held. Prizes included a trip for two to
the Ultimate Rock Star Party, 200 merchandise prize packs,
and a $35,000 grand prize

World Series of Poker®: The World’s Oldest, Richest, and Largest
Poker Tournament
There is no other poker tournament in the world that rivals The World Series of Poker
(WSOP®), as it has a 40-year history with some of the game’s most colorful and famous
personalities. The WSOP offers the biggest prize in sports: more than $1 billion has
been awarded throughout its history, and millions of dollars are awarded each year
to the Main Event winner. In addition, the WSOP is the only poker tournament to offer
the coveted gold bracelet, a legendary prize awarded to a select few poker players
each year.
The GPC WSOP license gives access to once-in-a-lifetime experiential prizes. Players
can win WSOP branded merchandise, a trip to the prestigious WSOP academy, or the
ultimate prize of a seat at the WSOP Main Event Tournament. In addition to these
prizes, the WSOP license comes with GPC support that includes game development
and design; promotion development and execution; sweepstakes management
including drafting of procedures and official rules, mail-in entries, Internet entries,
secure drawings and player communication; customized travel planning; branded
merchandise procurement, inventory and fulfillment; Website development and
management; winner notification; and communication and licensor approvals.
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Figure 4.6 – 30:
Lotteries That Have Used the WSOP Brand
Lottery

Launched

Details

Arizona Lottery

December 2010

• Game accompanied by POS material and a
mass-marketing and promotions campaign
• GPC created the Arizona Lottery’s WSOP second
chance drawing Website, which included Website
design, development, hosting, and management
services
• A drawing will be held in June 2011 for the Main Event
prize package (two trips to the WSOP Main Event).
The trip includes round trip airfare, hotel
accommodations, ground transportation, and
spending money
• Prizes also include eight WSOP merchandise prize
packs
• GPC will handle prize fulfillment and trip coordination

Atlantic Lottery
Corporation

October 2010

• Game accompanied by POS material and a
mass-marketing campaign

La Francaise Des
Jeux (FDJ)

January 2011

• FDJ is the second largest lottery in the world, and the
WSOP deal is the first time a European customer has
licensed the WSOP brand
• FDJ will be sending one winner to the WSOP Europe
Main Event in Cannes

Idaho State Lottery
Commission

March 2011

• Game accompanied by POS material and a
mass-marketing and promotions campaign; prizes
include two trips to the 2011 WSOP Main Event. Each
trip includes round trip airfare, hotel
accommodations, ground transportation, and
spending money
• GPC will handle prize fulfillment and trip coordination

Kansas Lottery

November 2010

• Game accompanied by POS material and a
mass-marketing and promotions campaign; prizes
include two trips to the 2011 WSOP Main Event. Every
trip includes round trip airfare, hotel
accommodations, ground transportation, and
spending money
• GPC will handle prize fulfillment and trip coordination

Nebraska Lottery

August 2009

• Game accompanied by POS material as well as a
mass-marketing and promotions campaign
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Lottery

Launched

Details

North Carolina
Education Lottery

July 2009

• GPC created the NCEL WSOP second chance drawing
Website, including Website design, development,
hosting, and management services
• Four trips to the 2010 WSOP Main Event were
awarded. GPC handled all trip coordination,
fulfillment, and customer relations
• Richard Taylor, a NCEL Main Event trip winner, made it
through five days of the tournament and won more
than $30,000! Press releases were sent out about
Richard’s win
• Hundreds of merchandise prize packs were also
awarded with GPC handling the procurement and
fulfillment for the lottery

North Carolina
Education Lottery

July 2010

• GPC created the NCEL WSOP second chance drawing
Website, including Website design, development,
hosting, and management service
• Hundreds of merchandise prize packs were also
awarded with GPC handling the procurement and
fulfillment for the lottery
• Prizes include four trips to the 2011 WSOP Main Event.
Every trip includes round trip airfare, hotel
accommodations, ground transportation, and
spending money
• GPC will handle prize fulfillment and trip coordination

Rhode Island Lottery

November 2009

• GPC created the Rhode Island’s Lottery WSOP second
chance drawing Website, including Website design,
development, hosting, and management services
• One trip to the 2010 WSOP Main Event was awarded.
GPC handled all trip coordination, fulfillment, and
customer relations

The Three Stooges®: A Proven Lottery Success
The Three Stooges are true American icons, recognized by more than 95% of the
American public and appealing to all age groups. The brand’s popularity has lasted
for more than 80 years, spanning entertainment eras from the vaudeville stage to the
big screen. During this time they have created nearly 300 hours of slapstick comedy,
been featured in two national ad campaigns for world renowned companies (Public
Storage and Time Warner Cable), achieved the honor of having a star on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame, and sustained a thriving fan club and successful online store. Lotteries
in Connecticut, New Hampshire, Oregon, Michigan, Illinois, Iowa, Maryland, New
Jersey and Rhode Island have all launched Three Stooges lottery games.
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The Three Stooges program includes game development and design; promotion
development and execution; sweepstakes management including drafting of
procedures and official rules, mail-in entries, secure drawings and player
communication; customized travel planning for a variety of events (including a
chance to win a glamorous trip through Old Hollywood and the opportunity to
experience some of The Three Stooges favorite hangouts), branded merchandise
procurement, inventory and fulfillment; Website development and management;
winner notification and communication; and licensor approvals.
“The Three Stooges was one of our best indexing non-base, non-bingo, or holiday $2
games within the past few years.”
-Pete Donahue, Connecticut Lottery Corporation, 2008
“The Three Stooges is our second best selling $2 ticket in recent years, out-performing all
other $2 games including other licensed games. Only Crossword, a staple game for over 15
years has done slightly better.”
-Angelo Petrocelli, Rhode Island Lottery, 2008
“The Three Stooges was our best selling instant $2 game.”
-Rick Wisler, New Hampshire Lottery, 2007
“…The full inventory sold out of our warehouse by September 30 (10 weeks) … the Stooges
had a 10 week sales index of 115…”
-Michigan Lottery, 2006

Figure 4.6 – 31:
Lotteries That Have Used the Three Stooges Brand
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Lottery

Launched

The Connecticut Lottery

September 2008 and September 2010

Michigan Lottery

February 2009

New Hampshire Lottery

January 2009

New Jersey Lottery

September 2008

Rhode Island Lottery

July 2008
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Billboard®: The World’s Premier Music Publication
Billboard is the world’s premier music publication. Since 1894, Billboard has been
dedicated to serving the entertainment industry with the latest information on
trends and charts, music industry news, album reviews, and commentary. One of the
most exciting things about Billboard is that it caters to all music genres. Billboard is
consistently monitoring the pulse of the entertainment industry and delivering news
to music fans worldwide.
When a lottery licenses Billboard, they gain exclusive access to all that Billboard offers.
This includes digital music downloads, ring tones, VIP seating at live concert events,
behind the scenes access at major award shows, Billboard fashion shopping sprees,
and Billboard magazine subscriptions. The Billboard license also gives lotteries access
into the Billboard Digital Music Store, where they can offer players downloadable
digital music prizes. The Billboard digital store offers players more than four million
tracks from a wide spectrum of genres. Lottery players can also easily download these
songs.
The comprehensive GPC Billboard license includes game development and design;
promotion development and execution; sweepstakes management including
drafting of procedures and official rules, mail-in entries, Internet entries, secure
drawings and player communication; customized travel planning; branded
merchandise procurement, inventory and fulfillment; Website development and
management; winner notification and communication; and licensor approvals.

Figure 4.6 – 32:
Lotteries That Have Used the Billboard Brand
Lottery

Launched

Arizona Lottery

March 2010

Nebraska Lottery

May 2009

New Hampshire

May 2009

Caesars®: Routinely Spectacular
There is no other place in the world quite like Caesars in Las Vegas and Atlantic City.
Celine Dion currently headlines as Caesars main entertainment. Upcoming shows
from Janet Jackson, Kylie Minogue, Ricky Martin, Jerry Seinfeld, Chelsea Handler, and
Jeff Dunham are also scheduled.
When you incorporate the Caesars license from GPC, you give your players the
opportunity to enjoy the pinnacle of luxury. We can create a total marketing program
that suits the individual needs of the New York Lottery. Included in the program are
game development and design assistance; promotion development and execution;
sweepstakes management including drafting of procedures and official rules, mail-in
entries, Internet entries, secure drawings and player communication; customized
travel planning; branded merchandise procurement, inventory and fulfillment;
Website development and management; winner notification and communication;
and licensor approvals.
Research and Product Development
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Figure 4.6 – 33:
Lotteries That Have Used the Caesars Brand
Lottery

Launched

Nebraska Lottery

October 2009

Harrah’s®: Be a Part of the Fun!™
Harrah’s Entertainment Corporation is the largest gaming and entertainment
company in the world. With 52 casinos in six countries and more than 100 million
visitors each year, Harrah’s customers enjoy the best amenities available. Harrah’s
is home to world-class casinos, stylish hotels, championship golf courses, incredible
spas, enticing dining experiences, renowned entertainment giants, and limitless
retail options, giving everyone something to enjoy. Forty million people are
members of Harrah’s Total Rewards club.
With the Harrah’s license from GPC, you can send your customers to a Harrah’s location
for a once-in-a-lifetime experience. Included in the program are game development
and design assistance; promotion development and execution; sweepstakes
management including drafting of procedures and official rules, mail-in entries,
Internet entries, secure drawings and player communication; customized travel
planning; branded merchandise procurement, inventory and fulfillment; Website
development and management; winner notification and communication; and
licensor approvals.

Newest Additions to our Licensed Properties Portfolio: Bejeweled®,
Plants vs. Zombies™, Zuma™, Mystery P.I.™
The World’s Most Popular, Casual, Interactive Games Are Now Available
to Lotteries Worldwide
GPC has taken the world’s most beloved casual games (Bejeweled, Plants vs. Zombies,
Zuma, and Mystery P.I) and created a powerhouse lineup of instant games. In 10 years,
the casual gaming industry has grown to a $3 billion worldwide market with more
than 200 million dedicated players! The allure of these games transcends all ages and
demographics – casual games are enjoyed by adult players from all over the world
and across all age demographics.
Each licensed game is part of a comprehensive marketing program designed to focus
on the unique needs of lotteries and players worldwide. Included in the programs
are fun and exciting ticket designs; second chance sweepstake management
including Website development; branded merchandise procurement, inventory, and
fulfillment; licensor approvals; and customized trip coordination that includes travel
planning, transportations, hotels, meals, events, tours and spending money.
In addition, we have developed Bejeweled play-for-fun interactive games and
tournaments to provide players with the ability to compete head-to-head for high
scores. These brands can also offer interactive play-for-fun game opportunities on
the Lottery Website.
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Larry the Cable Guy: The Quintessential American Comedian
Larry the Cable Guy has proven that he can “Git-R-Done” by selling out theaters and
arenas, starring in hit movies, releasing chart-topping comedy albums, and writing
a bestselling book. Larry also stars in his own hit television show, Only in America with
Larry the Cable Guy. His personality can be perfectly translated for use on instant
tickets and related promotional programs.
This is not the first time lottery players have been exposed to Larry. In 2010, the
Nebraska Lottery independently licensed Larry the Cable Guy for use on instant
tickets. The game was 80% sold out after just 11 weeks, achieving sales of $225,000
during its highest revenue peak. Over 15 weeks, the game sold 130% better than
other $5 Nebraska instant games.
The Larry the Cable Guy license includes a comprehensive marketing program,
designed to fit the unique needs of lotteries and players worldwide. The program
includes visually stimulating instant tickets with images of Larry the Cable Guy with
traditional American artifacts such as bowling balls, pickup trucks and fishing gear;
second chance sweepstakes management including Website development, branded
merchandise, procurement, inventory and fulfillment; licensor approvals; as well as
trip coordination and travel planning that includes transportation, hotels, meals,
events, tours, and spending money.

Finding the Right Fit
As your business partner, we will provide you with a comprehensive analysis of any
of our licensed properties the New York Lottery chooses to use. We will compare sales
and marketing components to other New York Lottery games to determine each
property’s level of success. GPC wants to ensure that all brands have sold well and
have performed better than the average non-licensed game.
It is essential to find the perfect brand that not only attracts customers’ attention but
provides a complete marketing package as well. That marketing package must create
value in the minds of the customers while they are playing and afterwards as well.
Each player should feel like he or she had a positive experience and would want to
buy that game again. Players should also be intrigued enough to try other
non-licensed lottery games because of their positive experience with the licensed
brand.
Further details about our exciting licensed property portfolio, many of which might
be suitable for the New York market, can be found in the Licensed Properties insert
following this page.
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Promotions
A primary way to leverage the previously mentioned licensed properties, and
increase their effectiveness, is by developing robust promotional campaigns around
the properties to generate player interest. As you are aware, player promotions are
an essential part of a lottery’s core sales efforts to provide both short-term and
long-term sales boosts. GPC can help design, implement and track promotional
programs to support your instant games, create excitement and entertainment, reach
new players and increase your profits, by working with you to optimize areas such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
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Retailer communication and promotional programs.
Branded merchandise procurement, inventory, and fulfillment.
Website development and management.
Winner notification and communication.
Promotion development and execution.
Sweepstakes management, including drafting of procedures and official
rules, mail-in entries, Internet entries, secure drawings, and player
communication.
Trip coordination, including customized travel planning that includes
transportation, hotels, meals, events, tours and spending money.
Licensor approvals for licensed properties.
Results analysis.
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America’s Greatest
Rock & Roll Band
With sold out performances in 35 countries,
a collection of the industry’s most coveted
accolades, and an ever growing fan base,
Aerosmith is a powerful brand that is sure
to appeal to your core lottery players and
attract new players.

YOUR

TRACKS

XXX

The band members are legends, icons and
idols, as cool now as they were 30 years
ago. They are a phenomenon, a force of
nature, trail blazing, unstoppable, showing
no signs of slowing down.
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G TRA

WINNIN



Aerosmith has reached over 1 billion
people worldwide. With each new release,
Aerosmith initiates new generations of fans
all over the world. Their original fans remain
as dedicated as ever.
Aerosmith enjoys remarkably broad, global
audience appeal. Aerosmith fans are divided
50/50 between males and females. Their multigenerational fan-base includes Gen X, Gen Y, Baby
Boomers, and everyone in between.
You can turn up the volume on your lottery game
with rockin’ Aerosmith merchandise including
DIRICO motorcycles; Joe Perry guitars; tickets;
VIP access & unique experiential prizes; awesome
DVD, gaming & HDTV packages; music collections
& all-access fan club memberships; and apparel &
accessories.

In the past 10 years, Bejeweled® has experienced
explosive growth. The casual game that made its
debut as an online game is now enjoying brilliant
success in stores and on computers, gaming systems,
social networks, mobile devices, and in-flight.

Bejeweled players’ age and gender
distribution maps closely to that of
lottery players.
Age of Bejeweled Players

A Gem in the Casual Game Market

23%

In a recent study of casual game players, Bejeweled
had the highest unaided awareness of any casual
game. According to the study results, 74% of casual
game players are aware of the brand and 81% have
played the game.

Dazzling Fun Facts
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Gender of Bejeweled Players
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34%

1%
31%

%
66%

9%
69%

Female

Male

Bejeweled

Bejeweled Blitz

Casual Gaming Industry Accolades
“2001 Puzzle Game of the Year” – Computer Gaming World
“2004 Computer Gaming World Hall of Fame” – Computer
Gaming World
“2008 Casual Game of the Year” – Yahoo! Games
“Best Facebook Game” – IGN

t &WFSZTFDPOETBOPUIFS
DPQZPG#FKFXFMFEJT
QVSDIBTFE

High-Carat Gem-Matching Fun!
Sparkling graphics and brilliant game play make the Bejeweled family of instant
scratch ticket lottery games a “cut above the rest.” Dazzling high-definition graphics
and explosive fun make Bejeweled the ultimate game of chance and skill – it’s nearly
impossible to get your fill!
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FFor each song, if the Billboard chart
position for THIS WEEK is better
(a lower number) than the chart position
from LAST WEEK(a(a higher number),
win the PRIZE for that SONG. If the
Billboard chart position for THIS WEEK
is a “
” symbol, win double the
PRIZE for that song automatically.
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The W
World’s
orld’s Premierr
Music
Musi
ic Publication
People everywhere turn to Billboard for
the inside scoop on the music industry.
If you want to know who’s #1, and who’s
ready to climb the charts, turn to Billboard.
If you want to be on the inside track of
the music business, which includes the
latest and most trusted charts for all music
genres, artist profiles, analysis, concert
news, and trend reporting – Billboard has
it all. More than 4.2 million passionate
music consumers visit Billboard.com every
month.
Billboard’s core audience is 18–34
year olds, who are active music and
entertainment consumers, and avid
purchasers in areas such as music,
gaming, video, and home entertainment.
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Escape and Indulge
Bold…Captivating…Spectacular…Iconic…World
Renowned…Sexy … Sophisticated…Attentive…
Personalized…Caesars Palace, the world’s best
known resort casino, celebrates the glory that was
Greece and the grandeur that was Rome in a an
85-acre destination location that sets the standard
for entertainment, dining, and luxury. Guests can
immerse themselves in every aspect of world-class
gaming entertainment, with an experience that
combines unexpected touches of luxury, elegance,
and sophistication.

Through your instant game, your players can experience
the touches of luxury only Caesars Palace Las Vegas and
Caesars Atlantic City can offer – spectacular gaming,
Forum Shops, Coliseum, Garden of the Gods Pool Oasis,
and QUA Baths & Spa. Caesars indulges its VIPs like no
other guests. Only VIPs will have access to all the very
best Caesars has to offer – including highly attentive
and personalized service, exclusive seats at the hottest
restaurants and entertainment events, and luxurious
environments such as ornate gaming rooms and
beautifully appointed suites

Join the Unforgettable Celebrations
Stay at any one of the Harrah’s properties and
discover beautiful lobbies, rooms and suites, exciting
casinos, tantalizing restaurant choices, relaxing
swimming pools, luxurious spas, state-of-the-art
health clubs, full service beauty salons, unique
retail options, lively entertainment, and exceptional
service.
Let your players choose from the 24 hour excitement
of the Las Vegas Strip; the southern charm of
Tunica and the one-and-only Paula Deen Buffet; the
majestic scenery at Lake Tahoe; the ocean breeze
in Atlantic City; or the cool sounds of jazz in New
Orleans.
Harrah’s lottery games can provide your players
access to exclusive benefits and privileges, not
available to the general public, at the Harrah’s
location of their dreams.
Prizes include fabulous suite accommodations,
exclusive reservations and seating for in-demand
shows, hard to get dinner reservations, deluxe spa
treatments, prime tee-off times at Harrah’s golf
courses, and so much more.
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The Mystery P.I.™ games are without a doubt the best hidden object PC
franchise on the market today. In each of these intriguing mysteries you’re a
private investigator with a knack for finding hidden objects and solving mysteries. The stories are compelling and the visual effects keep you engaged for
hours of crime-solving fun.
Mystery P.I. – The Lottery Ticket
Sweet ol’ Grandma Rose lost her
winning lottery ticket – and the
jackpot was a whopping $488
million! You have 12 hours to find
the missing ticket!

Mystery P.I. – New York Fortune
A fun-loving New York billionaire has
hidden his will somewhere in New
York City! You are the world famous
Mystery P.I. and the family has hired
you to track down the will.

Mystery P.I. – The Vegas Heist
The biggest theft in history has
occurred and Las Vegas needs
your help! Only you can solve the
mystery, and keep the new casino
from folding.

Mystery P.I. – Lost In Los Angeles
The only copy of this year’s biggest
blockbuster movie has gone missing
a day before its premiere. You have
to find and return the movie or the
Hollywood studio will be ruined.
Scour glitzy, glamorous spots around
L.A. in search of the missing reel.

Mystery P.I. – The London Caper
The priceless Crown Jewels have
been stolen and you have been hired
to track down the jewels and return
them to the Royal Family. Search
London’s famous landmarks to find
the clues to this historic theft.

Find – Solve – WIN!
Now the fun of finding hidden objects and solving crimes is available in
lottery games for your customers to find, solve, and win!

Case Closed: Get This Game!
0
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Get Ready To Soil Your Plants
Plants vs. Zombies™ invaded the Internet in 2009, winning
the Best PC Game award in 2010. From there, the
game penetrated the mobile phone market,
shattering download records. Now, Plants
vs. Zombies has infiltrated the instant
ticket market, taking players by storm!

A Player Favorite
Plants vs. Zombies is an addictive blend
t #1 iPhone app – soared to the #1 paid app
of nonstop, fun-filled action, strategy, and
and the #1 grossing app within 24 hours
humor set in a bizarre landscape where plants
of release!
are the last line of defense against zombies.
t #1 on the Apple iPad.
t More than 70 million hits on Google.
t More than 15 million downloads on PC/
Mac in 9 months.

Industry Accolades

“A masterful combination of serious strategy and cartoonish delights.”
t An incredible 1,000,000+ members in the – EuroGamer
official PvZ Facebook fan group.
“It has that elusive special something that gets its hooks in you and
t Available on multiple platforms: PC, Mac,
convinces you to forego food, sleep and other essentials just to see
Web, iPhone, iPod Touch, iPad, XBLA, and
what the next level has in store.” – IGN
Xbox 360.
“There’s no reason you shouldn’'t purchase it right now. Skip lunch if
t More than 1 million copies sold to date
you have to. This one is worth it.” – MTV
and rising!

Gouging, Slapping, Finger Waving, and Woob-WoobWoobing
The Three Stooges’ unique brand of slapstick humor has
worldwide appeal. Their shorts, feature films, cartoons
and other programs air in 45 countries around the globe.
From Argentina to Germany, from Australia to Russia,
The Three Stooges are a universal property. With comedy
routines performed live on stage, in film, and on TV, The
Three Stooges’ work spans almost 80 years and includes
more than 200 hilariously entertaining films, which still air
regularly on TV today.

5IF5ISFF4UPPHFT¥IBWFBSPCVTUNFSDIBOEJTFQSPHSBN
$VTUPNJ[FEQSJ[FQBDLTWBMVFEBUPSMFTTBSFBWBJMBCMF
VQPOSFRVFTU&YBNQMFTPGNFSDIBOEJTFJODMVEF
t"DPNQMFUF%7%DPMMFDUJPOPGNPWJFT
and shorts.
t5TIJSUT IBUT TXFBUTIJSUT BOEOFDLUJFT
t1PTUFST TJHOT BOEXBMMQMBRVFT
t-JNJUFEFEJUJPOGSBNFEBSUQSJOUT
t5IF5ISFF4UPPHFTCPPLT
t$PòFFNVHTBOEHMBTTXBSF
t"VUPNPUJWFBDDFTTPSJFT
t4QPSUTBDDFTTPSJFT

The One Event That Separates
the Best from the Best
The WSOP Main Event is the biggest game in town. In addition to competing for
the largest prize in sports, players also have a chance to win the most sought after
prize – the coveted WSOP bracelet. The Main Event is where poker players become
celebrities and celebrities go to become poker players.
World Series of Poker is the number-one brand in poker and the gateway to 50
million U.S. poker fans. It is the world’s largest poker tournament, with more than
60,000 entrants over 57 events and more than 150,000 tournament attendees.
Your instant game can offer every poker player’s dream with prizes including
WSOP seats, WSOP merchandise, and trips to the prestigious World Series of Poker
Academy.
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Discover the ancient world of Zuma®
the critically acclaimed action game.
Deep in the jungle, among hidden temples bursting
with traps and trickery, players fire spheres to make
matches of three or more and destroy the deadly
stream of balls before it reaches the golden skull.

ZUMA’s on Fire!
t Since launching on the PC, Zuma has spread to 11
platforms including the Web, Mac, XBLA, Xbox 360,
PlayStation Network, PS3, J2ME/Brew, Palm OS, Pocket
PC, iPod, and in-flight systems.
t People have spent about 3.7 billion hours playing
Zuma.
t It is consistently one of the top games on all of the
major portals.
t More than 15.4 million units of Zuma have sold across
all platforms.
t The game has more than 200 million downloads and
mobile embed distributions.

The World Loves Zuma!

Larry the Cable Guy is the quintessential American
comedian.
With an unrivaled knack for being insanely funny while making fun of issues that
most everyone can relate to, Larry has secured an incredibly devoted fan base.
Larry’s tours, films, and albums are continuously topping sales charts, winning
accolades, and selling out arenas.

Everything Larry The Cable Guy Touches Turns to
Gold or Platinum!
t Larry the Cable Guy: Health Inspector sold more than 1 million copies in the first
week. The Blue Collar Comedy Tour grossed more than $15 million.
t The Blue Collar Comedy Tour, The Movie is the highest-rated movie in Comedy
Central history and the DVD has sold 4 million units.
t Larry’s album, Lord, I Apologize, sold more than 500,000 copies and remained #1 on
the Billboard Comedy Charts for 15 weeks in a row.
t The Blue Collar Comedy Tour, One For The Road was nominated for a Grammy
Award.
t Git-R-Done sold more than 1 million copies and is Certified Platinum.

2011 is the year of Larry the Cable Guy!
He debuted his television show, Only in America with Larry the Cable
Guy, on the History Channel™ to a whopping 4.1 million viewers!
The premiere made the show the History Channel’s™ best-ever 1st
quarter series launch! In his show, Larry proves to his fans just how much he
believes the U.S.A. is the greatest country on the face of the earth! He embarks on
a journey to find people throughout America who exemplify the nation’s unique
history. Only In America with Larry the Cable Guy is a history lesson infused with
Larry’s hilarious commentary as he meets some of the country’s zaniest people.

THE Larry the Cable Guy GAME sold 130%
better than the average and was the highesTselling $5 game in the history of the NEBRASKA
Lottery.
Larry the Cable Guy Weekly Sell-through – Nebraska Lottery
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The Larry the Cable Guy license is available in the lottery category,
exclusively from GTECH, in the United States and Canada
(excluding Nebraska).

GPC adheres to proven tenets that have helped us create and implement
successful promotions:
• Identify the specific goals and objectives of the promotion.
• Focus the promotion and communication around a specific game to gain
better acceptance and understanding.
• Require buy in and participation from the retailer, your front-line sales
staff.
• Create excitement by encouraging in-store events to increase sales and
commissions, along with incentives that reward the retailer with monetary
prizes.
•
When possible, execute the promotion using an integrated media
campaign (with components such as radio advertising, television
advertising, Internet strategies, and POS) to keep players and retailers
engaged.
Success can be measured in many ways. Each promotion has an objective. That
objective differs from promotion to promotion. One promotion may be designed to
increase a particular game’s sales. Another promotion may be designed to encourage
new players to try instant games. Other promotions are designed to reward players
and stop play erosion.
GPC creates and implements customized, strategic promotional programs. Each
promotion is built to engage key stakeholders:
• The Lottery: Staff excitement is transferable throughout the entire
organization as it ultimately reaching the retailer network.
• The Retailer: The gatekeeper to your players, a retailer can make or break
a game. By involving and motivating your retailers with simple, yet
effective, promotional programs your retailers will remain motivated to
sell games. We can provide launch programs, sales incentives, and product
support to help retailers sell tickets.
•
The Player: Fun, engaging and relevant programs, which motivate
consumer behavior, will engage players, generate the buzz needed to
create viral publicity, incrementally grow sales, and build the New York
Lottery brand.
From a consumer perspective, promotions provide additional value because they
typically offer players more for less. Today’s consumers have more gaming choices
on which to spend their discretionary dollars. Thus, they are more selective than in
the past. An enticing promotion could be just the thing that entices a consumer to
play a New York Lottery instant game.
GPC works with lotteries to develop comprehensive promotional plans and considers
each of the following to customize those plans:
• Goals/objectives.
• Audience.
• Tie-ins and partners.
• Retailer incentive programs.
• Historical sales data and/or similar promotions experience.
• Software needs, both internal and external if necessary.
•
Budget and breakeven.
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Promotions must be fully integrated and supported at all channels and distribution
points. Further, promotions should be developed to specifically support your product
categories, and each promotion should meet one or more of the following goals:
• Build awareness and game trial.
• Reward player loyalty.
• Reinforce game benefits.
•
Encourage a positive public attitude about the New York Lottery and its
mission of returning profits to education.

Mystery P.I. Promotional Capaign Example
An example of a promotional campaign we can develop for the New York Lottery
features GPC’s Mystery P.I. licensed property and a game that could be called New York
Fortune. This promotion would motivate players to play an interactive game on the
Internet, attend an event, and promote the New York Lottery to their friends.
After entering this unique number from their New York Fortune ticket into the Lottery
Website’s New York Fortune Webpage, players will “spy” as many objects as they can in
a timed two-minute interactive game. The more objects they spy, the more entries
they receive. Top performers will be listed on a leader board for all to see. Players can
only play the interactive game once with each ticket they purchase but as they
purchase more tickets, they can play the game more often. At the end of the game, a
drawing from all entries will be held, and three winners selected. Each winner can elect
to take a trip for two to one of the famous Mystery P.I. locations, such as London, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, or Las Vegas.
In addition, the Lottery could offer a Website event element to this promotion. For
instance, every Friday, players could visit this site to find the specially-designated New
York retailer locations. These locations would be the same locations seen on the New
York Fortune instant game scenes - for example, one of the locations could be the New
York City’s Times Square subway location. The first 25 people to show up at any of the
designated locations, 45 minutes after they receive a tweet or other form of electronic
message, and show that they receive the message on their phone (or with a computer
print-out) would win Lottery merchandise. No purchase would be necessary.
Finally, your players can enjoy playing a scavenger hunt of the great New York
locations. On the New York Lottery’s website, you could list a predetermined number
of New York locations selected b y New York’s travel and tourism department. Players
would receive an entry into the drawing for every picture they post of themselves at
the listed location. The more photos of different locations they submit, the more
entries they’d receive. Five winners would receive $1,000 each, and second-tier
winners would receive free game downloads.
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Second Chance Drawings
We have collectively designed, managed, and analyzed hundreds of successful
second chance drawing promotions. We can work with the Lottery to ensure rigorous
quality processes and security compliance measures to ensure the success of your
program. This is especially important as programs become larger aspects of your
marketing strategy to bridge towards further interactive strategies.
A few noteworthy GPC second chance collaborations include:
• North Carolina World Series of Poker: More than 130,000 entries and
54,000 unique visitors.
• Connecticut Silver and Gold: More than 207,000 entries and 41,000
unique visitors.
• Ohio Aerosmith promotion: More than 175,000 entries and 73,000
unique visitors.
•
Rhode Island NFL Patriots promotion: More than 75,000 entries and
20,000 unique visitors.

Research and Product Development
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Figure 4.6 – 34:
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Because second chance drawing promotions are very important to certain instant
games, GPC has recruited experienced lottery veterans who offer a broad background
in player and retailer promotions, incentive programs, and event marketing.
With advancements in technology, lotteries can also develop a direct relationship
with players by collecting customer data through second chance drawings entries
and then use this information to mail or email new game information, future
promotion offers, event locations, and/or coupon offers to encourage play for other
games. By saving player information (e.g., names, addresses, games played), you can
measure the success of your second chance drawing promotions and track customers’
play behaviors, offer redemptions, and demographics.
Promotional efforts should be measured for success and those takeaways then
applied to future efforts. In addition to developing and managing second chance
drawing promotions for you, we can work with you to collect additional data, and
apply that data to other marketing projects (such as consumer research, distribution
of game and promotion information, and couponing). Second chance drawing
promotions are relationship-building opportunities.

Cross-Promotion Among Distribution Channels
As the Lottery adds distribution channels, cross-promotional efforts are extremely
important to maintain the appropriate channel balance. As previously discussed,
maintaining the proper product mix, and using individual products to leverage sales
in other channels, is a prime strategy to realize incremental sales growth.
In your November 2009 New York Lottery Rolling Tracking Study, 43% of surveyed
respondents wagered in casinos. Casinos had the highest participation compared to
the other nine gaming activities.
By comparing Video Lottery Terminal (VLT) player segments to known lottery player
segments, we have identified an example of a group of players who could be targeted
with cross-promotions. Offering an instant game with a familiar VLT machine image
can encourage instant ticket trial among these players and potentially grow your
instant games player base.
VLTs can be found throughout New York, and an instant game that is based on a VLT
machine theme would be readily recognized by many VLT players.
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Figure 4.6 – 35:
VLT Cross-Promotion Game Ideas
Across Platforms: We can develop
cross-promotions to create those types of
engaging experiences between branded
VLT games and VLT-themed instant games.

With the agreement of both the casino and the Lottery, a person playing a VLT game
could also potentially receive a bar-coded receipt after “Nth” number of plays. The
VLT player can take the bar-coded coupon to any of your retailers to redeem. The
coupon could be for a free play of the VLT-themed instant game or could be a “Buy
1, Get 1” coupon. This would also encourage your instant games trial by VLT players.
With existing segmentation research, and the possibility of segmentation research
by the New York Lottery, we can work with you to select appropriate VLT games and
possible cross-promotion offers.
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Properly developing this type of cross-promotional strategy, to leverage a product
on one channel and drive sales on other channels, becomes even more important as
you move further into more complex interactive channels.

Promotion and Marketing in the Interactive Space
Looking ahead to our discussion about future interactive capabilities, it is worth
noting that delivering an interactive strategy requires more than just delivering
impressive, new technology. To maximize the benefit of these new tools, the Lottery
needs its partner to make integrated promotional and marketing support services
available. Balancing distribution, messaging across the portfolio, and effectively
communicating and merchandising to leverage cross-sell opportunities are all key
strategies to overall portfolio success. Providing ongoing support for your program,
we can partner with your marketing team to integrate your online, instant, and
interactive marketing efforts. We can work with you to develop, create, and support
cross-medium marketing promotional calendars, coordinate the timing of various
promotional offerings, and determine which portfolio product(s) to focus on at a
given time. We will also help plan and execute cross-promotional opportunities to
drive sales across the entire portfolio. An example of a cross-promotion that ties
together the online, instant, and interactive channels would be temporarily awarding
bonus loyalty points for every instant ticket code and online ticket code, entered on
a loyalty Website, at the same time.
The strategic planning we could undertake to develop and execute these initiatives
would serve your entire portfolio. GPC can also offer the New York Lottery novel
concepts to drive promotional campaigns in new ways.
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Innovation and Creativity in Non-Traditional Distribution
Methods
Confidential material begins here.
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Traditional Lottery Retailer Development
Retailer Development – Enhancing the Retail Environment, Display,
and Promotions
Beyond optimizing the push-pull dynamic between the interactive and instant ticket
portfolios, maintaining today’s efforts to ensure your traditional retail channel
continues to thrive is just as important as you move into the interactive space. It is
important to continue to focus on recruiting, retaining, and developing your
traditional retailers. Each of these three items, associated with the servicing of
retailers, requires a significant and constant expenditure of Lottery resources to
ensure that every effort is made to maximize results from every location. From
licensing to sales force efforts and provisioning to point of sale, a significant portion
of Lottery administration involves support of the retail channel.
While GTECH, under the full-service contract, maintains a role in operational training
and corporate recruitment efforts, there is clearly opportunity for sales development
efforts. Even with the sales support Lottery DSRs already provide retailers, there is
opportunity for GPC to complement your efforts.
Our approach to retailer development is called Train. Act. Grow. (T.S.G,) This program
is based on scalable and repeatable processes. It starts with analysis, uses that analysis
to develop executable strategies to work with retailers, and focuses on retail
merchandising, promotion, sales, and product display best practices.

“Using the T.A.G. program, retailers experienced a net 14% increase in sales compared
to the control group.”
– Sidney Chambers, Executive Vice President of Sales and Marketing for the
Tennessee Education Lottery Corporation.

A Data Driven Approach
Consistent with our approach throughout this offering, analysis will drive the retailer
development process. Who are the retailers that are most likely to benefit from further
development? What are the goals of the program? What are the criteria? How do we
measure results? What is the control group?
While the details of this will ultimately be delivered as part of our discussion with you,
our approach is to leverage the questions answered as part of the GTECH Professional
Services and Bain & Company analysis to deliver the specifics of the retailer
development strategy.
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Nielsen Claritas PrimeLocation
The Lottery will determine the groups of retailers on which to focus these efforts.
However, if asked to identify retailers or suggest a methodology, our analysis would
be based on scientific methodology from geo-demographic information licensed
from Nielsen Claritas. Their PrimeLocation models use data across 118 variables for
the population living and working around each retailer’s location. In addition to these
trade area variables, we incorporate historical Lottery sales data and characteristics
for each New York Lottery retailer into a statistical sales model for online, keno, and
instant games. The output of the model provides us with predicted sales values for
each game and every New York Lottery retailer. Once the predictive sales model is
completed, we can then work with you to compare predicted sales from the model
to actual sales and then breakdown retailers into Quartiles or use the Review,
Develop, Maintain, Defend methodology for identifying the retailers with the most
potential for growth.

Figure 4.6 – 49:

Uncovering Opportunity: This analysis can provide the framework for identifying where
opportunity may lie. Further retailer filtering would then be performed to meet specific
objectives.
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One approach is to utilize the results of the Bain analysis, concentrating on the factors
that are found to most likely drive same store sales. These items may include the
answers to questions such as:
• What is the optimum number of games and/or facings? Does this vary by
geography, trade-style or time of year?
• What are the optimum price points for New York? Similarly, do they vary
by factors such as geography, trade-style or time of year?
•
Which in-store promotions have historically been found to be most
effective in improving New York Lottery sales?
While analysis will drive much of the retail strategy, there may be areas where
adequate data is not available to reach a conclusion. This is where the combined local
and detailed knowledge of the Lottery and GTECH will help fill in the gaps. Which
specific retailers would benefit most from sales trainings for their sales staff or
owners? Which locations would improve with a concentration on better highlighting
of store winners? This type of specific information may not appear in a database. It’s
the combined local resources that will be most knowledgeable and able to answer
these questions.
The answers to these types of questions will drive the specific measureable objectives.
Again, utilizing this type of data-driven process allows for repeatable and
measureable steps to be implemented in a scalable manner. It allows the Lottery to
either continue with the vendor solely implementing the objectives, training the DSR
team (or a subset of them as the Retailer Development Specialists GPC is
implementing) or a combination approach.
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Figure 4.6 – 50:
PrimeLocation Functionality Examples

Execution
Depending on the approach, GPC’s two in-state Retail Development Specialists (or a
larger set of GTECH and/or Lottery development resources) would begin the process
of working with the retailers to combine initial classroom training, an initial on-site
needs analysis and subsequent follow-up visits, and provide the means to execute
retailer improvement initiatives. While not an absolute requirement, the reason for
the initial classroom style training is to assess the retailer’s commitment to increasing
sales. A retailer’s time dedication is the first measure of commitment. Classroom time
also guarantees a dedicated focus on sales technique and on promotional and
merchandising training, which is difficult for a retailer to commit to in an in-store
training environment.
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The on-site analysis and subsequent visits will concentrate on merchandising and
POS training as well the specific, measureable items that come out of the Bain
analysis. An insert, entitled Back to Basics, includes specific items that typically
make-up the T.A.G. program; it can be found on the following page. To augment
merchandising efforts, please see our dispenser offering in Section 4.11, Additional
Information and Comments.

Retailer Improvement in West Virginia and Texas
In 2010, 160 West Virginia retailers participated in a 13-week T.A.G. program pilot.
These retailers grew sales by 12.7% compared to 13 weeks prior to the pilot. More than
80% grew their sales during the pilot. T.A.G. is based on a similar sales improvement
strategy we recently helped the Texas Lottery execute. In Texas, participating retailers
also realized significant sales growth, both during the program and afterwards as well.

As the New York Lottery alluded to in the RFP, GPC believes that the roadmap to future
growth in New York exists within the historical data of New York. While the T.A.G.
program is based on GTECH’s best practices analysis of lotteries around the world,
the program only came about because we learned from our best practices lottery
customers. The New York Lottery’s efforts to use data analysis to drive its business
(specifically with original ideas such as the Inventory Management Program and
terminal reports highlighting the top-selling games) have resulted in a better
inventory mix of underperformers. These are the types of efforts that we have learned
from, and they are the lessons that have shaped our retailer development plans. These
examples also validate our data-driven approach.

Mobile Tagging Your POS Materials
As part of our retailer development effort, in-store POS placement and branding are
essential. Thinking ahead to always looking for bridging opportunities, one area
where we see future opportunity is mobile tagging to reach an audience that isn’t
part of your traditional core market. Consumer bar code scanning represents the next
generation of interactive targeted marketing. Interactive 2D bar codes not only make
it simple, convenient, and fun for your players to connect with your brand through
their mobile device, they provide the analytics to measure that interaction so that
you can monitor the success of your campaigns.
This is the type of technology and promotional elements that will cater to young,
non-traditional players. While your core players may find less value in this, younger
demographics who are more technically-savvy and curious will be drawn to these
types of promotional materials.
These codes can help you better analyze the effectiveness of your marketing pieces
and how they influence your players’ purchase decisions, enhance loyalty, and build
a community of players. There is also no fumbling with Uniform Resource Locators
(URLs) or texting short codes.
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Lottery Sales Drivers
LE

SA

NEW

•

Use Effective Promotions and Advertising

•

Offer second-chance drawings on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis
(players enter non-winning tickets for weekly chances to win prizes); post prior
week’s winner.

•

Game of the Week: Non-winning tickets from that game can be entered to win
prizes.

•

Instant Ticket Coffee Break: Draw winners for free cups of
coffee/soda.

•

Gift Baskets: Award-themed baskets based on holidays to customers with nonwinning tickets.

•

Use relationships with other vendors to garner free merchandise,
e.g., a case of soda, shirts, hats, etc. Offer Lottery tickets as prizes
in vendor promotions.

•

 lace a mystery dot/lucky star on the back of every “Nth” instant ticket
P
and award a prize.

•

Have a Birthday Club. Register regular players for a birthday bonus
play.

•

Use a spinning wheel of Lottery games from which players
can choose.

•

•

Sales and Merchandising
Best Practices of U.S. Lottery
Retailers

Change slow days into “Lottery Days”, use “Buy X Get Y” promotions to
stimulate sales, i.e., Buy $10 in Lottery tickets, get a free cup of coffee, soft
drink, food item, lunch, gas
discount, etc.

•

Use advertising to drive traffic. Advertise that you sell Lottery,
stamp the back of plays slips with your store information, or use the
Lottery’s logo on your stationary, business cards,
in-store flyers, etc.
Develop a player mailing or e-mail list from second-chance
promotions; offer discounts or promotions.

Back to Basics

NEW

LE

SA

NEW

•

Draw Players into Your Store

•

Use exterior signs to remind players that you are a Lottery
retailer (e.g., “Play Here” signs, banners, Lottery logos, game logos,
winning numbers, jackpot amounts, door push/pull signs, lighted
signs, etc.).

•

Make sure your terminal and play area are visible to players (players
associate the terminal and playstation with the Lottery).

•

Face Starlights and advertising display (ESMM) toward players.

•

Use “Play Here” signs to designate where players can purchase Lottery products.

•

Post promotional signage on doors and windows in view of players entering the
store.

•

Keep Point-Of-Sale (POS) materials clean and updated; replace weathered or old signs.
Instant Games

•

Highlight the eye-catching graphics of instant tickets.

•

Display games at the front of the counter at all points of purchase in an area free from clutter.

•

Work with your Rep to increase game facings, as appropriate.

•

Offer a variety of play styles (e.g., money, gaming, numbers, luck, extended play) and
price points.

•

Carry the top 24 best-selling games.

•

Carry all staple and new games. Highlight new games with star burst or stickers
on dispensers. Activate new games immediately to maximize return on advertising
and promotions.

•

Display higher-price-point games at the top of the display.

•

Double-face top-selling games and/or higher-price-point games.

•

Rotate stock; avoid similar colors being placed next to each other.

•

Remove slow sellers and stale inventory, (i.e., inventory on sale for more
than 45 days).

•

Minimize out-of-stocks by having two to three weeks’ worth of backup inventory.

•

Maximize use of POS materials: terminal toppers, new game posters, oversized tickets, etc.

•

Create special ticket displays, such as a Christmas tree decorated with Lottery tickets.

•

Encourage gift giving by displaying gift envelopes that include your “lucky” store name.

•

Keep your vending maching stocked.

•

Keep vending machine display windows loaded with void tickets at all times.

•

Develop a simplified accounting method for instant game inventory/shift accounting.

©2011 GTECH Corporation. The trademarks and logos contained in
this document are marks owned by or exclusively licensed to GTECH
Corporation with the exception of the New York Lottery logo.
Version 4/2011
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NEW

Use Player-Friendly, Up-to-Date Displays
POS displays are critical to driving incremental sales from new and occasional players by
prompting them to make impulse purchases.
Online Games

LE

SA

NEW

•

Because online games lack the visual appeal of instant products, remind players of the
variety of games available through the terminal.

•

Post jackpots at all points of sale, in windows, etc.

•

Post drawing times and drawing days for every online game near the point of purchase.

•

Utilize retailer’s marquee when available.

•

Make playing easy and convenient by placing playslips near the point of purchase and
designated Lottery play area and keep winning results calendars updated with official
winning results.

•

Post names of winners from your store, area, and state for all games.

•

Pre-print winning number results reports for your customers.

•

Use your store’s public address system to announce jackpot levels, Lottery
winners,
and drawing results.
Promote Winner Awareness

•

I ncrease loyalty by greeting
customers by their first names and
wishing them “good luck.”

•

Get creative. If you have a drive-thru window,
post winning numbers on a board clearly visible
to customers.

•

Give every winner a free, branded merchandise item.

•

Give customers a chance to guess the amount of money
redeemed in the prior week to win a prize.
Make Lottery Players Feel Welcome
Retail locations can be easily transformed into an entertainment
destination by making players comfortable and offering “how-to-play”
education.
Designated Lottery Play Area

•

 edicate space in your store where players can fill out play slips, scratch instant
D
tickets, gather winning numbers, and obtain promotional information. If space allows,
provide
a seating area for customers to play their games while enjoying food and beverages.

•

Always pay winners; it creates churn and promotes
customer loyalty.

•

 ost pictures of your customers with winning tickets and amount won (on
P
change mats, near designated Lottery area, posted on walls).

•

 ake sure to provide updated information: play slips, how-to-play brochures, winning
M
numbers, store winner information, promotional POS.

•

 ost total amount of winning tickets sold in your store over the past month/
P
year.

•

Provide pencils and make sure the area is free from clutter.

•

 sk your sales representative to inform you of prizes of
A
$600 and over that were sold in your store.

•

•

E ncourage clerks to talk to customers about winning
tickets sold in the store.

Educate staff about Lottery games, including odds, prize values, top prizes, drawing days,
how to play, cancellation policies, current winning numbers, and current jackpots.

•

Teach new players how to play a variety of Lottery games.

•

Advertise that you pay winners up to $600 in cash.

•

•

Post winning results for all games at the point of
purchase and designated Lottery play area.

Keep important information handy for clerks to reference, including current jackpot
amounts, the Lottery’s Website address, and phone number and address of the nearest
Lottery office.

•

Update your business phone message with winning numbers, jackpots,
new games, etc.

•

•

Highlight that monies raised by the Lottery support local schools - use
the Lotterie’s pamphlet documenting how much the local district
received.

E ncourage clerks to promote Lottery by asking for the sale, drawing attention to new
instant tickets, up-selling to higher price points, using change to buy Lottery products
and informing customers about high jackpots, promotional games, and events.

•

 se a clerk incentive plan for increasing sales on their shift; give a gift certificate or store
U
merchandise to the clerk with the highest sales.

•

Shorten lines at counters by encouraging players to use self-service
ticket-scan to see if their tickets are winners.

•

Ask your GTECH representative to provide additional training for you and your staff.

•

Check the Lottery’s Website for winning numbers, game and promotion information

•

Develop 2nd chance drawings and promotions to create more winners
in your store.
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Figure 4.6 – 51:
QR Code Example
QR Code in Action: The QR Code used
throughout this proposal takes readers to
a specific link on the GPC Website,
allowing the effectiveness of our message
to be measured.

Tag images can be placed anywhere you choose on Lottery POS materials. It’s simple
for players to utilize this technology (after downloading the free Tag reader
application to their Web-enabled smart phone). When they see a Tag, they can snap
or scan it to interact with the Lottery in new ways. Snapping or scanning the Tag
image links the player instantly to a live online Web page.
The number of ways the New York Lottery can apply this technology to its POS is
unlimited. Listed below are just a few concepts that apply to the Lottery:
1. How-to-Play Information: By offering a Tag code on your How-to-Play
brochures, your players can snap the code on each page and be directed
to a live simulation of how to play the game. The Tag code can also be
placed on the online games pages and players’ can access the winning
numbers or see the past online games drawing.
2. Unique Promotions Tied to POS Material: It is important in this
competitive marketing environment to engage players. With Tag codes,
you can offer unique promotions, such as, for example, a promotional
scavenger hunt. At your retailers, players could scan a New York Lottery
poster that gives them a list of five nearby Lottery items that they have to
tag. When the players have collected all five, they would get a free instant
or online game or a “Buy X, Get Y” coupon offer. This promotion tied to
your POS could be used to create awareness about a new instant or online
game.
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3. Educating at Events: Lottery events can be exciting, and sometimes
overwhelming. Your Lottery staff is busy educating players, promoting,
and selling products. Sometimes there is not enough staff to go around.
During your summer events, you could create a kiosk that contains
your POS posters with Tag codes. Players could learn more about how to
play Lottery games, obtain the summer events schedules, and see the
special promotional offerings at each event.
4. “Moving POS”: Showing live drawings on TV has been an important
mechanism to create excitement over the Lottery, encourage replay, and
teach players how to play the game. With TV advertising becoming so
expensive, you may be looking for other media to convey the same
information but in a more economical way. With Tag technology, your
online games can be turned into “moving POS” materials.
Although we have highlighted using Tag codes for POS materials, this technology
can also be applied to other forms of New York Lottery advertising, including print
ads, billboards, and Enterprise Series MultiMedia (ESMM). It can also be placed at
other locations at retail, such as retailer terminals, Instant Ticket Vending Machines
(ITVMs), and play stations. Even your walking POS material, New York Lottery T-shirts,
can give your players instant access to your Website, your advertising commercials,
and your social networks. Players can just scan or snap to play an interactive instant
game or to learn about your winning numbers, special promotions, how-to-play
information, winning online games numbers, claiming information, special product
offerings, and purchase options.
This technology can also be applied to free-standing inserts. The Lottery can include
a Tag code on the insert instead of the actual coupon. In addition, the Tag code will
allow players to learn more about the Lottery or its new product offering while
obtaining the coupon.
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Summary
With the lottery business at a cross-road, both in the traditional space as well as
moving forward toward interactive platforms, the major impetus for growth in the
future will be asking questions. These questions will help you identify opportunities
for sales growth, and their answers will provide the methods for seizing these
opportunities.
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The New York Lottery is at a time when it must look at its market through a different
lens. Traditional game plans and best practices will not get you where you need to
be over the next decade. To help you push beyond these traditional undertakings,
we can offer you:
• The outside perspective of a third-party business consultant with a long
and proven track record of helping businesses realize substantial growth
– across countless industries including the lottery industry.
• Research and analytic expertise that crosses all lottery platforms to provide
the informational basis that will ensure all New York Lottery channels are
working in conjunction with each other to optimize overall portfolio
performance.
• Innovative instant ticket products that will give players in New York new
things they have never seen before.
• Licensed properties that will generate excitement with New York Lottery
players and provide them with a greater affinity for your products.
• Promotional planning and execution to ensure your products are
positioned to maximize sales across the entire portfolio and won’t
negatively impact other Lottery products.
• Interactive tools and marketing strategies that have been proven to attract
players, sell more instant tickets, and effectively bridge players from a
traditional retailer environment to the interactive space.
•
Retailer development initiatives and tactics to grow sales today, while
remaining effective when additional channels become available.
With these tools, resources, and strategies, we are confident we can help the
New York Lottery research and develop new products and strategies to take you
to an even greater sales performance level than the extremely high bar you have
set to this point.
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TICKET PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION
SECTION HIGHLIGHTS
• Primary Press featuring 22 servo-controlled stations.
• Widest print web in the industry printing 48,000 tickets a minute.
• Industry leading in-line production process that takes a game from blank

ticket stock to packed cartons in 15 minutes.
• Kodak Flexcel NX direct-to-plate technology which produces games with

microscopic detail, cleaner, sharper graphics, enhanced security features,
and precise, tight registration so the last ticket printed is as clear and
colorful as the first.
• Tight integration between the GPC team at the plant and the GPC team

onsite.

4.7
Ticket Production and Distribution

Advanced Capabilities Based on Enhanced
Customer Understanding
The industry’s
most advanced
press,
production
flexibility,
responsive
customer
support, and
real-world
experience…

In 2007, GPC thoroughly studied the state of the industry. As part of our investigation,
we surveyed potential customers to find out what they valued and needed most from
an instant game producer. Our study showed a common desire among lotteries for
an instant game partner that would provide:
• A focus on and understanding of their business needs.
• Speed-to-market flexibility.
• The ability to provide product as scheduled.
• New printing technology to create more vibrant and truer colors.
• Consistently high-quality products from ticket to ticket and from game
to game.
• New and creative products to reinvigorate their product line.
•
Consistent and attentive service from experienced professionals.
Based on this feedback, we built our instant business organization to streamline
instant game and new product development, achieve production flexibility, and
proactively deliver responsive customer support. As we developed our plan to enter
the instant game market, service to lotteries of the size and scale of New York was an
important consideration.
The centerpiece of our plan is the industry’s most advanced lottery press integrated
with a true Lean Manufacturing production process. GPC worked closely with Gallus
GmbH, a partner of Heidelberg in Germany, to engineer a world-class flexographic
press expressly constructed to our demanding specifications. Gallus is a worldwide
leader in the design and implementation of complex press technology
Housed within our state-of-the-art production facility in Lakeland, Florida, the press
features 22 servo-controlled stations, each of which continuously provides thousands
of precision adjustments. The result is a vast improvement in color control and
registration over traditional drive shaft presses still used in the industry today. Our
press is configurable to create a near-limitless number of color combinations and to
achieve rich and true color fidelity – in short, to produce tickets that will pop at the
point of sale and convey value to players. Created with the newest direct-to-plate
technology, the last ticket produced is as clear and colorful as the first.
Featuring the widest print web in the industry (34 inches), the press can print eight
4-inch-wide tickets simultaneously at 1,000 feet per minute – the fastest and highest
capacity in the industry. Its total capacity is 11 billion tickets (2" x 4" equivalent) per
year, giving our customers the speed to capitalize on market conditions when they
occur and the flexibility to optimally plan and introduce games for maximum
sales impact.
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Our 100,000-square-foot primary facility is designed to promote efficient and rapid
game production in a true Lean Manufacturing environment. Our in-line production
and finishing process has yet to be duplicated; it remains unmatched in the industry.
We print, fan-fold, inspect and package tickets in-line, with no breaks or handoffs to
other departments to finish the job. Because our process eliminates excess handling,
it takes only about 15 minutes from when paper is pulled onto the press for tickets
to be printed, inspected multiple times, shrink-wrapped, counted, and put in cartons
for end-of-production processing. Speed is not the only benefit of our process,
however; having no gaps in production also minimizes any opportunity for
tampering and improves packaging accuracy.
In short, our tickets look better, are secure, and are produced more efficiently. Later
in this section, we present a sampling of tickets that demonstrate the capabilities of
our Gallus press and exemplify the high-quality graphic results the press achieves.
Finally, GPC is staffed with experienced industry professionals. Every member of
our executive and key staff involved in the New York delivery has more than a decade
of experience in the instant industry and is knowledgeable in every production
technique and process used today. They know and understand the business and have
experienced the spectrum of issues and problems that can arise. More importantly,
they have solved those issues – and they bring that real-world experience and set of
capabilities to the New York Lottery.

Methods of Printing and Production
In this section, we detail the method we will use to meet the New York Lottery’s game
specifications and game production requirements. As mentioned previously, GPC
adheres to a proven Lean Manufacturing methodology that results in consistently
and efficiently produced high-quality, secure tickets. Dr. James P. Womack, PhD, a
leading Lean Manufacturing and management expert from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, defines Lean Manufacturing as “a management philosophy
that considers the expenditure of resources for any goal other than the creation of
value for the end customer to be wasteful, and thus at target for elimination.” This
tenet is at the center of everything we do.
Every step in our process is performed with the single goal of delivering products
that will meet or exceed specifications and expectations. Toward the end of this
section, we provide a discussion of our Quality Assurance (QA) program.

Methodology Overview
All functions required to produce quality, secure instant games for customers
around the globe are performed in our world-class production facility. Our process
is tightly controlled and closely monitored during every phase of production. As
an experienced instant game producer, we understand that just one detail missed in
a thousand can mean the difference between a game that succeeds and one that
fails. While the printing and production process is a complex and multifaceted
undertaking, we never lose sight that an instant game is ultimately a reflection on
your business and that your integrity and public image are what matter most.
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The production of high-quality, secure instant games comprises six basic phases:
1. Game design.
2. Game programming.
3. Prepress/pre-media.
4. Printing.
5. Finishing, shrink-wrapping, and packaging.
6. Shipment.
Within each phase are a number of steps that we consistently follow to ensure the
quality, accuracy, and security of every instant ticket game we produce. Following
this page is our Instant Game Production Steps insert, which illustrates the steps
that GPC performs to produce high-quality, secure instant games.

Printing and Production Methods
GPC will provide all of the services necessary to design and produce secure,
high-quality instant games that comply with, but are not limited to, the specifications
and requirements listed in this RFP. Our production process is International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9001:2008 certified. All information generated
during the Working Papers process and game programming is done so under the ISO
27001:2005 security standard.

The Importance of GPC’s ISO Certification to the New York Lottery
ISO 9000 is a series of international quality standards for establishing and maintaining
a quality management system that ensures consistency, minimizes errors, and
facilitates improvement. When applied to the instant game, this means:
• Instant tickets are produced using procedures and processes that have been
recorded, reviewed, and audited by an international organization and have
been found to meet established international quality standards.
• Instant tickets are of high quality, consistently produced from ticket to ticket
and game to game, and reliable.
• The professionals producing the instant tickets have the appropriate skills
and training.
• All processes and procedures are regularly reviewed and verified to ensure
quality improvements are achieved on an ongoing basis.
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Production Plan: A Highly Coordinated Effort
Instant game production is a highly complex and specialized process. It requires
a wide spectrum of expertise that includes artistic talent, mathematics, software
programming, color science, printing skills, and logistics. Ticket creation requires the
coordination and compilation of thousands of details that are created, processed,
reviewed, executed, and tested by different departments and many specialists.
As mentioned previously, to ensure each ticket of each game is accurately produced,
GPC’s instant game production process is divided into the following six phases:
1. Game Design: GPC’s game designers will collaborate closely with the
Lottery to get the exact look the Lottery wants, prize structures that meet
game requirements, and Working Papers to ensure accurate and
error-free production.
2. Game Programming: Our process incorporates multiple checks and
audits to ensure games are accurately programmed and validation
media are mistake-free.
3. Prepress/Pre-Media: We perform all functions in-house, using the very
latest plate technology to maximize the color and ticket design capabilities
of the press.
4. Printing: Our primary press is capable of producing 11 billion standard
units per year. All of your games, regardless of feature required, are
produced on the same press for consistent quality from game to game.
5. Finishing, Shrink-Wrapping, and Packaging: In-line finishing process
moves printed stock directly from the press to the packaging lines with no
production gaps for greater efficiency and lower costs.
6. Shipment: Our secure shipping area is designed to efficiently process and
securely store and load shipments.
Each of these phases is explained in depth in the following pages.

Phase 1: Game Design
Confidential material begins here.
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Confidential material ends here.

Phase 6: Shipment
Once the accepted tickets are boxed and shipment information is processed by
our proprietary packaging system, the boxes of tickets are moved to the shipping
department for preparation – the last step in manufacturing. The shipping department
coordinates the game shipment with the CSR to ensure delivery dates are met and
required documentation is prepared. The boxes are labeled in the order specified in
the Client Standards Document (and supplied to the shipping department by the
Client Services staff ). Once the boxes are labeled, they are arranged on skids/pallets
and stretch-wrapped according to Client Standards Document requirements.
The skids/pallets are moved to a staging area, where they are arranged in the order in
which they will be loaded onto the truck. The palletized tickets are loaded onto trucks
or secured shipping containers that are sealed until they are opened at the New York
instant ticket warehouse. The trucks are loaded under the supervision of GPC’s security
personnel. A game shipment checklist guarantees that all packs and deliverables are
on the truck. The checklist is emailed to the designated personnel for verification when
unloading the truck.
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As specified in RFP Section 3.2.C, Shipping Requirements, the skids/pallets will be
arranged in sequence on the truck with the lowest numbered skid in the nose of the
trailer and the highest numbered skid/pallet at the rear of the trailer. This allows us
to store highest pallets in the back of a row and gives us access to the lowered number
pallets and books, as the Lottery requires books to be issued from the lowest book
number to highest.
After loading in our facility, the truck is sealed; it remains sealed until it is opened by
authorized personnel at one of the instant warehouse facilities. The day prior to
receiving the truck GPC will email/fax a copy of the truck driver’s license and manifest
information. The pallets are transported to the distribution warehouse in secure,
locked, exclusive-use trucks. At the time of the delivery, GPC provides a list of packs
delivered from each pool being delivered. A manifest accompanies each shipment
detailing the packs delivered in that particular shipment. The driver for the carrier
transporting the pallets is given a bill of lading for the shipment.
In accordance to the RFP requirements in Section 3.2, Shipping Requirements, and
Physical Production of Tickets, GPC will provide the following with each shipment
of tickets:
• A shipping report listing the gross number of tickets, number of omitted
tickets, and net number of tickets. It will also list the range of pack numbers
(lowest to highest numbers) and the bill of lading.
• 25,000 oversized promotion cards for POS display. The cards will be
6.5" x 10", with Lottery-approved artwork on both sides.
• 50,000 regular size samples.
• Self contained interactive play or demonstration video.
• A shipping report listing the gross number of tickets, number of omitted
tickets, and net number of tickets. It will also list the range of pack numbers,
lowest to highest.
• 2 CDs (original and back-up) containing the following reports:
- Summary carton manifest that lists the carton number, pack range,
number of good books, and number of omitted books.
- Detailed carton manifest that lists the books in each carton with
omitted books highlighted.
- Short books cartons that list cartons with other than
full packaging.
- Skid contents report that lists all skids by number and for each skid
indicates the starting and ending box number, number of books,
and pack range.
- Shipping summary that lists the gross number of tickets, number
of omitted tickets, net number of tickets, and pack range.
•
Two separate validation files and one inventory file will be burned to CD
and overnighted to the Lottery.
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Method and Carrier for Transport of Packaged Tickets
GPC will ship the New York Lottery’s tickets in an exclusive, sealed, nonstop truck
from our production facilities to the Lottery’s designated delivery point. The
deliveries will be Freight on Board (FOB). For purposes of this response, GPC assumes
the deliveries will be made to locations in or near Albany, New York, and will deliver
to primary and back-up sites if requested by the Lottery.
We understand that these addresses are currently 5 Selina Drive in Albany, New York,
and 25 Avis Drive in Latham, New York.
GPC uses Expedited Transportation Service, Inc. to ship the instant tickets we produce
to lotteries throughout the United States. ETS is a Woman-owned Business Enterprise
(WBE) qualified and registered to do business and a WBE in New York.

Shipment to Places Designated by the Lottery
GPC will ship any and all tickets produced for the New York Lottery to only the places
designated by the Lottery and to no other locations. We understand shipment to any
other location may be grounds for immediate cancellation of the contract without
liability to the Lottery.

Summary of the Features and Benefits of GPC’s Instant Game
Development and Production Process
Our production process includes the following specific features and benefits for the
New York Lottery:
• Our flexographic press offers the most flexible printing capability in the
industry in terms of available capacity, color combinations, and design
features. We will respond to your needs more quickly and with more
design capabilities.
• Errors can creep into a traditional production process due to excessive
handling by different, physically separated departments. By streamlining
our entire production and packaging into one coordinated, real-time
process that transforms blank roll stock into completely printed,
fan-folded, and packaged tickets in one, uninterrupted process, we can
provide higher-quality games more quickly and with fewer errors.
• Our quality process is ISO-certified and incorporates 274 checks and
inspections throughout to ensure that games are produced according to
your specifications. Our complete inspection process means less Lottery
staff time spent checking games before they are distributed.
• The Lottery and its players have unique traits and characteristics. Games
that may work in other places may not work in New York. Our team of
graphic artists and the on-site Art Director will always bring an array of
exciting designs and play styles to continually pique your
players’ interests.
• Our press offers the latest-generation digital plate-making system, the
Kodak Flexcel NX, which gives free rein to the full potential of our new
press by eliminating dot gain (dot gain can cause degradation in the print
quality of graphics). The Lottery will receive games with cleaner traps,
brighter and crisper display and overprint colors, and overall color clarity,
richness, and sharpness.
•
Our flexible processes and capacity give customers more control over their
game schedules and inventory management. We’re able to produce and
deliver games when you need them.
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Game Design and Production Capabilities
The best way to demonstrate the capabilities of GPC is to show actual instant tickets
GPC has produced for other lotteries.
Beginning on the next page, we provide sample tickets, designed by GPC graphic
artists, that showcase our Design and Production Capabilities.
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Multiple Tickets Across Web
GPC is the only vendor capable of printing eight 4-inch wide tickets across the web.
The next figure, showing a web sample, demonstrates this GPC capability. The
benefit of this capability it is the ability to print tickets at 48,000 per minute.
Please see our Offered Option for simultaneous game production in the
Price Proposal.
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Figure 4.7 – 31:
Multiple Tickets Across Web

Eight Across the Web: Bowling, is a game that was printed eight across the web. We have
folded the sample from a press sheet to demonstrate this capability.
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The following table summarizes the production capabilities of our flexographic press.

Figure 4.7 – 32:
Production Capabilities of MAX
Feature

Benefit
Paper Stock

7-point to 20-point coated or uncoated,
recyclable or recycled

Wide variety of card stocks on one press

Display Colors
4-color process plus 3 spot colors with
full bleed, 7-color process

4-color process available for all tickets with
additional spot colors available

Overprint Colors
4-color process plus 3 spot colors,

4-color process available for all tickets with
additional spot colors available

Back Colors
1, 2, 3 colors or 4-color process

4-color process available for all tickets

Full-Color Bleed
One or multiple color bleeds

Created with either 4-color process or spot
colors and can incorporate patterns within
the bleed

Specialty Inks
Metallic, fluorescent, day-glow (neon),
800 series, scented, security, tinted,
thermal, color shifting, etc.

Formulated to the specifics of a single
press so that the colors are consistent for
all games

Imaging Inks
Black red, blue, green, orange, yellow

Formulated to the specifics of a single
press so that the colors are consistent for
all games

UV Varnish
Either full or spot in either matte or gloss
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Various types of varnish can be used to
create different effects
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Feature

Benefit
Custom Fonts

Unlimited

Designed by graphic artists that are
trained in the requirements of our Kodak
Versamark imagers

Security Tints
Five ink colors (pink, blue, yellow, green,
orange) added to either the lily pad or
the seal/release coat

Added security to protect the variable
game data

Multiple Play Areas
Can be placed anywhere on the ticket,
the larger the ticket the more play areas

Widest array of Kodak Versamark imagers
for the largest placement of play areas in
relation to ticket size

Multiple Play Styles on One Ticket
Multiple play styles on the ticket related
to the number of play areas

Programmers able to program multiple
play styles for one ticket

Bendays
Up to two colors or UV/invisible ink

Additional security feature

Microfont Bendays
Repeating pattern in the play area
using extremely small fonts (e.g. the
Lottery’s name) that protects the play
data from tampering

Additional security feature

Bar Codes
Imaged on the front or back of the ticket
and various types such as I2/5, Data
Matrix, 2D, PDF417, Aztec, QR Codes and
Code 128

Variety of bar codes can be printed
including different types of bar codes on
the same ticket

Scenes
Alternating from ticket to ticket or
continuous across two or more tickets

Expands the design capabilities

Continuous Image Four-Color Process
Unbroken graphic images that cover
the entire ticket including the
scratch-off area
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Expanded design capabilities
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Feature

Benefit
Color Pulsing

Changing the background color of packs
of tickets with the same game number

Expands the available colors

Ticket Stubs
Horizontal or vertical orientation and
can have covered or uncovered
play area

Two perforation stations allow for straight
and curved perforations

Pouch Tickets
Mylar or plastic bags in which one or
more tickets can be packaged and sold
as one unit

Promotional tool to encourage multiple
ticket sales

Die Cuts
Tickets cut into a variety of shapes

Smaller tie requirement allows for a wider
variety of die cuts

Scored/Folded Tickets
Tickets with a score line that allows the
ticket to be folded into a card

Two perforating stations that can produce
straight and curved scores

Instant Ticket Gift Box
Production process that perforates and
folds instant game ticket into a
self-contained package

Attract new players and extended the
product life of lower priced, higher margin
games

3D Tickets
Incorporates the same technology
currently in use in 3D movies

Expanded design capabilities and
promotional opportunities

Foil Stock
Foil laminate of 0.007619 mm is
laminated to our standard paper
stock to create a shiny appearance
and security

Adds another layer of security to the
instant ticket. The shiny appearance of the
foil can attract player attention

Holographic Stock
A patterned foil laminated stock that
comes in a variety of patterns such as
money signs, stars, diamond facets, etc.
Custom patterns can also be created
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Adds value to higher priced tickets, adds
another layer of security to the ticket
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Feature

Benefit

Player’s MARK Marking System
Scratch-off material technique that
changes the appearance of the
scratch-off material on certain areas to
indicate a required element of the game

Unique marking system that can only be
produced by GPC’s printing press. Popular
with bingo and crossword players

Bingo Tickets
An extended play game that plays like
regular bingo

Popular with players and extends the play
time of a ticket

Crossword Tickets
An extended play game that plays like a
crossword puzzle

Popular with players and extends the play
time of a ticket

Multiple Games Across Web
Up to eight games and can print
different ticket lengths and pack sizes

Cost effective production and time
efficient

Interactive Games
Combines instant game play styles with
interactive graphics, extended play and
greater player choice

Reach new players and enhance player
enjoyment

GPC’s Quality Control Continuum from Game Design to Packaging
Top of mind awareness of the New York Lottery’s product integrity and quality: This
is what GTECH Printing Corporation pledges, and this is what will characterize GPC’s
production of the Lottery’s instant tickets. Our manufacturing quality processes are
ISO 9001:2008 certified, meaning that each and every step of production for each
and every game is documented, observed, and measured by our quality program.
Our quality program is not a static set of rules or methods. Rather, it’s a continual
improvement process that allows us to track and, when needed, transform
procedures to preserve the integrity of our customers’ business while helping them
meet their business objectives. When producing billions of individual products,
problems will occur. It is how vendors resolve those problems on which they should
be judged. If a problem occurs in a game we produce, we will make it right.
GPC knows the New York Lottery’s reputation and integrity are on the line every time
a new game is put on sale. The Lottery and its retailers are the first to face the
consequences if something is wrong with a game. That is why GPC has implemented
comprehensive Quality Control (QC) procedures. These procedures ensure that all
the tickets we deliver meet the specifications and requirements of the executed
Working Papers, are of high quality, durable, and, of course, marketable. In the event
of a problem, our procedures enable corrective action by identifying root causes and
modifying processes and/or procedures.
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At GPC, QC and QA are all-encompassing responsibilities across our organization.
Each and every employee at every stage of production is given the tools, procedures,
training, and expectation to consistently produce secure and attractive instant
games. Throughout the entire instant game production and packaging process, GPC
employees conduct 274 quality checks and inspections to ensure the tickets we
produce meet the highest industry and print standards.
QA and QC are
all-encompassing
responsibilities
across our
organization.

Mr. Jean Turgeon, Vice President of Operations, is actively involved in quality
assurance, as described below, during these critical early stages in game production.
Jean will ensure that all design, programming, and prepress work will result in
game tickets that are produced according to specifications and that all deliverables
will conform to the customer’s expectations. With 24 years of experience in game
production with nearly every vendor in the industry, he has in-depth knowledge of
every production process used today to produce instant games.

Quality Assurance and Quality Control – What’s the Difference?
Quality Assurance
Quality Assurance is focused on providing confidence that a job’s quality
requirements will be met and fulfilled through planned, systematic processes. Our
QA comprises all of the proactive controls we’ve implemented to prevent problems.
One of the most essential controls is our Client Standards Document.
… 274 quality
checks and
inspections.

The Client Standards Document contains the customer’s overriding specifications
and parameters – i.e., those that apply to every game, rather than those that are
game specific – such as packaging specifications, carton size and configuration, pallet
requirements, and shipping details. Every department, from Client Services and
programming to graphics to production and packaging, has a copy of both the
customer’s Client Standards Document and the game-specific executed Working
Papers. The departments use these to ensure all specifications and requirements are
known, accounted for, and referred to at every stage of production. Using these two
documents at every stage advances our ability to meet or exceed your expectations.
Two other essential QA measures we employ are:
• Qualifying suppliers of papers, inks, scratch-off materials, and pallets so
that we have a group of trusted, verified suppliers to draw upon at all times.
•
Utilizing multiple control checklists and verifications (274 in all) in every
process: Client Services, prepress, software, production, ticket security,
and packaging.

Quality Control
Our QC is aimed at fulfilling quality requirements while the game is being printed.
Monitoring and testing are principal aspects of our QC. We closely monitor the
production and packaging process to ensure all the requirements we implemented
(to assure the customer of quality for error-free production) are controlled.
Monitoring allows us to minimize the impact of a problem and correct it immediately.
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Variable Data Quality Inspections
Variable data, including play spots, bar codes, ticket numbers, etc., must be accurate
and must also be imaged properly. During make ready at the beginning of the print
run before live tickets are printed we synchronize front and back imaging on the
tickets. The first set of imagers that image data on the ticket front detects a cue mark
on the stock. When these imagers detect the cue mark, imaging on the front of the
tickets begins. Simultaneously, a message is transmitted to the imager controllers
that image data on the back of the ticket located a fixed distance past the front
imagers. This message signals the back imager to count the number of inches (the
distance between the front and back imagers) that pass by. After the specified length
of ticket stock has reached the back imagers, the corresponding back imaging data
is imaged on the ticket back.
When the tickets reach the fan-folder at the end of the press a visual inspection is
made to verify that the imaged data on the front and the back of the ticket is
synchronized by confirming that the ticket number on the front and the back match.
If the ticket numbers do not match, the imager operators are immediately notified
so that corrective adjustments are made to synchronize the imagers. Again,
synchronization of front and back imaged data is visually verified and confirmed.
As we discuss below, throughout the press run we produce QC documents
approximately every seven minutes. These documents are checked to ensure that
imaging is synchronized front to back, no imager nozzles are clogged, and that
imaged bar codes meet ANSI bar code quality standards. They are also inspected for
scratch quality and opacity. Our continuous, real-time inspection is superior to
alternative methods that simply check to ensure that imagers are putting ink on paper
while on the press.
During printing, QC checks a test pattern to ensure that all variable and fixed data
are imaged correctly. The test pattern is our tool to detect clogged jets, crooked or
missing imaging which could lead to data that is imaged incorrectly. The next two
figures present examples of acceptable test patterns and unacceptable test patterns.
On the Blazing Hot 7’s ticket, boxes around the test patterns would readily reveal any
clogged nozzle. This shows that on this ticket, the nozzles are operating properly.
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Figure 4.7 – 33:
Sample Acceptable Test Patterns
Accurate Data: In the example shown
here there is no evidence of missing
imaged dots. There is a uniform gray
pattern of dots in the boxed areas
indicating that all jets are firing
properly.

Figure 4.7 – 34:
Sample Unacceptable Test Patterns
Catching a Problem Before It Happens:
In this example a visible vertical line in the
imaged area indicates that an ink-jet
nozzle is clogged or not firing correctly.
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In-Line Quality Station
One important monitoring feature we’ve instituted is an inspection station at the
in-line fan-folder on the press floor, immediately adjacent to the press. Lifts of sample
tickets are removed every few minutes and handed directly to the quality inspector.
The inspector performs the mandated security checks on the printed tickets without
delay. These lifts are also provided to the security lab for in-depth testing.
Real-time
communication
helps us isolate
problems
immediately.

The quality inspector is also equipped with a two-way radio headset. With this
headset, the quality inspector can communicate in real time with the press operator
and packaging supervisor and alert them to any problem found during inspection.
Real-time communication helps us isolate problems immediately. We can then
separate affected tickets from good tickets in packaging, and the press operator can
make adjustments on the fly anywhere on the press to correct the problem.

Figure 4.7 – 35:
In-Line Inspection Station
Stopping Quality Issues as They Occur:
Using his two-way headset, the in-line
quality inspector can identify quality
issues in real time and immediately alert
the press technicians to make corrections.

In addition to our extensive monitoring, we have invested in a new security lab and
additional quality professionals to perform tests using state-of-the-art equipment
and techniques. Within the lab are Instant Ticket Vending Machines (ITVMs) from
every manufacturer, which we use to perform burster tests to ensure that our tickets
dispense properly from the machines. We also perform a conventional burster test
without the machines as well. We understand how critical it is prior to full game
production and during the physical production of tickets to perform burster testing
on all New York-specific instant ticket dispensing units. We recognize the potential
issues such as retailer and player complaints, retailers that don’t want to sell the packs
due to jamming, and the financial impact this can cause to a retailer and player. Our
quality control checks, in the beginning, and also throughout the production process,
will help minimize these types of issues.
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Figure 4.7 – 36:
Our Fully Equipped Security Lab
No Detail Is Too Small: Precise
attention to detail and the use of
rigorous test protocols in our lab
result in secure instant tickets.

Throughout game production, our various departments refer to the executed
Working Papers and Client Standards to ensure every specification listed is met.
The QC group uses these documents to verify that test sample tickets taken from
each pool meet all specifications in the executed Working Papers as well as our
quality parameters.

ISO-Certified Procedures and Statement on Standards for
Attestation Engagements Number 16 (SSAE 16) Processes
Our Quality
Management
System is ISO
9001:2008
certified.

The GPC Quality Management System is ISO 9001:2008 certified and independently
audited by Quality Systems Registrars. Our use of ISO-certified procedures lets our
customers know that we are continually improving our Quality Management System
and that the quality of our product is consistent. Our ISO-certified Quality
Management System is a continual improvement operation. The essential elements
of our system are:
1. Identify and document problem.
2. Determine its cause.
3. Remedy the problem and prevent its reoccurrence (by changing
procedures, retraining, instituting a process, etc., as appropriate).
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A copy of our ISO certification can be found in GPC Appendix 3, ISO Certification,
which is located behind the Section 8, Submission of Certifications and
Representations, tab.
We are 2010
SAS70 certified
and are
transitioning to
SASE16.

We’ve also been awarded an Statement on Auditing Standards No. 70 (SAS70)
successful, unqualified opinion, which verifies that we have measurement and
control activities for all processes across all departments throughout production. Our
ISO certifications and SAS70 opinions assure customers and potential customers that
our operations and processes:
• Are structured to make sure each customer’s requirements are reviewed
and met.
• Ensure our products and services are produced and delivered according
to customer specifications.
• Require all employees to be qualified to perform their work.
• Are thoroughly documented and updated regularly.
•
Are regularly reviewed by management for continual improvement.
GPC’s processes are always up-to-date, consistent with industry standards, and
designed to deliver the high-quality games that the New York Lottery and other
lotteries require.

GPC’s Quality Management System
By streamlining our production process we combine technology with visual
inspections – i.e., integrating four automated, in-line quality inspections and
incorporating in-line, real-time packaging – we consistently produce high-quality
instant games at competitive prices.

Figure 4.7 – 37:
High Speed In-Line Camera
In-line Inspection Technology that
Works: Every ticket is scanned for
registration, color fidelity, and bar
code readability. Data recorded by
the system drives the automated omit
process downstream.
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GPC’s Quality Management System is comprehensive; it features networked
processes, procedures, and inspections integrated into every aspect of production.
And all our employees are expected to produce the highest-quality products and
uphold the highest standards possible. Throughout game development, production
(pre-press, on-press, and post-press), and packaging, our quality team and
production staff perform batteries of prescribed inspections and checks to ensure
that the resulting instant tickets conform fully to customer requirements.

The Major Quality Checks
Major QC checks are performed during five crucial stages of game development and
production; the stages are:
1. Materials.
2. Game production.
3. Shipment.
4. Storage of computer electronic media, tickets in production process, etc.
5. Destruction of waste.
The major checks are identified in the following table. Each has steps and sub-steps
detailed in our quality manual. The entire quality process includes 274 inspections
and checks for every game produced and, depending on the customer’s
requirements, up to an additional 62 lab tests. Our partnership with the Affiliated
Forensic Laboratory (AFL), described later in this section, adds another battery of
tests our tickets must pass.

Figure 4.7 – 38:
GPC’s QC Checks
Stock Processes
Paper and Foil Stocks
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• Use of multiple vendors, each ISO-certified
• Certificates of analysis that indicate vendor’s
compliance with GPC specifications
• Visual inspection during receipt of stock
• In-house and independent lab testing
• Storage in accordance with industry norms
and/or manufacturer-recommended practices
• Moisture checks
• Suitable protection of paper from unintended
damage or deterioration
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GPC’s QC Checks
Ink Processes
Water-Based Inks
Solvent-Based Inks
UV-Cured Inks

• Use of multiple vendors, each ISO-certified
• Certificates of analysis that indicate vendor
compliance with GPC specifications
• Standard palette swatch colors
• Precise color matches with computerized
color proofer
• Internal lab analysis
• Press controls
• Inks, chemicals, or other materials with a shelf-life
dated; used in a first-in-first-out rotation

Working Papers Development
Working Papers
Ticket Art
Prize Structure

• Game Design Request template that requires all
customer specs be included, defined, and
reviewed before processing
• 54 ticket design, data, and prize structure
components individually specified and
independently verified in the Working
Papers process
• Correct callouts, including price point, logo, top
prizes, etc. developed
• Accurate play instructions that match game
description created
• Price point, prizes, and prize structure match
• End–of-game prize structure requirements
defined
• Guaranteed top prizes specified
• Validation method, media deliverables confirmed

Plate Making Processes
Kodak Flexcel NX Plates
Cyrel Plates
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• 33 individual inspections performed to ensure
ticket design conforms to press tolerances
• Ticket-front graphics and overprint inspections
to match color legend to color descriptions
• End-of-pack marker visible
• Ticket-front uncovered-play-area inspections to
verify retailer codes, locations, lily pad, bendays,
and VIRN format
• Ticket-back inspection to check spelling, bar
code format, and Universal Product Code (UPC)
• 76-item checklist of job jacket, Working Papers,
and contract proof before game is released
for print
• 49 inspections of printed samples to verify text,
offset, and flexographic color match, rub-off
characteristics, play area, bendays, fonts, play
symbols, Retailer Validation Codes (RVCs), VIRN,
back display printing, UPC, and perforations
Ticket Production and Distribution

GPC’s QC Checks
Game Programming Process
Game Programming

• Play game to guarantee it plays according to the
game instructions
• Proofread all details of ticket
• Ensure that the play spots on the tickets appear
as they should in accordance with the
Working Papers
• Ensure the captions appear exactly the same as
in the Working Papers
• Verify that correct retailer letters appear on
losing tickets
• Verify that all numbers, letters, or symbols
are used
• Use the location guide in the Working Papers for
the validation codes to verify that all available
locations are used
• Test the data for correct bar code content
• Verify that all encrypted bar code information,
including game, pack, ticket, and validation
numbers, is accurate
• Verify any encrypted prize information included
in the bar code to validate the software program
that is used throughout the printing of
each game

On-Press Process
Printing Imaging

• Up to 62 individual lab tests performed from
make ready to the end of the press run
• QC documents printed every few minutes and
inspected by press staff
• At-press inspections, using calibrated
instruments, check registration, imaging, etc.
• Real-time data collected by press monitoring
system during press run to pinpoint problems
and identify affected packs. Records archived for
retrieval if problems appear during retail sales

Press Run Sampling
Live Press Samples

Ticket Production and Distribution

• Occur every 2,000 revolutions of the
print cylinder
• Two impressions of sample data imaged (no
actual game data is used for the sampling)
• VOID and SAMPLE are printed on the back of
the samples
• 36 tests performed on the live press samples to
verify registration, colors, rub-off smoothness
and rub, imaging quality, security seals,
and coatings
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GPC’s QC Checks
Finishing and Packaging
Fan-Folding
Pack Breaking
Positive Packing Control
System (PPCS)
Boxing and Labeling
Palletizing

• Registration control and visual inspection of
perforations and channel slits
• End-of-pack/beginning-of-pack marks
• Bar code scanning of good and omit packs
• Physical separation, accounting, and securing of
omit packs
• Thermal labeling, bar code scanning for boxes
and pallets
• PPCS reporting and control
• Physical accounting and reconciliation of carton
contents with PPCS reports

Internal and External Testing Offers Double Protection
GPC conducts a series of security tests on tickets from each game at our in-house lab.
Our tests are augmented by AFL security tests protocols. We are confident the tickets
we deliver to you will meet or surpass your security testing program requirements,
because they will have already met or surpassed our own stringent, ISO-certified
internal testing program as well as AFL’s – the most thorough testing of any vendor’s
games today.
The major features of our quality testing plan are:
• Ticket security features are integrated into the design and construction of
the tickets we manufacture.
• Each game undergoes up to 274 internal security and quality inspections
from design through to game packaging and shipment.
• We incorporate AFL’s testing protocols with our own battery of
security tests.
•
Our games are the most thoroughly tested for security in the industry.
Details of our ticket security tests are presented in Section 4.8, Security.

Summary: Features and Benefits of GPC’s Quality System
Quality control in the lottery business is essential. Every day, millions of instant tickets
are sold around the world. They must be attractive, secure, and able to withstand the
rigors of the marketplace. When our customers purchase our games, they entrust us
with their reputation and integrity. If a game a lottery puts on sale has problems, the
lottery – not GPC – is the first to face scrutiny from lottery constituents and players.
GPC’s quality program provides our customers with confidence.
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Figure 4.7 – 39:
Features Benefits of GPC’s Quality Management System
Feature

Benefit to the New York Lottery

ISO Certification

Fully documented, networked processes
and procedures ensure that:
• Your requirements are
completely understood
• Your games meet each of
your specifications
• Our staff is thoroughly trained and
qualified to provide you with the
games you require
• All processes are reviewed and, if
needed, modified

274 Quality Inspections

From start to finish, every phase of
production is inspected, documented,
and signed off before we progress to the
next stage. Thus, quality is assured and
recorded for audit and problem tracking

In-Line QC Documents

Every game we produce contains sample
packs produced in-line every few minutes
that are visually inspected by the press
crew and tested by QC staff. This is
additional physical assurance that your
games are correct

Battery of Lab Tests

Up to 62 lab tests are done on the tickets,
according to your specific requirements.
To protect your integrity, we thoroughly
test your games against all known
invasive techniques before they are
placed on sale
Additional security tests using the
protocols from AFL are performed as well,
making GPC's games the most thoroughly
tested for security in the industry

Press Monitoring System

Real-time capture of press data during
operation provides proactive QC and
immediate feedback to operators and
quality staff. Packs can be pinpointed
quickly if issues arise. Swift response to
problems enhances your image

Proprietary Packaging System

Systematic process with checks and
controls reconciles all shipments down to
the ticket and pack level. Accurate
accounting and physical inspections
minimize incidents of rejected packs
included in your shipments

Ticket Production and Distribution
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In the pages that follow, we move from the technical realm of production and quality
control to design. Our designers have created a number of concepts that we present
in next.

Examples of Marketable Tickets
GPC is fully capable to produce high-quality instant tickets with strong marketability
in a fast-paced retail environment. In order for the New York Lottery to evaluate this
capability, we have submitted examples of different designs that demonstrate how
we will meet the Lottery’s expectations for player appeal, graphic presentation, play
value, and creativity. We have provided various examples of designs for $1, $2, $5,
and $10 tickets.
While tastes or preferences may be personal, the basic elements of design are not.
We would like to note that a design must attract attention and relate to the audience.
We offer the designs at the end of this section to show our understanding of design
rules, but we ultimately look forward to collaborating with you on finished artwork
that is perfected for you and the specific players of each game.

GPC’s Three-Pronged Approach to Graphic Design
Instant games are impulse purchases. An instant ticket has approximately a second
to grab a customer’s attention. We use a three-pronged approach to capitalizing on
that window of opportunity:
1. Attract Attention: To gain and maintain the interest of a shopper for more
than a second, our designers use:
- Color Combinations: Certain color combinations are known to
attract the eye and draw focus to important elements of the ticket,
namely the top prize(s), the number of winning tickets, and the
number of chances to win.
- Proximity: Instant game artwork must easily communicate the
main selling points in a rapid glance from across a retailer’s store.
2. Hold Interest: Once the consumer is attracted, the ticket must hold his or
her attention. To do this, our designers may use:
- Themes: Certain subjects or unique selling points of the game,
such as money themes, card themes, or a special feature like a
second-chance drawing.
- Callouts: Special copy and marketing elements. For example, an
annuity game ticket could have a banner that proclaims,
“$1,000,000 Winner Each Week Guaranteed.”

Ticket Production and Distribution
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3. Entice Purchase: Before the consumer can be distracted, he or she
must be enticed to buy the game. For this, the designers use the
following techniques:
- Graphic Presentation: The imagery and graphics should be
appropriate to the game theme, i.e., using currency images on
a money-themed ticket.
- Player Appeal and Creativity: The play style must appeal to the
consumer, play the way the consumer expects it to play, match
the theme, and be understood by the player. Play styles can vary
in complexity depending on the lottery sophistication of the
targeted consumer. To ensure games achieve sales goals, we use
research to match the designs to your players’ preferences.
- Play Value: The value of the prize (cash, trip, and car) has to be
worth the price of buying the ticket.
As illustrated in the following figure, our commitment to sound design principles
leads to a superior instant game ticket. Compare the design on the left to the ticket
on the right, which was created using GPC’s approach.

Figure 4.7 – 41:
Comparison of Designs to GPC’s Approach

Creative and Appealing: The ticket on the right, using GPC’s approach, demonstrates
sound deign principles.
We apply these principles to every game that we design. The games that we have
designed for the New York Lottery to demonstrate our understanding of the New
York market were developed with these principles in mind. In addition to the required
sample designs for each price point, we also provide additional designs developed
for you. The designs are submitted following this page as the insert entitled Required
and Additional Ticket Designs.
4.7 – 74
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FEATURED DESIGNS
The following game concepts cover a variety of games at all price points and
themes. They have been strategically designed for the different player types
found within the New York Lottery market.

$1
UNCOVERED
$2,000 Taxes Paid Many U.S. lotteries offer a series of similarly
themed games referred to as a “Family of Games.” Research
shows these games lead to increased sales by capitalizing on the
themes and play styles that resonate most with players and by
offering them at a variety of price points to suit their needs. The
$2,000 Taxes Paid game at $1 is the first game in this family. This
rich gold-themed ticket will resonate with your core players since
the gold color indexes above average at your higher price point
games. In addition, money- and annuity-themed $1 games index
well in New York; 1.09 and 1.30 respectively.

BACK

$1
UNCOVERED

UNCOVERED

BACK

Metro Money With the New York state-themed games indexing
above average at $5, we are offering Metro Money with its high
impact graphics of the New York skyline at $1. This game offers
a simple match 3 play style that will appeal to your light and
new players, while the Tripler feature will keep your core players
engaged in playing. This play style and feature are very popular
for $1 New York players, indexing at 98 and 108 respectively.

$2

UNCOVERED
5X Money Maker 5X Money Maker features New York players’
favorite colors, red and gold, as well as their favorite theme, money.
Each of these attributes indexes over 100 and when combined will
keep players coming back for more.

$2
BACK

$2

UNCOVERED
$20,000 Taxes Paid Taxes Paid games have proved popular among
Lottery players. Your $2 games launched in February and March
performed average to above average at .98 and 1.05 respectively.
Timing is everything with this Family of Games. Launching the
family just prior to tax session will ignite players’ interest. The
$20,000 Taxes Paid game at $2 is the second game in the family.
The multiple game features of an auto-win and a double will ensure
success for $20,000 Taxes Paid.

$2
BACK

$2

New York Cashword Constantly refreshing your Cashword games
is important to keeping your loyal extended play group of players
satisfied and engaged. To bring new excitement to this already
successful staple game, New York Cashword can feature New York
City names and landmarks in the puzzle grid. This ticket design
features GPC’s Player’s MARK® marking system.

$2

UNCOVERED

$2

BACK

$2

Sizzlin’ 7‘s Bingo Maintaining a fresh mix of bingo games requires
some extra creativity. By incorporating a “new way to win” feature
on Slizzin 7’s Bingo, we have done just that! This feature will bring a
new energy to an already successful staple game. Slizzin’ 7’s Bingo
features GPC’s Player’s MARK® marking system.

$2

UNCOVERED

$2

BACK

$5

Chocolate Silk Chocolate Silk features a sophisticated combination
of the eye-appealing colors of brown and gold. Players will love
giving or receiving this rich-looking ticket, launched just in time
for Valentine’s Day. Traditionally, $5 games launched in February
index above average at 1.04. Coupled with the popular key number
match play style and multiple game features, Chocolate Silk is sure
to be a hit!

$5

UNCOVERED

$5

BACK

$5

$700,000 Taxes Paid All three Taxes Paid games will feature
eye-catching graphics and gold metallic ink. This $700,000
Taxes Paid game at $5 will be the third game in the family. Strong
top prizes in the game name tend to appeal to your core $5 game
players. $700,000 Taxes Paid offers an impactful game name to
increase frequency of play by your $5 core players and encourage
more occasional or new players of $1 and $2 games to try the
$5 games.

$5

UNCOVERED

$5

BACK

$10

10X the Cash 10X the Cash features a new twist on an old favorite.
This design is just one example of how you can take your players’
favorite games to an exciting new level with our Linked Bonus®
play feature. With this feature, players enjoy multiple games on
one ticket and the opportunity to win bonus prizes. Linked Bonus
offers players multiple near-win experiences, all while adding
value to your Lottery’s mid-tier prize structures.

$10

UNCOVERED

$10

BACK

$10

Skyline Cash The graphic appeal of Skyline Cash speaks for itself.
The elegant die-cut design of the ticket features the beautiful
Manhattan skyline and three familiar play actions with a doubler
and an automatic win. The incredible graphics on this ticket will
stand out at the point of sale. Skyline Cash will appeal not only
to the New York Lottery player but to many of the instant lottery
players that visit the beautiful state of New York.

$10

UNCOVERED

$10

BACK

Premium
Event Ticket

New York Lottery Limited We know this is not the right time to launch a
$50 game and this price point is not a general market ticket. That said,
there may be a time in the future when, in conjunction with the Lottery’s
anniversary, a premium event, or a special holiday like New Year’s Eve, a
$50 ticket is appropriate. When the opportunity does arise, GPC will be
ready to launch the New York Lottery Limited game. The high-impact
graphical design of the ticket features customized NY holographic paper
and a Lucky Sweeps promotional tie-in. Lucky Sweeps enables the player
to win automatic entry into a second chance raffle to win cash prizes up
to $1,000,000. By changing the promotion prizes through the weekly or
monthly drawings, you can maintain momentum for this game while
creating new game sales peaks.

Premium
Event Ticket

UNCOVERED

Premium
Event Ticket

BACK

Additional
Designs
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ADDITIONAL DESIGNS
In addition to the required game concepts, we have included several other
game designs to demonstrate our graphic designer’s ability to create a variety
of graphic styles featuring various printing techniques, play values, and
creativity.

8 Liner
2x4

$1
Double Doubler
2x4

Funky 5’s Doubler
2x4

Birthday Bucks
2x4

$500 a Week For Life
2x4

$2

Bunco!
4x4

8 Times Lucky
4x4

Win $1,000 A Week For Life
4x4

$30,000 Frenzy
4x4

$2
Blazing Bucks
4x4

Bejeweled
4x4
Licensed Property

Stars and Stripes
4x4

Liberty 5 Line
4x4

Tic Tac Cash
4x4

Lucky Bucks
4x4

Sparkling Gold
4x4

Money Multiplier
4x4

$2
Pay Day
4x4

Lucky Pair
4x4

Double Play
4x4

Triple 7’s
4x4

$5
Caesars
4x6
Licensed Property

Match 3 Bonus
4x6
Player’s MARK

Mystery P.I. the New York Fortune
4x6
Licensed Property

$5

Big City 5’s
4x6
Player’s MARK

Shimmering Silver 6’s
4x6

All American 7’s
4x6
Multi-Color Imaging

The Dragon of Fortune
4x6

iPlay
4x6

Diamond Mine Millions
4x6

$5

Pure Gold
4x6
Player’s MARK

Hot Cash
4x6

Mother’s Day!
4x6

World Series of Poker
4x6
Licensed Property

Just for Dad
4x6

Win $2,000 A Week
4x6

$10
Ultimate Payday
4x6

New York Ca$h
4x6

Set For Life
4x6

Extended
Play Games

Quick Draw Cash
4x8
Player’s MARK

Word Quest
4x8
Player’s MARK

Cash Lines
4x6
Player’s MARK

Money Maker
4x6
Player’s MARK

$1,000,000 Cash Out
4x6
Player’s MARK

Wild Cherry Cashword
4x6
Player’s MARK

Red Payline Bingo
4x6
Player’s MARK

Gold Mining
4x6
Player’s MARK

Double 9 Dominoes
4x6
Player’s MARK

Gold Coin Bingo
4x6
Player’s MARK

Cashword Multiplier
4x6
Player’s MARK

Emerald Mine
4x6
Player’s MARK

Blackjack Bingo
4x6
Player’s MARK

Seasonal
Games

Gold ‘n Glitter

Holiday Gift Tag Set

$ugar Cookies

Seasonal
Games

Holiday Cheer

Stocking Stuffer

Your Holiday Gift

Seasonal
Games

Ticket folds into a box shape.

Optional Gift Card holder.

Seasonal
Games

PERF

PERF

Cutouts for
Gift Cards
(optional)

PERF

When folded forward at perf lines,
ticket turns into a “gift.”
Cutouts can be included to hold a
gift card (optional).
Delivered flat so that ticket dispenses from
regular instant dispensers and vending
machines.

security plan

wla certified

sas 70

iso 27001
business
continuity
microscopic
security features
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SECURITY PLAN
SECTION HIGHLIGHTS
• The only instant producer with both WLA and ISO security certifications.
• A new state-of-the-art security lab.
• Unique solutions such as Microbendays for microscopic security solutions.
• SAS 70 reviewed to mitigate risk.

4.8
Security

GPC Understands the Importance of Security
…first in
the industry
to achieve two
significant
informationsecurity
certifications.

The best security measures are invisible to players and retailers. Those measures
won’t entice players to play or retailers to sell, but the lack of them could quickly bring
playing and selling to a halt. That’s why security will be an overriding aspect of
everything that GPC and its parent company, GTECH, do with the New York Lottery,
from game design to end-of-game procedures.
When we say “everything,” we mean that our commitment won’t begin with
production and end with ticket delivery. Our commitment is ongoing – it lies at the
heart of our game design, production, delivery, and accounting organizations. For
instance, we have invested in a state-of-the-industry testing lab at our Lakeland
facility and collaborated with third-party security experts to develop comprehensive
test protocols, which will be used to test all New York games. And the GPC game
design and production employees who’ll be working on your projects have been
vetted to reduce internal security risks, as well as trained in the latest security methods
and techniques. Just as important, the industry is starting to take notice of our
investment in security. Our Lakeland facility is the first in the industry to achieve two
significant information-security certifications:
• The World Lottery Association (WLA) Security Control Standard (SCS):
2006 certification.
•
The International Organization for Standardization/International
Electrotechnical Committee (ISO/IEC) 27001:2005 certification.
The WLA SCS certification means that GPC has met not only the ISO/IEC 27001:2005
requirements but an additional 96 requirements as well – 72 of which are specific to
lottery operations. Copies of these certifications are located in GPC Appendix 5,
Certifications, located behind the Section 8, Submission of Certifications and
Representations, tab.
In addition to ISO and WLA certifications, the GPC Lakeland facility has been
Statement on Auditing Standards Number 70 (SAS70) audited annually since its
opening. Our most recent audit, which examined our control objectives and activities,
resulted in a successful unqualified audit opinion. We are currently in the process
of transitioning to Statement on Standards for Attestation Engagements Number
16 (SSAE 16), which supersedes SAS70. The control objectives for the 2010 SAS70
audit are represented in the following graphic.

Security
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Figure 4.8 – 1:
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Security

GPC and its parent company didn’t set out to simply meet industry security
standards. Our goal has always been and is now to set the standard for the production
of secure lottery products and games. In the following pages, we outline our security
plans. Please note that we meet/exceed or will accept all requirements set forth in
this RFP, including:
• Security approved by the Lottery.
• Capability and integrity.
• Notification of potential breaches.
• Correction of security problems.
•
Exclusion due to failure to meet security standards.

Essential Need for Security
Security isn’t just about being prepared for today’s vulnerabilities. It’s about building
a sound set of practices so that you can be prepared for future threats. GPC has invested
in research, independent security audits, and manpower to ensure that our security
practices are not only sound today but will protect our customers’ assets and revenue
stream throughout the life of our contract with them. Highlights of our security
practices include:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Security

Facility Security: A centralized security center controls and directs security
staff. 48 cameras strategically located throughout our printing facilities are
monitored in Austin, TX, and West Greenwich, RI. This gives visibility to all
activities. WLA-compliant access control to the programming space and
key-card access featuring anti-passback protect the facility, equipment, and
information.
ISO 27001:2005 Information Security Certification: Classified
communications during game development, including Working Papers and
game programming, are secured; processes are certified. Continuous
improvement is essential in the rapidly changing world of information
sharing. In addition to ISO 27001:2005, our processes are in compliance with
WLA standards.
Game Ticket Construction Security: Our security experts conduct 274
individual security tests, checks, and inspections from game design through
packaging to guarantee that your tickets meet or exceed your security
requirements.
Anti-Counterfeiting and Validation Security: Our patented Secure
Coat™ method was designed to deter the most common techniques for
counterfeiting instant tickets.
Game Design Security: Because our tickets are sold in many different
markets and exposed to a wide variety of threats, we are at the forefront of
combating attempts to compromise game integrity.
Ticket Delivery Security: We print tickets – from blank roll of ticket
stock to cartons of packs of tickets – in approximately 15 minutes; our
continuous Lean Manufacturing process reduces handling and removes
the opportunity for tampering inside our facility prior to shipment.
Bonded transportation firms using sealed trailers expedite delivery to a
lottery’s warehouse.
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PRICING PROPOSAL

4.9
Pricing Proposal

Please go to the Pricing Proposal, Volume II, for pricing information.

Pricing Proposal
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COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS

4.10
Compliance with Requirements

GPC states its compliance with the requirements outlined in the RFP. All forms required
by RFP Section 1.15 have been completed.

Compliance with Requirements
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND COMMENTS

4.11
Additional Information and Comments

Instant Ticket Dispensers (Offered Options)
... proven sales
results...

GPC has established a close working relationship with many major lottery ticket
dispenser suppliers. As Offered Options, we can partner with these suppliers to
provide the New York Lottery with the instant ticket dispensers best suited to the
New York marketplace.
Dispensers come with proven sales results. These units can help the Lottery
execute many of our Train. Act. Grow. (T.A.G.) retailer optimization program Back to
Basic strategies, as outlined in Section 4.6, Research and Product Development. These
dispenser designs encompass some of the best Point-of-Sale (POS) techniques in the
lottery industry. Our suppliers produce both injection-molded and fabricated instant
ticket dispensers, ranging from single-game units to 32-game units. Most dispensers
are stackable and configurable in multiple arrangements, providing retailers with
ticket display versatility.

Figure 4.11 – 1:
Instant Ticket Dispensers
Stackable and Configurable
Arrangements: Several of our instant
ticket dispenser options are available
to the New York Lottery to meet the
needs of a variety of retailers.
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The Modular Dual-Unit Six-Inch Mini Dispenser
The dual-unit six-inch Mini Dispenser is modular. Several dispensers can be
stacked on top of one another by simply snapping them together. No foam tape
is required between units to hold them together. We recommend that stacking
does not exceed four units.
This Mini Dispenser requires a dual, lockable slide mount between the counter and
the first unit for mounting. The slide mount is injection-molded, and double-stick
tape attaches the slide mount to the counter and the first dispenser. Two plastic keys
are provided to allow the dispenser to be separated from the counter.

Figure 4.11 – 2:
Dual-Unit Six-Inch Mini Dispenser
Modular Adaptability: This dual-unit
model offers many ways to organize
instant tickets without taking up valuable
counter space.

The Modular Dual-Unit Bingo Mini Dispenser
This dispenser is made of the same material as the dual-unit six-inch Mini Dispenser
but is sized to more easily hold bingo and crossword instant ticket games. This
dispenser can even snap together with the regular dual-unit six-inch Modular Mini
(requiring no foam tape between units).
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Figure 4.11 – 3:
Dual-Unit Bingo Mini Dispenser
Adaptability with Bingo-Sized
Dimensions: The Bingo Mini Dispenser
unit is designed to easily hold bingo and
crossword instant ticket games.

The Promoter Instant Ticket Dispenser
The Promoter Dispenser can accommodate between 12 and 32 games. It sits on the
counter to provide prime instant ticket visibility. This dispenser accommodates
varying ticket-pack lengths (4 inches wide and up to 1-3/4 inches thick). Tickets lie
flat in the drawers, wrap around the front roller, and pull easily out the back. Every
drawer contains easy loading instructions.

Figure 4.11 – 4:
The Promoter Dispenser
Prime Instant Ticket Visibility: The
Promoter can hold between 12 and 32
instant ticket games and provides high
visibility to lottery customers.
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The Promoter’s cabinet is constructed of rugged, wear-resistant half-inch ABS plastic
and features aluminum stabilizer rods for long-lasting durability. The clear faceplate
is constructed of acrylic. Bin numbers are clearly marked on the face of the Promoter,
making it easy for customers to tell sales associates their lottery game selection.

Figure 4.11 – 5:
Bin Numbering Ensures Efficient Customer Service
Enhanced Customer Service: Bin
numbering on the front and back of the
dispenser makes it easy for customers
to tell sales staff which lottery game they
would like to purchase and ensures
retailers are giving the correct tickets.

The Promoter can be securely mounted to the counter, and each drawer has a keyed
lock for security.

Other Alternatives
Each retailer is unique in his or her own way. Some retailers will decide that
the stack of dual-unit six-inch Mini Dispensers is not best for their store. No need
to worry – there’s a variety of other instant ticket dispensers available that can fit
into any retailer’s counter configuration. While “in-counter” displays offer great
security, some are not as effective at encouraging sales. Ticket menu boards and
over-the-register (or terminal) systems (shown in the next figure) may be
appropriate in certain situations.
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Figure 4.11 – 6:
Ticket Menu Boards
A Quick Preview: With ticket menu
boards, customers can quickly and
easily view the instant ticket games
a retailer offers.

Figure 4.11 – 7:
Over the Counter
Fitting the Environment: There
are instant ticket dispenser alternatives
that easily fit into any retailer’s counter
configuration. Dispensers can be placed
above the counter if a retailer’s selling
environment requires this type of
solution.
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Nontraditional or Special Retailer Options
To further appeal to specialty or nontraditional retailers with very little counter space,
a motorized on-counter ticket display or counter change mat (which holds ticket
menu cards) offers an alternate footprint size.

Figure 4.11 – 8:
Motorized Ticket Display and Change Mat Display
Optimizing Space: Motorized ticket
displays and change mat displays
provide further options for meeting the
space requirements of specialty and
nontraditional retail environments.

Instant Showcase® (Offered Option)
The Instant Showcase system is a sales associate-operated, 20-game-capacity instant
ticket dispensing device that can be placed on top of or in the counter.
Retailers and lotteries often face problems with ticket shrink, forcing retailers to carry
fewer games than they or the lottery would prefer. Having a secure device to hold
the tickets greatly reduces this problem.
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The set up and operation of the Instant Showcase is simple. Sales staff place activated
ticket packs into the ticket display drawer and load them into the burster mechanism.
Once locked inside the drawer, the tickets can be dispensed and tracked
automatically. The retailer will always know what comes out of the machine and
which sales person (through user identification) was logged into the system. Instant
Showcase is an Offered Option.

Figure 4.11 – 9:
Instant Showcase
Reducing Lines, Labor, and Loss: Instant
Showcase gives retailers the security they
need to sell more instant tickets.

Retailers participating in recent pilot studies and those who already have Instant
Showcase in their store, agree that it:
• Generates incremental sales.
• Decreases retail instant ticket shrink.
• Accurately tracks instant ticket inventory.
• Expands and optimizes the retail lottery network.
•
Saves labor time via automated reporting to speed through
end-of-shift/day reconciliation processes.
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An independent study conducted by the Reilly Group shows that retailers find Instant
Showcase provides all these benefits and more.

Figure 4.11 – 10:

Reducing Issues for Retailers: An independent study showed that Instant Showcase
reduced many of the typical issues faced by retailers.
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7
Designation of Trade Secrets or Competitive Information
(Section 1.13)

GPC has reviewed the information contained in RFP Section 1.13, Freedom of
Information Law (FOIL), and complies with the requirements.
GPC’s designation of trade secret, confidential, or proprietary information, as contained
within its proposal, is provided in the attached Confidential Documentation Table.
GPC respectfully requests in writing that all information designated in its proposal with
the markings “Confidential material begins here/Confidential material ends here” and
further identified and designated in the attached table be exempted from public
disclosure according to the New York FOIL.
In the table, GPC has clearly:
• Identified each instance of trade secret or other confidential information
contained in its proposal.
• Identified the section(s) where this information is located.
•
Documented the reason(s) why the information is marked as such and is
exempt from public disclosure according to the FOIL.
GPC acknowledges that these exceptions apply both during and after the
evaluation process.

Designation of Trade Secrets or Competitive Information (Section 1.13)
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Confidential Documentation Table

Section
Number
(Tab)

Reasons for Exemption
Based on New York Freedom
of Information Law (FOIL)

Section Title
Table of Contents

None

Executive Summary

All information in this section marked
"Confidential material begins here/Confidential
material ends here" contains records or material
that is trade secret or has been submitted by, or
derived from, a commercial enterprise and which,
if disclosed, would cause substantial injury to the
competitive position of the enterprise [NY PUB
OFF § 87(2)(d)]. This information is therefore the
subject of reasonable efforts to maintain its
secrecy, as it provides a valuable competitive
advantage in the industry and if publicly
disclosed, would also allow a competitor to
obtain improper economic value.

Transmittal Letter

None

Vendor Checklist (Attachment 3)

None

2

Acknowledgement of RFP Addenda
(Attachment 1)

None

3

Signed Contract (Appendix J)

None

4

Proposal Bond (Section 1.17)

None

5

Disclosure of Litigation and Other
Information (Section 1.20)

None

6

Response to Specifications (Part 4)

None

Part 4

Information Required from Vendors

None

Business Organization

None

4.1.A

Organization Information

None

4.1.B

Authorized Individual

None

1

4.1

Confidential Documentation Table

1

Section
Number
(Tab)

2

Reasons for Exemption
Based on New York Freedom
of Information Law (FOIL)

Section Title

4.2

Financial Viability

None

4.3

Experience of the Vendor’s
Organization

None

Description of Organization

None

Resumes

None

Quality Assurance Program

None

Prior Experience

None

References

None

4.4

Project Management and Staffing

None

4.5

Subcontractors

None

4.6

Research and Product Development

All information in Section 4.6 marked
“Confidential material begins here/Confidential
material ends here” contains records or material
that is trade secret or has been submitted by, or
derived from, a commercial enterprise and which,
if disclosed, would cause substantial injury to the
competitive position of the enterprise [NY PUB
OFF § 87(2)(d)]. This information is therefore the
subject of reasonable efforts to maintain its
secrecy, as it provides a valuable competitive
advantage in the industry and if publicly
disclosed, would also allow a competitor to
obtain improper economic value.

4.7

Ticket Production and Distribution

All information in Section 4.7 marked
“Confidential material begins here/Confidential
material ends here” contains records or material
that is trade secret or has been submitted by, or
derived from, a commercial enterprise and which,
if disclosed, would cause substantial injury to the
competitive position of the enterprise [NY PUB
OFF § 87(2)(d)]. This information is therefore the
subject of reasonable efforts to maintain its
secrecy, as it provides a valuable competitive
advantage in the industry and if publicly
disclosed, would also allow a competitor to
obtain improper economic value.

Confidential Documentation Table

Section
Number
(Tab)

Reasons for Exemption
Based on New York Freedom
of Information Law (FOIL)

Section Title

4.8

Security Plan

All information following the sentence
“Bonded transportation firms using sealed
trailers expedite delivery to a lottery’s
warehouse” is confidential. This information
contains records or material that is trade secret
or has been submitted by, or derived from, a
commercial enterprise and which, if disclosed,
would cause substantial injury to the competitive
position of the enterprise [NY PUB OFF §
87(2)(d)]. This information is therefore the
subject of reasonable efforts to maintain its
secrecy, as it provides a valuable competitive
advantage in the industry and if publicly
disclosed, would also allow a competitor to
obtain improper economic value.

4.9

Pricing Proposal

None

4.10

Compliance with Requirements

None

4.11

Additional Information and
Comments

None

7

Designation of Trade Secrets or
Competitive Information
(Section 1.13)

None

8

Submission of Certifications and
Representations

None

Appendix B

NYS Vendor Responsibility
Questionnaire

All information in completed Appendix B marked
“Confidential material begins here/Confidential
material ends here” contains records or material
that is trade secret or has been submitted by,
or derived from, a commercial enterprise and
which, if disclosed, would cause substantial
injury to the competitive position of GTECH
Printing Corporation [NY PUB OFF § 87(2)(d)].
This information is therefore the subject of
reasonable efforts to maintain its secrecy, as it
provides a valuable competitive advantage in
the industry and if publicly disclosed, would
also allow a competitor to obtain improper
economic value.

Appendix D

Policy Statement

None

Staffing Plan

None

Appendix D-2

Confidential Documentation Table

3

Section
Number
(Tab)

4

Reasons for Exemption
Based on New York Freedom
of Information Law (FOIL)

Section Title

Appendix E

Minority and Women-Owned Business
Enterprise Program

None

Appendix F

Non-Collusive

None

Appendix G

Procurement Lobbying

None

Appendix H

MacBride Fair Employment
Principles

None

Appendix I

Sales and Use Tax

None

Appendix K

Electronic Payment Authorization Form
and Substitute Form W-9

None

Appendix 4

Ticket Stock Security Evaluation

This appendix contains records or material that is
trade secret or has been submitted by, or derived
from, a commercial enterprise and which, if
disclosed, would cause substantial injury to the
competitive position of the enterprise [NY PUB
OFF § 87(2)(d)]. This information is therefore
the subject of reasonable efforts to maintain its
secrecy, as it provides a valuable competitive
advantage in the industry and if publicly
disclosed, would also allow a competitor to
obtain improper economic value.

Appendix 6

Business Continuity Plan

This exhibit is confidential as it contains records
or material that is trade secret or has been
submitted by, or derived from, a commercial
enterprise and which, if disclosed, would cause
substantial injury to the competitive position of
the enterprise [NY PUB OFF § 87(2)(d)]. This
information is therefore the subject of reasonable
efforts to maintain its secrecy, as it provides a
valuable competitive advantage in the industry
and if publicly disclosed, would also allow a
competitor to obtain improper economic value.

Confidential Documentation Table

Section
Number
(Tab)

Reasons for Exemption
Based on New York Freedom
of Information Law (FOIL)

Section Title

Appendix 7

Interactive Game Demonstrations

All information in this appendix contains records
or material that is trade secret or has been
submitted by, or derived from, a commercial
enterprise and which, if disclosed, would cause
substantial injury to the competitive position of
the enterprise [NY PUB OFF § 87(2)(d)]. This
information is therefore the subject of reasonable
efforts to maintain its secrecy, as it provides a
valuable competitive advantage in the industry
and if publicly disclosed, would also allow a
competitor to obtain improper economic value.

Appendix 9

Virtual Tour/ Game Simulator

All information in this appendix contains records
or material that is trade secret or has been
submitted by, or derived from, a commercial
enterprise and which, if disclosed, would cause
substantial injury to the competitive position of
the enterprise [NY PUB OFF § 87(2)(d)]. This
information is therefore the subject of reasonable
efforts to maintain its secrecy, as it provides a
valuable competitive advantage in the industry
and if publicly disclosed, would also allow a
competitor to obtain improper economic value.

Listing of Intellectual and Licensed
Property (Section 2.22 and 2.23)

None

9

Confidential Documentation Table

5

8
Submission of Certifications and Representations

This section contains the following certifications and representations from the RFP
appendices or identifies the status of an appendix when not required to be submitted
at this time:
• Appendix B: NYS Vendor Responsibility Questionnaire.
• Appendix C: Consultant Disclosure (to be provided after award per RFP
Section 2.11, Consultant Disclosure).
• Appendix D: Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) Policy Statement.
• Appendix D-2: Work Force Employment Staffing Plan.
• Appendix E: Minority and Women-Owned Business Enterprise Program.
• Appendix F: Non-Collusive Bidding Certification.
• Appendix G: Bidder/Offer Disclosure/Certification Form.
• Appendix H: MacBride Fair Employment Principles.
• Appendix I: Sales & Use Tax.
• Appendix J: Contract Form (executed and included at the beginning of the
Technical Proposal).
•
Appendix K: Electronic Payment Authorization Form and Substitute
Form W-9.
Following these certifications and representations are the technical appendices that
GPC has referenced in Part 4 of its proposal.

Submission of Certifications and Representations

8–1

Appendix

B

NYS VENDOR RESPONSIBILITY QUESTIONNAIRE
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D

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY (EEO)
POLICY STATEMENT
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Appendix

D-2

WORK FORCE EMPLOYMENT STAFFING PLAN

Premium
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Appendix

E

MINORITY AND WOMEN-OWNED BUSINESS
ENTERPRISE PROGRAM

Appendix E
Minority and Women-Owned Business Enterprise Program

GPC is committed to maximizing the opportunities for the participation of New
York state business enterprises, including Minority- and Women-Owned Business
Enterprises (MBE/WBE), as offerors and suppliers for its procurement contracts. In
addition to working with the MBE/WBE vendors identified thus far, GPC will continue
to work to identify New York state MBE/WBE businesses for the necessary goods
and services.
GPC has provided its minority and women-owned business utilization plan,
entitled the “GTECH MBE/WBE Utilization Plan,” on the following page. The plan
includes the business name of the supplier, a description of the proposed products
or services to be provided, contact information for a representative of the supplier,
and the estimated value of the payments over the term of this contract.

Minority and Women-Owned Business Enterprise Program

Appendix E – 1

GTECH MBE/WBE Utilization Plan
Name

Description of
Product/Service

Contact
Information

MBE/WBE

Estimated
Contract
Value

Berry Industrial
Group, Inc.

Pallet Supplies

Debra Berry
845-353-8338

WBE

$678,759

Expedited
Transportation
Services Inc

Trucking Services

Charlene Taylor
770-413-1700

WBE

$1,543,594

Magenta Graphics

Graphic Design

Elayne Ryba
518-312-7384

WBE

$2,168,659

American Printing &
Office Supplies

Office Supplies

Patricia Tabatznik
845-336-4555

WBE

To be
determined

Anthony Media
Services LLC

Marketing/Promotional
Services

Suzette Anthony
518-479-3976

WBE

To be
determined

Hoguet Newman &
Regal & Kenney
LLP

Legal Services

Laura Hoguet
212-689-8808

WBE

To be
determined

BSC Travel Inc

Travel Services

Louise Shohet
212-897-5190

WBE

To be
determined
$4,391,012

Subtotal WBE

Emerald Inks Inc.

Printing Ink

Allan King
201-647-7788

MBE

$544,737

Subtotal MBE

$544,737

Total MBE/WBE
Plan

$4,935,749
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NON-COLLUSIVE BIDDING CERTIFICATION
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BIDDER/OFFER DISCLOSURE/CERTIFICATION FORM
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Appendix

H

MACBRIDE FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRINCIPLES
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Appendix

I

SALES & USE TAX
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Appendix

K

ELECTRONIC PAYMENT AUTHORIZATION FORM
AND SUBSTITUTE FORM W-9
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1

ANNUAL REPORTS

Premium
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SAMPLE CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ACTION
REQUEST (CPAR) FORM

CPAR #:

Corrective and Preventive Action
Request (CPAR) Doc # 10-019 Rev. 8
Type
Check one

Source
Check one

Site:

Process
Check one

Corrective
(existing issue)

Preventive Action (potential issue)

Name:

Opportunity for Improvement

Date:

Internal Audit Finding

Management Review

Customer Feedback - reply within 24 hr*

External Audit Finding

Vendor Feedback

Employee Feedback

Other:
Lakeland FL

Plant City FL

Environmental

Forensic/Ticket Security/QC

Press/Print Quality/Ticket Printing

Client Services/WP

Packaging

Maintenance/Equipment Calibration

Software

Shipping/Cust Deliverables

Information Security (Local GPC)

Procurement/Material Mgmt

Internal Audit

Prepress (Graphic Design/Pre-media/Plate)

Production Scheduling

Systems/Engineering

Other:

Game & GPC #:

Job Title :

Security/Ticket Reconstruction
Describe the issue or problem in detail.

If job related, indicate the following:
Lottery/Client:

Stop here. Submit CPAR to Quality Engineering Manager or Designee.
CPAR Assigned to:

Date Assigned:

Respond by:

To be completed by the Assignee.
Root Cause of Problem: (Required for all corrective and preventive issues; optional for opportunities for improvement.)

Action Plan: (Actions taken to eliminate root cause, resolve issue and prevent recurrence.)
Immediate Action
Taken (if any), i.e:
affected packs,
verbal to customer
Proposed Plan to
Address the Issue.

Verification Note:
Once plan is defined above, return a copy of the CPAR to the Quality Eng. Mgr. or Designee; indicate date sent here:
Plan has been verified and is fully implemented; indicate date and initial of verifier here:

Stop here. Return CPAR to Quality Engineering Manager or Designee.
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ISO CERTIFICATION
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4

TICKET STOCK SECURITY EVALUATION
CONFIDENTIAL

As noted in the confidential table, the following Ticket Stock Security Evaluation is confidential.
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CERTIFICATIONS

CERTIFICATE
OF ACCREDITATION
WLA Security Control Standard
This is to certify that

GTECH Corporation
GTECH Printing Corporation Division
4100 South Frontage Road, Bldg. 400, Lakeland, FL 33815, USA

has met the criteria established by the

WLA Security Control Standard: 2006
and has been granted accreditation by the World Lottery Association in accordance with
the recommendation of the WLA Security and Risk Management Committee.
This certification satisfies both the requirements of the ISO 27001:2005 standard as well as 96 additional
security requirements set forth by the WLA, which include 72 lottery-specific requirements.

Auditing body:
Det Norske Veritas AS, Veritasveien 1, 1322 Hovik, Norway
Certification date: February 4, 2011
This certificate is valid until: February 4, 2014

Thierry Pujol
WLA SRMC Chair

Jean Jorgensen
WLA Executive Director
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BUSINESS CONTINUITY PLAN
CONFIDENTIAL

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

GTECH/ GPC Internal Use Only - Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

GTECH/ GPC Internal Use Only - Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

i

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

ii

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

iii

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 1

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 2

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 3

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 4

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 5

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 6

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 7

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 8

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 9

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 10

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 11

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 12

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 13

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 14

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 15

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 16

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 17

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 18

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 19
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GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 20

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 21

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 22

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 23

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 24

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 25

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 26

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan

Page 27

GTECH/ GPC Confidential

GPC Business Continuity Plan
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GPC Business Continuity Plan
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GPC Business Continuity Plan
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GPC Business Continuity Plan
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GPC Business Continuity Plan
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GPC Business Continuity Plan
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GPC Business Continuity Plan
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GPC Business Continuity Plan
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GPC Business Continuity Plan
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GPC Business Continuity Plan
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GPC Business Continuity Plan
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GPC Business Continuity Plan
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GPC Business Continuity Plan
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GPC Business Continuity Plan
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INTERACTIVE GAME DEMONSTRATIONS
CONFIDENTIAL
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GAME ATTRIBUTE ANALYSIS
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VIRTUAL TOUR/GAME SIMULATOR
CONFIDENTIAL

Listing of Intellectual and Licensed Property
(Sections 2.22 and 2.23)

Per this RFP and GPC’s complete response to it, following is the list of our Intellectual
and Licensed Property.
GPC Patents
• 7,017,805: RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFIERS IN GAME TICKETS
• 7,183,920: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DETECTING ACCESS TO AN ARTICLE
OR OPENING OF A PACKAGE
• 7,311,599: AN INSTANT-WIN LOTTERY TICKET ALLOWING KEYLESS
VALIDATION AND METHOD FOR VALIDATING SAME (Simple
Keyless Validation)
• 7,357,393: PLAYER KEY FOR AN INSTANT-WIN LOTTERY TICKET AND
METHOD FOR VALIDATING SAME
• 7,523,861: RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFIERS IN GAME TICKETS
• 7,540,413: RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFIERS IN GAME TICKETS
• 7,598,871: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DETECTING ACCESS TO AN ARTICLE
OR OPENING OF A PACKAGE
• 2006/0066043: INSTANT WIN GAMING TICKET AND METHOD
• 2009/0186680: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR FACILITATING THE OPERATION
OF A COMBINED LOTTERY / RAFFLE GAME
• 2009/0206156: RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFIERS IN GAME TICKETS
• 2009/0236417: RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFIERS IN GAME TICKETS
• 2010/0025491: PLAYER KEY FOR AN INSTANT-WIN LOTTERY TICKET AND
METHOD FOR VALIDATING SAME
• 2010/0045026: MARKING SYSTEM AND METHOD AND SCRATCH OFF GAME
CARD INCORPORATING SAME
• 2010/0190541: SECURITY SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR LOTTERY TICKETS
• 2010/0164689: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DETECTING ACCESS TO AN
ARTICLE OR OPENING OF A PACKAGE
•
2010/0218693: INSTANT LOTTERY TICKET AND METHOD

Listing of Intellectual and Licensed Property (Sections 2.22 and 2.23)

1

GPC U.S. Trademark Applications and Registrations
• CASH FARMER (Standard Characters). Application #85195265
• CASH FOR GOLD. Application #85130903
• FRANKENSTEIN’S CASTLE. Application #85281367
• FRANKENSTEIN’S TREASURE. Application #85281301
• Player’s KEY. Application #85049561
• Player’s Mark. Application #77777498. Registration #3857947
• Secure Coat. Application TBD
• Secure Seed. Application TBD
• Secure Shield. Application #85140959
•
uScratch. Application #85054880
GPC Affiliate Patents
Online Systems:
• 6,178,510: TECHNIQUE FOR SECURE NETWORK TRANSACTIONS
• 6,477,251: APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR SECURELY DETERMINING AN
OUTCOME FROM MULTIPLE RANDOM EVENT GENERATORS
• 7,749,080: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR AUTHENTICATION
• 2005/0076332: AUTOMATED GENERATION OF OLTP MESSAGE SOURCE CODE
• 2009/0143128: PROVIDING CENTRALIZED SERVICES TO GAME OPERATORS
• 2009/0117997: AUTHENTICATION OF LOTTERY TICKETS, GAME MACHINE
CREDIT VOUCHERS, AND OTHER ITEMS
• 2010/0035679: SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR WAGER MANAGEMENT
• 2010/0093421: SYSTEM, DEVICE AND METHOD FOR PAPERLESS WAGERING
AND PAYMENT OF WINNINGS
• 2010/0151929: GAMING METHOD, SYSTEM AND APPARATUS
INCORPORATING PERSONALIZED GUARENTEED PRIZE STRUCTURE
• 2010/0151930: SYSTEM, METHOD AND DEVICE FOR ENHANCING WINNING
OPPORTUNITIES IN GAMING
• 2010/0153194: SYSTEM, DEVICE AND METHOD FOR INCORPORATING
RANDOMLY SELECTED PRIZES WITH TRANSACTIONS
• 2010/0175613: CUSTOMER SESSIONS WITH TICKET ASSOCIATION USING
LOTTERY POINT-OF-SALE DEVICES
• 2010/0304852: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR AUTHENTICATION
• 5,276,312: WAGERING SYSTEM USING SMARTCARDS FOR TRANSFER OF
AGENT TERMINAL DATA
• 6,368,219: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DETERMINING WHETHER WAGERS
HAVE BEEN ALTERED AFTER WINNING GAME NUMBERS ARE DRAWN
• 7,370,012: ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SYSTEM
• 2005/0092839: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR PROVIDING AND
PROCESSING ACTIVE BARCODES
• 2008/0195536: ELECTRONIC PAYMENT SYSTEM
• 2005/0033595: A SYSTEM FOR PERFORMING ELECTRONIC TRANSACTIONS
AND A PROCESS TO SEND INSTRUCTIONS
• 2005/0273709: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CONVERSION OF LEGACY
LANGUAGE CONFORMING DATA ENTRIES TO INDUSTRY-STANDARD
LANGUAGE CONFORMING DATA ENTRIES
•
2009/0222353: PAYMENT SYSTEM

2

Listing of Intellectual and Licensed Property (Sections 2.22 and 2.23)

Dispensing Technology:
• 5,160,076: TICKET DISPENSING DEVICE AND METHOD
• 5,222,624: TICKET DISPENSER MACHINE AND METHOD
• 5,943,241: ITEM DISPENSING SYSTEM
• 6,038,492: ITEM DISPENSING SYSTEM
• 6,351,688: ITEM DISPENSING SYSTEM
• 6,356,794: ITEM DISPENSING SYSTEM NETWORK
• 6,726,077: TICKET DISPENSING MODULES AND METHOD
• 6,886,728: TICKET DISPENSING MODULES AND METHOD
• 6,932,258: GAMING DEVICE AND METHOD
• 7,047,104: ITEM VENDING MACHINE AND METHOD
• 7,467,738: LOTTERY TICKET DISPENSER AND TICKET BIN
• 7,548,797: ITEM VENDING MACHINE AND METHOD
• 7,665,394: TICKET DISPENSING MODULES AND METHOD
• 5,330,185: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR RANDOM PLAY OF
LOTTERY GAMES
• 7,011,381: COUNTER TOP TICKET DISPENSER AND WRITING STAND
• 7,032,793: TICKET DISPENSING DEVICE, INSTALLATION AND DISPLAYS
•
2006/0081674: TICKET DISPENSING DEVICE, INSTALLATION AND DISPLAYS
Instant Ticket Systems/Technology:
• 5,935,000: SECURE GAMING TICKET AND VALIDATION METHOD
• 6,241,606: ELECTRONIC INSTANT TICKET LOTTERY SYSTEM AND METHOD
• 6,405,924: INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM AND METHOD
• 7,017,805: RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFIERS IN GAME TICKETS
• 7,311,599: AN INSTANT-WIN LOTTERY TICKET ALLOWING KEYLESS
VALIDATION AND METHOD FOR VALIDATING SAME (Simple Keyless Validation)
• 7,523,861: RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFIERS IN GAME TICKETS
• 7,540,413: RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFIERS IN GAME TICKETS
• 2008/0106034: INSTANT-WIN LOTTERY TICKET ALLOWING KEYLESS
VALIDATION AND METHOD FOR VALIDATING SAME
• 2009/0206156: RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFIERS IN GAME TICKETS
• 2009/0236417: RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFIERS IN GAME TICKETS
• 2010/0075732: WINNER AWARENESS DATA DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
AND METHODS
• 2010/0113124: USER-SELECTED RISK-REWARD TRADEOFFS IN LOTTERIES
AND OTHER WAGERING GAMES
• 5,215,576: WATER-BASED SCRATCH-OFF INK FOR GAMING FORMS
• 5,228,692: GAMING FORM
• 5,772,510: LOTTERY TICKET AND SYSTEM
• 7,381,132: GAMING SYSTEM AND METHOD
• 2004/0204222: GAME SOFTWARE CONVERSION FOR LOTTERY APPLICATION
• 7,303,134: LOTTERY GAME TICKETS AND METHODS FOR MAKING SAME
• 6,752,319: LOTTERY GAME TICKETS AND METHODS FOR MAKING SAME
• 6,419,157: METHODS FOR PROCESSING SECURITY DOCUMENTS
•
2002/0066851: OPTICAL AND IMAGES SENSOR SUBASSEMBLY ALIGNMENT
AND MOUNTING METHOD

Listing of Intellectual and Licensed Property (Sections 2.22 and 2.23)
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Point of Access (POA):
• 5,417,424: PLAYER OPERATED WIN CHECKER APPENDED TO LOTTERY
AGENT TERMINAL
• 6,162,159: TICKET DISPENSER
• 6,652,173: TICKET DISPENSING MECHANISM
• 6,732,916: AUTOMATED TICKET CANCELLATION DEVICE AND PROCESS FOR
CANCELING UNIQUELY NUMBERED TICKETS
• 6,815,923: STEPPER MOTOR JAM DETECTION CIRCUIT
• 7,028,907: METHOD AND DEVICE FOR DATA INPUT (Bar Code Play Slip)
• 7,950,590: MOBILE LOTTERY TERMINAL INCLUDING FEATURES
FACILITATING USE BY VISUALLY IMPAIRED TICKET AGENTS
• 2006/0217821: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PROCESSING A FORM
• 2009/0015697: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SCENE CHANGE TRIGGERING
• 2009/0027734: SYSTEM AND PROCESS FOR SIMULTANEOUSLY READING
MULTIPLE FORMS
• 2009/0074327: CURVATURE CORRECTION AND IMAGE PROCESSINGG
• 2009/0247281: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR INSTANT ON-LINE
SELF-SERVICE QUICK PICKS
• 2009/0247287: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR INSTANT ON-LINE
SELF-SERVICE QUICK PICKS
• 2010/0155474: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR CALIBRATING AN
OPTICAL READER
• 2010/0155480: OPTICAL READER QUALITY FACTOR
• 2010/0222125: LOTTERY TRANSACTION DEVICE, SYSTEM AND METHOD
WITH PAPERLESS WAGERING AND PAYMENT OF WINNINGS
• 2010/0250380: FAULT TOLERANT LOTTERY COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK,
DEVICE, SYSTEM AND METHOD
• 2010/0272314: OBSTRUCTION DETECTOR
• 2010/0308071: TICKET MAGAZINE FOR INSTANT TICKET
DISPENSING MACHINE
• 2011/0019243: STEREOSCOPIC FORM READER
• 2011/0069893: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DOCUMENT LOCATION
AND RECOGNITION
• 2010/0222125: LOTTERY TRANSACTION DEVICE, SYSTEM AND METHOD
WITH PAPERLESS WAGERING AND PAYMENT OF WINNINGS
• 5,260,552: SLOT READER WITH REMOVABLE MANUAL SCANNING WAND
• 5,472,247: MULTI-POINT HIGH SECURITY LOCKING MECHANISM FOR
LOTTERY MACHINES
• 2005/0170895: ADJUSTABLE MONITOR ASSEMBLY
• 5,359,271: MICROSTEPPING BIPOLAR STEPPING MOTOR CONTROLLER FOR
DOCUMENT POSITIONING
• 7,576,733: TOUCH SCREEN IMAGE SETTING FRAME
• 7,651,030: METHOD AND DEVICE FOR DATA INPUT
•
2005/0192101: DOOR HANDLE ASSEMBLY

4

Listing of Intellectual and Licensed Property (Sections 2.22 and 2.23)

Point Of Access (POA) Design Patents/Applications:
• D369,622: TICKET DISPENSING MACHINE
• D376,621: DOUBLE GAME TICKET VENDING MACHINE
• D395,458: GAMING TERMINAL
• D410,037: GAMING TERMINAL
• D410,499: GAMING TERMINAL
• D411,588: GAMING TERMINAL
• D412,018: GAMING TERMINAL
• D414,525: RETAIL CHECKOUT LOTTERY TERMINAL
• D428,060: FRONT PANEL FOR TICKET VENDING MACHINE
• D441,227: COUNTER TOP LOTTERY TICKET DISPENSER
• D441,766: DOCUMENT VALIDATION TERMINAL
• D447,137: LOTTERY TERMINAL
• D448,956: COUNTER TOP LOTTERY TICKET DISPENSER
• D448,957: COUNTER TOP LOTTERY TICKET DISPENSER
• D500,420: LOTTERY TICKET DISPENSER
• D500,616: LOTTERY TICKET DISPENSER
• D501,227 : COUNTER TOP LOTTERY TICKET DISPENSER
• D503,744: LOTTERY TICKET DISPENSER
• D620,049: LOTTERY TICKET DISPENSER
• D620,050: LOTTERY TICKET DISPENSER
•
D620,051: VENDING MACHINE BUTTON
Game Channel Administration:
• 5,938,200: WAGERING GAME OF CHANCE
• 7,543,152: METHODS AND ARRANGEMENTS FOR REALISING BETTING WITH
OFF-LINE TERMINALS
• 2003/0207708: METHOD FOR PLAYING A GAME OF CHANCE AND POINT OF
SALE SYSTEM FOR FACILITATING THE PLAY THEREOF
• 2005/0104286: GENERATING RANDOM PICKS FROM A GAMING SLIP
(Quick Slip Play Slip)
• 2006/0160602: FLEXIBLE ONLINE INSTANT LOTTERY GAME
• 2006/0258433: HYBRID ONLINE INSTANT LOTTERY GAME
• 2008/0220856: WAGER RECORDING METHOD AND SYSTEM
• 2009/0247256: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR FACILITATING INTER-PLAYER
WAGERING IN CONJUNCTION WITH A BASE GAME
• 2009/0247259: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR FACILITATING EXTENDED PLAY
OF A WAGERING GAME
• 2009/0240948: METHODS AND ARRANGEMENTS FOR REALISING BETTING
WITH OFF-LINE TERMINALS
• 2010/0160022: FLEXIBLE SELF-DESCRIBING WAGERING GAME ENTRIES
•
2009/0300363: METHOD AND ARRANGEMENT FOR REAL-TIME BETTING
WITH OFF-LINE TERMINAL
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Game Play:
• 5,577,727: INSTANTANEOUS BINGO TRACKING METHOD AND APPARATUS
• 6,761,633: GAME OF CHANCE WITH MULTIPLE PATHS ON A VIRTUAL
SCRATCH TICKET
• 2002/0155876: ONLINE LOTTERY GAME OF CHANCE AND METHOD OF AND
SYSTEM FOR PLAYING THE GAME
• 2004/0176154: METHOD OF PLAYING A GAME OF CHANCE AND SYSTEM
FOR FACILITATING THE PLAY THEREOF
• 2004/0204224: METHOD OF PLAYING A GAME OF CHANCE COMBINING
NUMBER AND SYMBOL MATCHING AND SYSTEM FOR FACILITATING THE
PLAY THEREOF
• 2005/0107162: METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR IMPLEMENTING A GAME
• 2007/0093299: WAGERING GAME WITH VIRTUAL REWARD
• 2008/0045287: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR PROVIDING A TABLE POKER
WAGERING GAME
• 2011/0042896: EXTENDED PLAY GAME
• 6,000,725: LOTTERY TICKET AND METHOD OF PLAYING A LOTTERY GAME
• 2004/0242308: GAME OF CHANCE USING A CASH TILL ROLL
• 2009/0117968: INCENTING INCREASED WAGER SIZES
• 6,514,144: ONLINE GAME OF CHANCE PROVIDING A MULTI-PLAYER
EXTENSION OF A SINGLE-PLAYER VIRTUAL SCRATCH TICKET GAME AND A
METHOD OF PLAYING THE GAME
•
6,955,353: UNIVERSAL LOTTERY GAME TICKET AND A LOTTERY GAME AND
A METHOD OF PLAYING THE LOTTERY GAME USING THE TICKET
Secondary Games:
• 7,128,319: METHOD OF PLAYING A GAME OF CHANCE INCLUDING
PURCHASE OF ADDITIONAL GAME PLAY INFORMATION AND SYSTEM FOR
FACILITATING THE PLAY THEREOF
• 7,704,140: METHOD OF PLAYING A GAME OF CHANCE INCLUDING
PURCHASE OF ADDITIONAL GAME PLAY INFORMATION AND SYSTEM FOR
FACILITATING THE PLAY THEREOF
•
2005/0181858: ON-LINE COMBINED OPTIONAL INSTANT AND FUTURE
DRAW GAME OF CHANCE AND METHOD OF PLAYING GAME
Interactive:
• 2005/0192078: SMS-BASED MOBILE LOTTERY GAMES
• 2004/0192439: ELECTRONIC DELIVERY OF GAMING TICKETS
• 2009/0203448: MOBILE PAPERLESS WAGERING SYSTEM
• 2011/0021258: ELECTRONIC DELIVERY OF GAMING TICKET
• 6,368,218: INTERACTIVE GAMING SYSTEM
• 6,702,672: WIRELESS INTERACTIVE GAMING SYSTEM
• 2005/0070358: WIRELESS INTERACTIVE GAMING SYSTEM
•
2002/0143901: INTERACTIVE MEDIA RESPONSE PROCESSING
SYSTEM (Simulti)
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GPC Affiliate U.S. Trademark Applications and Registrations
• ACCUTHERM. Application #75050227. Registration #2406511
• DASH. Application #77674996
• FLEXDRAW. Application #77510000. Registration #3569933
• G2. Application #91196369
• G2 GTECH Digital Gaming & Sports Betting. Application #91196936
• GEMINI. Application #77853948. Registration #3895128
• GO. Application. #77388044. Registration #3895128
• GTECH (logo). Application #73442845. Registration #1372206
• GTECH G2. Application #911986934
• InfoAccess. Application #77542656. Registration #3883366
• ISYS. Application #77456194. Registration #3540212
• LUCKY SWEEPS. Application #77672480
• Player Circle. Application #77555157
• Smart Shows. Application #77708438
• SMARTCOUNT. Application #77514505. Registration #3796410
•
SureLock. Application #77555148. Registration #3873934
Third Party Intellectual Property
• Aerosmith licensed property
• World Series of Poker licensed property
• The Three Stooges licensed property
• Billboard licensed property
• Caesars licensed property
• Harrah’s licensed property
• Popcap licensed properties
- Bejeweled licensed property
- Plants vs. Zombies
- Zuma
- Mystery P.I.
• Larry the Cable Guy licensed property
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